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Introduction

Of the various themes that have recurred in the foregoing papers, two are

paramount. First, segregation from others of different ages has increasingly come

to characterize the social and economic position of youth in our society. This

segregation takes many forms:

1. Separation from younger and older children outside the family. In schools,

age grading and specific institutions such as the junior high school and high

school have effectively removed teenagers from significant institutional con-

tact with those under age 12 or 13. High schools and colleses operate to

split the youthful age group into two groups, 14-17 and 18-upwards, with

members of each group segregated from institutional contact with the other.

2. A declining degree of contact between children and youth even within the

family. 'The range of ages in families today much less fully approximates

the age ranze of society as a whole than was once true. Today, siblings

are usually close together in age.

3. Separation from contact with adults in working situations outside the school

and family. To the extent that youth has been removed from the labor market,

the number of occasions on which they meet adults in working situations contracts.

4. Separation from nonspecialized contacts with adults outside the family. Young

people tend to meet adults in highly specialized relationships. In schools,

for example, teachers are encountered primarily as instructors in specific

subjects rather than as persons. As schools have become more specialized and

as teachers have embraced the ideal of professionalization, this has become

more and more the case.

5. Separation from contact with elderly people. Nuclear family structure and

formal retirement ages have tended to force elderly people into isolation from
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other age groups in our society, youth included.

6. The youth culture, while it does not embrace all young people, nor even ex-

clusively young people, rests on the social and psychological detachment of

youth. Those who take part in the youth culture view themselves as "outsiders"

and distant from the "system" or "establishment." Taken in conjunction with all
the other aspects of segregation already mentioned, the strength of the youth

culture raises serious questions. For youth culture has provided many young

people with a pleasing surrogate for maturity, just as their attachment to

the youth culture often conceals a negative assessment of maturity and a

positive preference for continuation of the irresponsible position in which

they have been held as youth.

It should be clear that the segregation of youth in our society differs

from the element of hierarchical distance that traditionally marked the relaticn-

ships of young and old. Segregation does not involve the subordination of youth

in matters of etiquette or social address. On the contrary, the institutional

segregation and psycho-social detachment of youth in our society co-exist.

with the democratization of social relationships between young and old. Adults

today usually adopt an informal, egalitarian mode of address toward the young.

It is likely that the very segregation of youth promotes more earnest efforts

by adults to address youth on the latter's terms, just as the stiff and formal

character of traditional relations between ape groups was compatible with the

institutional and social intermingling of age groups in daily life. Put dif-

ferently, an authoritative personal relation of adult to youth occurred when

it was the primary way to establish the subordination of youth; with the segre-

gation of youth into subordinate institutions, personal authority has become

unnecessary as a way to establish hierarchy.

A second theme that has recurred in the background papers of Part 2
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has been a shift in the options available to young people. As consumers young

people have more options open to them than ever before. Grand tours of foreign

countries were once the exclusive prerogative of sons of noblenen; now a broad ses-

ment of middle class youth enjoys foreign travel along with the ability to gratify

its tastes in clothes, music, and a nultitude of forms of entertainment. Similarly,

educational opportunities at all levels have expanded in the 20th Century. Young

people today are far more cosmopolitan in outlook than their predecessors.

While new options have opened up to voung people in areas of consumption,

leisure, and education, opportunities have declined in other areas. Ovrortunities

to carry out responsible work outside the home, to engace in efforts that are

important to the welfare of others, have been deferred until the end of an incre

ly long period of schooling.* This is shown only in part by labor force

statistics. For le, in 1971 almost half of the 16-to-19-vear olds in the

nation found some kind of emplovment. But over the last half century, the

portien of voung veeple at work has declined sha

Moreover, recent changes in occunational requirements have especially

youth from some of the most challenging jobs. The explosion of certification

requirements in recent decades has effectively barred nearly all young peonle

from professional: occupations, teaching included. In the past, when a college

degree was not a prerequisite to professional education and when professional

education was less demanding and affected fewer occupations, a young man intending

to be a doctor or lawyer could begin in his late teens or early twentics. More

rolv.
: c :

Nf

generally, in the second half of the 20th Century the proportion of jobs whic:

require education has increased greatly in our societv, effectively closing the

jobs to voung people. In other words, the discrepancy between the king of wot

available to youth and to adults is greater now than in the past wnen 1eW joo>s

itfers somewhat for women,

into the vaid labor force.
vattern because of increasing movement
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whether held by youths or adults, required either explicit certification or

a high level of education.

Taking these two trends together, the earlier onset of consumption

opportunities has been accompanied by a deferment of productive opportunities

and responsibilities.
A corollary of the deferment of economic opportunities has been a decline

in options concerning the path to adult working life. Social and sometimes legal

pressures make it difficult to resume education after several years out in the

job market. This difficulty is certainly one of the bases underlying the fre-

quently-heard demands for greater "relevance" in education.

Many educators and others have recognized the divorce of work and education.

For much of the 20th Century, beginning with Progressive Education, the ansver

to this dissociation has been to diversify the school so that it comes to in-

corporate "real life" situations. Young people have been encouraged to cuperience

in the microcosmic setting of the school the kind of situations which, presumably,

they will confront in adulthood.

While this approach is not without merit, it has its drawbacks. First,

it places an enormous administrative burden on the schools, which find thenselves

besieged by demands to incorporate the latest trends, sometimes the latest fads,

into the curriculum. Secondly, however earnest the efforts to recreate the world

in the school, the school is not the world, and is not perceived by students as

"yeal.'' There is not the discipline of a production goal to impose standards,

and in its absence, the vocational work often becomes "makework." Or if a student

botches a job in a vocational course, he is not fired fron the school; in fact

the compulsory educational laws demand that he be kept in school. Similarly, if

he puts in an extra effort, his rewards are confined to grades, which impose a

motivation and discipline only for a fraction of young people.

Segregation and the shift of opportunities available to youth have grown
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out of some of the most basic forces of 20th Century society. Family values no

longer sanction, as they once did, the early commitment of youth to productive

activity. Trade unions and professional organizations, for understandable reasons,

fear large scale incursions by youth into their labor markets. Humanitarian

sentiment opposes the exploitation of youth. Professionalization and bureaucra-

tization have sharply narrowed the range of youth's contacts with adults outside

leisure pursuits. The forces that have isolated young people and cut off certain

options once available to them have not, thus, been necessarily mean or reactionary.

Paradoxically, they have been, at least in original intent, enlightened and

altruistic.
Yet it seems equally clear that we have reached a point in history in which

these forces are spinning out of control, What was once done to protect youth fron

manifest exploitation now serves to reinforce the "outsider" status of youth,

Ideas and institutions that once served explicit and genuine needs, and in some

cases still do, have uncritically been extended to the point where they deprive

youth of experience important to their growth and development.

ISSUES IN THE DESIGN OF ENVIRONMENTS FOR YOUTH

If society's treatment of its youth is to go beyond the school into a

new phase involving design of environments appropriate for youth's development,

direct attention is necessary to a number of issues. In the pages below, we

discuss these issues and some of the consequences of resolving them in one

direction or the other. Such an examination, of which the pages below constitute

merely a start, is a useful precursor to the social inventions and social ex-

perimentation that can shape environments fruitful for youth.

1. Age segregation fron adults vs. are inteeration with adults

Our society has changed in the past century from one in which the yours

of this age (14-24) were in frequent and continued contact with persons older
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than they to one in which adult contacts are confined to parents and teachers.

The age segregation is extensive enough to deprive youth and adults from

effective contact with another, yet not complete enough so that the young are

required to establish institutions and activities to serve their own needs.

Thus many of the disadvantages of age-segregation are present, without many of

the advantages.

a. Benefits of youth from adults: In the past the segregation

of the young into schools was in part carried out as a protection for the young

and in part as a custodial agency to free adults. It was protective for the

young to shield them from the harsh work activities of adults and fron the

predatory behavior of adults who were often seen as coarse and unfit as associates

of youth, The family and the school were seen as proper places for youth, and

efforts were devoted to insulating them from other institutions less beneficial

to them. This protection remains codified in child labor laws and school attendance

jaws of today. For adults, the school kept the young in custody, freeing adults

for more efficient production in their work organizations.

Both these benefits still exist to some degree. School is a healthier

place for the young than are sone of the institutions occupied by adults. And

any institution that placed adolescents in extensive and continued contact with

adults would remove some of the protection of youth that schools were designed to

provide, But the harsh labor from which children were protected has vanished in

many workplaces, and elaborate legal machinery has been developed to shield youth

from exploitation.
The custodial benefit to adults, which allows them to get on with their work

more efficiently, remains as well. If age segregation of youth were eliminated, so

that all the young currently in school were injected into workplaces populated by

adults, many of the average adult's contacts on his job would be with young persons,

whose current counterparts are in school. The age-segregation that adults
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currently experience on their jobs, and which some find enjoyable, they would

no longer have.

The benefit of youth to extreme age-segregation, such as would be found in

a self-contained community of youth (as a boarding school could become), is the

necessity for youth to fill roles currently occupied by adults: construction,

purchasing, cooking, care of grounds, etc. Such roles are valuable training-

grounds for adulthood. This benefit can arise in a variety of types of self-
contained youth communities. It is found both in a community like Summerhill,

at the extreme of unstructured freedom, and in a school like Lton, at the extrene

of hierarchical structure.

In addition to these benefits to youth and adults of segregation between

the two, there is a benefit for social change. Youth that are in close and

continual contact with adults are often in close and continual supervision by

them. This, and the close contact itself, leads youth to be near-replicas of

these adults and less free to bring about social change. <A degree of segregation

from adults increases the change that a new generation can bring about. Adults

often regard youth-initiated change with some fear, but it is one of the major

means by which societies change to meet new conditions.

b. Benefits of age integration: The fundamental benefit to youth of inte-

gration with adults is the incidental experience in everyday activity. When

adults go off to work institutions from which the young are excluded they not

only carry out work there; much of their living is done there as well. By

enclosing adults' activity within these confines, work organizations increase

their own efficiency, but at the expense of the incidental learning and ex-

perience that youth would otherwise have. $o long as other institutions (such

as the comunity and the extended family) make up some of these deficits, ne

fact was not apparent. But it is evident now that a major means by which skills,

culture, ideas, and information is transmitted is vanishing as direct contacts
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between youth and adults in structured situations decline.

In addition to the benefit to youth, age integration between youth and

adults brings a benefit to adults. Some work situations have become routine

and dull to persons in them. If a larger portion of adults' everyday environ-

ment, on the job or off of it, were in association with youth,the interaction

would be a livening one, which could be beneficial to the adult as well as the

young person, This is not to say adults would freely choose it, because there

are psychic comforts from associating only with one's age mates. The balance of

psychic gains and losses to adults from age segregation remains an open question

which research could illuminate, It is clear at this point, however, that there

are both psychological gains and losses from age-homogeneous environments.

An additional benefit to society of social integration between youth and

adults is that it facilitates sociel order end lessens the social conflict between

The daily contact between youth and adults in cormon activities leads each to sce

the point of view of the other and reduces the cxplosive potential inherent in

the isolation of youth.

In this discussion of the benefits of age segregation and integration,

we have implicitly recognized what should be made more explicit: that integration

of youth with adults would not only modify the lives and activities of the young:

it would modify the lives and activities of adults as well. Placing youth in

the hands of teachers for increasing periods of time has meant a way of life for

adults that rarely includes youth other than their own children. If that is to

be changed, the way of life must change as well.

Considering both the benefits of segregation and the benefits of inte-

gration, it appears to us that those of integration of youth with adults outweign

those of segregation. Such age-integration requires structure to insure protection

and development of the young. But throughout history the very continuation of

:

society has depended upon the intimate intermixture of adults and the young.
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This intermixture is now threatened by the weakness of the family unit,

which reduces the intermixture not merely outside the family, but even within.

The question of how this integration might be accomplished we will defer to a

later point when concrete alternatives are considered,

2. Age segregation within youth, and between youth and children.

A somewhat different issue lies in the degree of age segregation of

youth of differing ages, and the segregation of youth from children. Because

of the way our schools have developed, there is a high degree of age segregation

within them, each year being largely segregated from those on either side. In

addition, schools have sometimes been made to cover smaller age spans (e.g., the

creation of the junior high school) to reduce the purportedly demoralizing in-

fluence of older youth upon younger. High schoo] students are institutionally

segregated from college students, and only in college do friendships appear with

some frequency across grades. This age segregation was not so great in the past,

even within schools, because of the smaller number of students served by schools

jn rural areas. Several grades were often taught in one room, and children had

greater association with others older or younger than they.

Changes in the family have also contributed much to the increase in age

segregation among the young. The number of children in a family has declined

except for a period after World War II. Current families have a small number of

children, closely spaced. Thus there is less cross-age association within the

family, further reducing experience of youth with younger children.

In sum, current institutions have resolved the issue of age-segregation

among youth in one direction, partly by intention, partly by changes in population

density, partly by changes in family structure. Despite this premature resolution,

it is importent to evaluate the benefits of age segregation among the young and

the benefits of integration.
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a. Benefits of sesrepation among youth of different ages.
Some of the benefits of age segregation are straightforward. It is

administratively simple and natural, if a school spanning 6 years of age has

600 children, with 100 children for each year of age, and each teacher can

handle only about 30, to make the division by age, with each teacher's class

age-homogeneous, This is especially so if children are all expected to occupy

the same role, as recipients of information and skills from the teacher.

Classes of children homogeneous in age are easier to handle as a mass, just
as are classes homogeneous in I. Q.. The one-room schoolhouse or 3-classes-in-

a-grade schools of rural areas of the past were seen as makeshift, necessary

only because of the scarcity of pupils.

Age homogeneity also reduces the unfair advantages that older children

take of the younger, simply because older and younger are infrequently in con-

tact. Age heterogeneity among the young requires some kind of structuring, else

the anarchic lack of structure resultSin a survival of the fittest, meaning the

oldest. But all this is more true among children, where a year of age makes

a large maturational difference, than among youth, where the difference is less

large (except for the spurt of puberty, which ordinarily comes before age 14,

which marks our starting point; see Part 2).
b. Benefits of integration across apes among youth.

The principal benefits of age integration among children and youth arise

through the experience a young person gains with others outside his age group.

But those benefits are ordinarily realized only in a structured situation in which

age carries with it certain responsibilities, not simply the privileges arising

from greater physical strength. When this kind of structure does occur, two

things are learned by the older. The first is experience with and knowledge

about children of different ages, especially quite young children,with whon

they may otherwise have no contact until parenthood arrives. The second is
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learning how to take responsibility and discharge it effectively. This is a

capacity that young persons seldom find themselves in, and for this reason is

an especially valuable form of activity. But the learning does not take place

automatically; it depends on the care, supervision, and structure within which

the responsible young person carries out his action. Without such supervision,

it can lead to sadism, ineffectiveness, or mutual frustration of the young

person and the children for whom he is responsible.

As these comments indicate, the structuring of a system in which youth

are integrated with children offers some important benefits. But they are

benefits that depend on a better articulated system of relationships between

adults and youth and between youth and children than ordinarily occurs in

schools or elsewhere in society. Sumner camps constitute perhaps the most

frequent exaiple of such a relation. Junior counselors are often as younf, 4s

fourteen; counselors may be hish school seniors or college freshmen. In sone

camps, only the director and the camp nurse have passed their 21st birthday.

The example of camps and the exanple of a few schools in which older children

and youth have some responsibility for younger children,shows that such systems

of relations are not so difficult to arrange. What seeas to militate against

this structure in schools are two elements: First, there is the fact that youth

are, up to age 16,compulsorily in school, and thus cannot be forced to accept

active responsibilities, but can only be required to perform in the relatively

passive role of "student." Second, students in school and college are supposed

to be there "for their own benefit," to learn, with teachers paid either by

society or their own tuition, to "make then learn.'' It is not seen as fair to

divert the child from his own learning to take responsibility for others. The

effect of this dual argument is to prevent that kind of development, whether it

is called learning or not, that occurs through the assumption and discharge of

responsibility, and that kind of understanding, whether it is called learning
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or not, of the way younger children respond to attention. In this, middle

class youth are more deprived by society than are lower class youth, for the

greater need for child care help of older siblings in lower class familics gives their
youth more experience in taking responsibility for children than occurs in middle

class families.

It appears to us that the benefits of age integration of youth with children
in relations involving responsibility far outweigh the benefits of age segregation.
We do not mean to imply that there should never be age-homogeneous settinzs,
whether social or intellectual. But the relative absence of settings involving

age integration with role relations that include responsibility of youth consti-
tute a serious and increasing gap in the experience that society owes its youth.

Thus we believe that future environments for growth should include settings in

which older youth can have responsibility for the young to provide an opportunity

that is largely missing for youth in today's society.

3. Grouping of the youns by stace of development.

Young persons of the same chronological age differ widely in their rates

of physical, social, and cognitive maturation. In addition, the physical

maturation of boys is, at puberty, about two years behind that of girls. The

result of these Varying rates is that youth grouped by chronological age, and

introduced to certain experiences by chronological age, will differ widely in

their mental, physical, and social levelsof development. Yet if one of these

other criteria is used for grouping, for example, physical maturity, then the

differences in mental development, social development, and chronological age

will be great. In fact, if any of these four criteria of development are used

for grouping, there will be wide variation on the others.

The issue is just what principle of grouping is most beneficial for youth.

At present, chronological age is the primary principle of grouping in schools,

with mental maturity a secondary principle, through "ability-grouping." We know
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that this procedure creates some distress and very likely permanent impacts on

self-concept, for example, of boys who achieve their physical growth late and

girls who receive theirs early. But we do not know that the use of physical

maturity or social maturity as grouping principles would be better.

Therefore, the first question pertinent to this topic that should be

addressed in designing environments for growth is what principle or principles

should be used in grouping young persons in activities. This question is related,

however, to a second, third, and fourth. What total range in stage of development

should exist within a set of young people engaged together in activities (for

example, what aye range)? What interdependent roles should exist among the young

in these activities? And what should be the degree of self-selection into age-

level grouping or other grouping by young people thenselves?

These are complex questions related to some of the other structural issues

considered earlicr. But the different component to which this issue draws

attention is the various types of development according to which young persons

can be grouped -- and the fact that the correlation between these different modes

of development is not high. We wish to open here an issue that current insti-

tutions -- the schools -- have prematurely closed by using one-year chronolegical

age grouping among youth.

4. The patterning of self-development and productive activity.

Experience indicates that young persons need both activity directed toward

self-deve lopment and useful activity directed toward the outside on which others

depend. Neglect of the first results in an unskilled adult, impotent to deal with

a complex world, Neglect of the second leads to a frustration of the idealistic,

creative, and constructive impulses of youth. For most persons these two activi-

ties, directed invard and outward, take the prosaic forms of school and work

(though school does not always bring self-development, and work does not always

constitute productive and useful activity). The patterning of these two activities
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in the past involved for many youth a daily mixture, with his duties in the home

and elsewhere balancing the self-development toward which school is directed.
For many youth at present, however, the pattern is self-development until the

end of full-time schooling followed by useful activity in the form of a full-
time job. There are many indications, however, that this is not the best environ-

ment for growth. At least four other alternatives exist, all of which have

been proposed in one form or another. These four constitute alternatives in

the construction of environments for growth.

Alternative 1: "Continuing education."

A pattern that has developed widely in the United States, and to some decree

in other advanced industrial societies, is continuing education on a part-time

basis. In every metropolitan center, and in many places outside metropolitan areas,

evening classes for adults can be found. These range from classes devoted to basic

skills held in high schools to courses for graduate university deprees, For many

adults who have full-time jobs, these courses appear to fill a very important

need. The heavy demand for these courses indicates the strength of adult interest

in continuing education beyond that provided by full-time schooling. And the wice

range of content and level of these courses indicates that the interest is

broadly spread from the least to the most educated/and from the most technological

to the most humanistic activities...
But this alternative serves only the needs of those who have left full-

time education. The closest analogue for youth who are still in full-tire

education is a part-time job -- but part-time jobs cannot be had for the asking

in the same sense that an evening course in the local college or high school can.

persons

Thus continuing education as it now exists in the United States is in essence more

an environment for growth for adults than for youth.
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Alternative 2: "Recurrent Education."

A pattern termed "recurrent education" has been under discussion in

Europe since the term was introduced by Sweden's Olaf Palme in 1970. This

pattern implies alternating full-time work and full-time education, with the

interleaving spaces at the individual's option. As formulated, the pattern

implies entry into the labor force before university but return to full-time

education after a period of time.

Again, a pattern of this sort has cvolved in the United States, throush

youth taking a year or two years out of school between high school and collece,

or between two years of college. This spontaneously-initiated pattern (which

still encompasses only a small fraction of youth) appears to have developed

from the dissatisfaction of youth with the prolonged insulation fron the vorld

created by their extended status as student.

the principal problem with this pattern as it now exists in the Unitec

States is that it receives no institutional supports beyond the willineness cf

sone colleges to allow deferment of entry or automatic reentry after being out

a year or two. The occupational structure does not always have a supply of fuil-

time jobs appropriate to this period that youth can easily enter. Nor has there

developed a system of national service or public service with opportunities for

youth from age 16 on. In the absence of such opportunities work-interspersed

recurrent education rarely seems a feasible option,and many youth feel they must

remain in school until they can move from it onto the career ladder toward their

ultimate ains.

Alternative 3: "Career Education."

A third alternative that has developed in schools and is increasingly

discussed at the federal level in the U.S. Office of Education is career education.

In the form of vocational education, this pattern has existed for many years.

Present developments lead from the traditional ''vocational training " toward an
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expansion of the range of careers; including arts and professional fields.

The Federal discussions and proposals go beyond career education as

carried out in the schools. }Wowever, when implemented in the schools, career

education consists of an incorporation of occupational learning within an

educational setting. Whether the occupational training is good or poor (and

a wide range of quality does exist in vocational training), it appears not to

provide an appropriate avenue for the idealistic, constructive and creative

impulses of youth toward the 'outside." The focus remains on learning, that is,
on self-development, and the constructive activities are treated only as

means to that goal rather than as an end in themselves. This does not, of

course, deny the value of well-designed career education in the schools. It

says only that such an approach does not provide experiences directed toward

an external goal that satisfy the needs of youth to be useful.

Alternative 4: "Learning at work."

A fourth alternative consists of an intimate and daily intermixture of

learning and work similar to that produced by career education in schools but

instead in e work setting. This alternative also exists in several

forms today, ranging fron cooperative education programs in high schools (in

which the young person spends half of each day at work on a job and half at

school) to educational programs in a work organization for which the worker gets

released time. And there now exists in Federal agencies an intensified interest

and some plans toward the further development of these programs. As with career

education programs in the schools, the existing prograas are sometimes

well, sometines badly. Their essential difference from career education in

schools lies in the fact that the work is performed for a purpose and is not

ification of learning, and it is performed in a setting with
merely a divers

adults engaged in similar WOrK.
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Work-study programs of this sort are seldom designed to capture the

idealistic and altruistic impulses of youth; the external purpose for which

the work is done mey not be a purpose of the young person himself. Indeed,

in a differentiated work organization it is unlikely to coincide with his own

purposes. Nevertheless, the intrinsic satisfaction of doing useful and con-

structive work provides rewards even in the absence of a common collective

purpose. On the other hand, some of the proposals for a naticnal service

program or public service program for youth involve a mixture of learning and

work that is intended to be for some common good. To satisfy the dual needs

for activity directcd inward and outward, some such environment, involving

both learning end sone public service work directed toward 4 shared goal, %

be optimun. But environments of this sort are now seldom availeble to youth.

5. Role-sosmentation vs, ity.

Another set of issues concerns a youth's position in the institutions

of socialization:

1. How much continuity with one set of personal reletionships in a single

institution should he have before leaving it and moving to another? This is

an issue of continuity vs. mobility.

2, How encompassing should a given institution be? The range extends

from the all-encompassing institution of the boarding school to a system

like work-study programs in which he spends a portion of the day in one insti-

tution and a portion in another.
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At C either of these questions could properly be raised. Other

problems d The family's and community's needs dictated how long the

ac.

child spent with the family; whether there was to be a school, and if

so, what form iv would teke; how long a young person would stay at school;

and whether his family moved so that he had to change schools. Todey both

questions mus. asked. School organization is an open question, perhaps

as much as it ever been. In public school there are numerous patterns,

emong them Ke and 9-12; K-6 and 7-9 and 10-12; K-4 and 5-8 and 9-12.

In addition, there are a variety of new arrangements designed to facilitate

school integra jn, Some involve a student spending 2 portion of a day or

week in one school or cne out-of-school setting end the remainder of his

school time in enother.

At one extreme of the dimension at issue here, the young person is in

a close community and at the other he is in a role-segmented society similar

8

to that of the larger society. Each of the extremes of role-~segmentation and

>

community has its defects. But it is not sufficient to say that because of

this "the" solution is somewhere between these extremes. The young people

unsuccessful in one might be successful in the other. Further, a solution

somewhere between these extremes (which is what the typical high school and

college are) may have just as nany defects. Perhaps there is @ strong relation

between the personality characteristics of the young person and the degree of

segmentation or comnunalism in which he can be successful. At this point it
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is necessary to recognize the importance of such a dimension or set of

dimensions and the importance of learning the consequences of each pattern

for youth of various backgrounds and personalities.

6, The scope of formel schooling.

One of the implications of the set of social changes we have described

is thet the non-school portions of a youth's environment heve dwindled in

scope and force while the school portions have increased. One consequence

has been to introduce into schools some things that were once outside in the

form of extra-curriculer programs, work-related programs, community projects,

and other activities. This is one kina of solution: to brirg into the

school certain of those non-cognitive activities thet are deened valuable

to the development of youth or at least those activities for which there is

some demand on the part of youth or the community.

Another solution, however, is to take the opposite approach: to confine

formal schooling to those cognitive skills that are traditional to it end to

devise new organizational arrangements outside the formal structure of the

school for those non-academic activities important to the movement into

adulthood. Such an approach very likely implies a reduction in the time

spent in formal educational settings, rather then the increase iuherent in

the first solution. An example of this solution is cooperative education

programs in high school in which a young person typically spends half his

day in school and half on the job working for an employer. Recently other
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programs with a similar structure have been initiated, In Minneapolis, for

example, an "urban arts" program consists of a half day spent outside the

school learning music, ballet, or other erts and a half day inside the school

devoted to academic activities.

Although the usual epproach with non-academic activities has been to

enlarge the scope of the school to incorporate them (as with yocational

education), some exemples exist of the opposite solution, involving adjust-

ments in the sociel structure outside rather than inside the school.

a, Benefits of incorvorating non-academic content into schools: In

effect, the school has elways stood to inject those activities into the lives

of children end youth thet are importent to their development but missing in

their everyday enviropment. When literacy end reading were absent fron the

environnent of most young persons, as they still are for some, schools acted

primarily to fill that gep. If we find now that certain other activities

important to becoming adult ere missing from young persons! lives, then the

school is the most obvious place for these activities. School is the sector

of society that can be explicitly designed to meet the needs of the young,

while the restructuring of other sectors of society is a difficuit and

compronise-ridden task. This same principle holds for supervision of the

ongoing everyday activities: supervision and control to insure thet these

activities benefit youth is much easier inside than outside school walls.
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b. Benefits of pursuing non-academic activities outside school: The

central defect of the school for activities other than of academic

knowledge and skills is that schools are not well organized for other activities.

schools are apart from society while the non-academic portions of becoming

adult, such as gaining the capacity to take responsibility and authority,

learning to care for others who are dependent, ecquiring the ebility to take

decisive action, learning how to work, achieving a sense of self respect, are

directly part of socicty. The school mey try to simulate those activities of

society that bring about these capabilities, but it has not to dete shown greet

success in its attempt to do so.

Phe essential diffievlty of schools in handling 4 other than

acedemic leerning is the position of the child or youth within the school.

is a dependent, and the school is responsible for shepherding his development.

Yet if youth is to develop in certain ways involving responsibility end

decision-making, then the responsibility and dependency ere in the wrong

place. To reorganize a school in such a way that young persons have responsi-

bility and authority appears extremely aifficult, because such reorganization

is incompatible with the basic custodial function of the school.

Various meens have been used to change the child's or youth's role in

the school from that of passive dependent student to thet of active responsible

person, The most successful ones are voluntery and freed from the custodial

aspect of the school's activities. In hign schools extra-curricular activities

including school newspeper, music, drama, debate, athletics have provided some
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escape from the role of student. Similar activities but with wider scope

and greater independence occur in colleges, One example within the cless-

room is the tutorial or helping activities of older children toward younger

ones, en activity that has been attempted in a few schools. But the most

characteristic end result of experiments of this sort in schools has been a

return to the old psttern of dependency of the young person in the school.

In fact, the history of bringing non-academic activities from real life into

the school is markeda with @ transformation of those activities to the point

Where the young person is once again in the role of student, learning cognitive

material that can be tested by traditional ecademic paner-and-pencil tests.

In contrest, there are or outside the school thet have been

able, with epparent ease, to devise activitics involving ectual performance,

even including tests of performence. One of the oldest, which is wicespres:

both in Western and Socialist countries, is Scouting. The activities of

scouts are treditionelly linked to the outdoors, and tests of performance

(cooking, firebuilding, construction, swimming, etc.) rather than tests of

academic knowledge are used. For farm youth, Club projects provide

similar roles of responsibility, decision-making, and rewarded work. Junior

Achievenent has, for a few youth, provided similarly for entreprenurial

activities, and in summer cemps youth move into positions of developing

responsibility at an early age. A federal program, the Neighborhood Youth

Corps, has sometimes engaged youth in projects of real benefit to the

community. Outdoor programs like Outward Bound have also been able to put

youth in roles other than student.
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In short, when non-cognitive activities are created for youth as ways

of developing personal qualities important to a satisfactory adult life, the

incorporation of them within schools places an enormous strein that is often

resolved by a reversion to student role for youth and to teacher role for

adults. The prospects of success for such activities appeer far greater

when carried on outside the school.

Examining both sides, we feel that the benefits of incorporating non-

cognitive activities into schools are far fewer than those from organizing

them outside schools. The principal benefit of the former path appears to be

organizational "neatness" and insurance that all youth will be "covered" by

such activity. But the costs are the distortion of such activity to fit the >

organizations characteristics of a school, a distortion that strikes at the

very heart of the activity.

7. The legal status and rights of youth.

Persons below the age of majority, the age at which one is deemed legally

competent to assume responsibility for his person and property, are subject

to various disabilities not imposed on adults. At the same time, persons

below the age of majority are accorded certain protections denied to adults

and are exemot from some of the legal obligations of adulthood.

The age of majority has traditionally been set at twenty-one. Since

the adoption of the 26th Amendment to the Constitution establishing eighteen
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as the voting age, some states have reduced the age of majority to eighteen

except in respect to matters such as the purchase of alcoholic bevereges, In

a few states youthful offenders, even though above the age of majority, re-

ceive special treatment when found guilty of breaches of criminal law,

Primary responsibility for control and protection of persons under the

age of majority is entrusted to perents or guardians, Under the doctrine of

parens patriae, however, public authority, in the form of local, state, or

federal government, intervenes to require obedience to parents, to protect

children and youth from undesirable parental conduct, and to conpel young

people to perforu scine Guty (such as attending school) imposed by the state.

The problea is at what point do societal controls over youth cease to

be lesitinate protections of the welfere of young people and become insteos

unviarranted constraints. From one perspective protection becomes unwarranted

constraint when agencies such as schools, juvenile courts, correctional insti-

tutions, shelters for the neglected, and institutions for the handicapped and

mentally retarded foil to discharge the educational, benevolent, and thera-

peutic functions entrusted to them, Just as young persons are entitled to

secondary protection by social institutions egainst neglectful and abusive

parents who are intended to be their primery agents of protection, they are

entitled to protection against neglectful and abusive social institutions.

Recent court decisions indicate increased respect for the minors' constitu-

tional right to due process and equal protection of the law. Various proposals
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have been made for esteblishing children's advocates cr ombudsmen at various

levels of government. The 26th Amendment will bring stronger representation

of the interests of young people into the process of government and will

presumably increase pressure for more equiteble and responsible treatment

of youth.

Some aspects of the issue, however, are not easily resolved because the

borderline between protection and constraint is not sharp. Perhaps the best

exomples are child lebor and school attendance laws which act to protect

youth under 14, 16, and 18 (depending on the kind of labor end other conditions)

from the harmful effects of some work and to keep them in school to learn.

Yet those seme lays act as constraints that hold young people in environ-

ments that for some may be unproductive and unhealthy (e.5., preventing th

from leaving school when that environment becomes a fruitless one). Is a fixed

minimum ace criterion for terminating school and beginning Work appropriate?

It is certainly not feasible to exemine in every instance the school environ-

ment and a potential work environment and then decide the case on its merits.

But it seems likely that a better means can be found for assuring the rights

of the young person to some degree of self-determination while protecting hin

from exploitation by others.
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DRAFT

Part 4: DIRECTIONS FOR CHANGE

Introduction

In the preceding parts of this report, we have attempted to establish

a frame of reference for discussion and debate to help move society from the

second, schooling, phase of its treatment of youth to a third and more mature

phase. In this third phase, environments for youth must be designed in such

a way that the broad objectives stated in Part 1 are met. But in meeting

these objectives, the issues discussed in Parts 2 and 3. must be addressed.

That is, the social inventions and social experimentation necessary to create

appropriate environments can only be developed through specifying the objectives

that they should satisfy and diagnosing the current conditions surrounding

youth. Although we have only begun that task here, it is useful to indicate

some changes that can be first steps toward appropriate environments for youth.

This Part is devoted to suggesting such changes.

Some changes proposed in this Part would resolve certain of the issues

of Part 3 in one way, some in the opposite way. Some are compatible with

certain directions of society's development, some with other directions.

Because it is not clear what directions society Will take, and because it is

not evident just what consequences a given proposed institution would heve,

we suggest a diverse array of changes. We believe all are worthy of serious

trial; we cannot know enough about any one of them to recommend that it be

universally adopted. Further, no single environment for youth's transition

to adulthood would be beneficial to all youth or to the society. Indeed, the
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recent emergence of such a single monolithic pattern -- unbroken schooling for

many years finally truncated by a sharp shift to full time work -- hes reduced

effective opportunity for those who would find different paths more fruitful.

Consequently, these proposals are made from the premise that diversity

and pluralism of paths to adulthood are important for the youth of any society.

Each of the proposed changes brings some of the benefits discussed in Part %.

through the explicit stance it takes on those issues, But only experience with

each will show whether those benefits are great enough to make it valuable

for youth and thus for society. This experience should be gained not in

traditional casual ways but through explicit experimental design and systematic

collection of data. Tn this wavy the necessary feedback from pilot social

policies can occur and lead to their modification, or to their extension on

a wider scale. If this is to occur, two points should be recognized: First,

that each of these proposed changes should take place only in pilot form,

and second, when such pilot policies are initiated, careful experimentation is

necessary to aid in modification.

1. Change in Educational Structure.

Most of the proposals in this Part involve some youth moving out of the

traditional school setting, part of full time, into other environments favorable

for their growth. However, much can be done within the massive educational

institution that must undoubtedly go on carrying a heavy burden in bringing the

young to adulthood. We suggest three routes for fruitful change in the schools.
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a, The school as agent for the young. If a larger social setting -- the

community or city -- is seen as the environment, or set of environments, for

the growth of a young person, then the school may come to take on a new role

of planning and facilitating the best use of that environment by youth. In

this role as agent for youth, the school would not be the full-time custodian

of the young but would delegate a large portion of that custody to other insti-

tutions, The fraction of a youtn's time in school could be sharply cut by

reducing school functions to the more strictly academic ones. But the school,

as the youth's agent, would be deisgned to act in his interest in employing

other institutions of the community to aid his growth. The school would in

this way purchase a set of services for youth, making it an important potential

source of social change.

Some secondary schools have programs that move in this direction.

Cooperative education, involving half-days spent at work, is a widespread

example. Programs that involve middle-class youth engaged in public service

activities have been developed here and there. Some purchase of teaching

services by the school through performance contracting has also been attempted

in a few places. However, in the absence of a general conception of a new role

for the school as "agent for youth" and the flexibility in the use of school

funds that would follow from such a conception, the evolution is heavily

constrained.

». Role-diversity for youth in schools. A second strategy for modifying

the school involves recognition that over the years, the fraction of a young



person's time that he spends in school has greatly increased, Under such

circumstances, it may be useful to reshape a portion of the school time so

that the young person is not so wholly occupied by the student role. One major

change is to give young people tutoring or teaching activities. It seems also

important that we understand the value of many traditional extra-curricular

activities, especially in the arts and athletics, which allow participation

and performance that is within the school but outside the strictly academic

role. Other activities could develop along similar lines, if extra-curricular

activities received greater support.

This strategy runs contrary to many others suggested in this report.

For example, if we narrow the scope of formal schooling to the strictly

academic, then the role diversity for youth that we are seeking will be found

largely in participation outside the schools in other old and new institutions.

But if the student role continues to dominate the time and energy of youth,

as it undoubtedly will in many locations in the country, then it seems im-

portant to change the school in ways th will allow the young to widen the

range of rewarding educational experiences.

School diversity and student choice. As described in Part II,

American secondary education is dominated by the public comprehensive school

with students assigned to a particular school according to the neighborhood

they live in. We noted serious structural problems of this form of secondary

schooling and student assignment, centered on segregation effects, Little

consumer choice, and the unbroken sequence of the school years.



Movement toward more options in secondary schooling, similar to the many

options available to students in higher education, seems appropriate. More

options in choice of school can be provided by greater diversity among public

secondary schools. This implies that secondary schools should be designed to

be somewhat different from one another, rather then uniform in structure and

spirit. Public schools naturally vary somewhat from one another, chiefly on

the grounds of the social composition of the student body that flows from the

neighborhoods or communities on which the schools are individually based.

But greater variation can be cultivated, with special effort to give each

school some additional distinctive features. This specialization among high

schools la long existed in New York City, but more fully in the

past then the present. In most other cities, there is very little specializa-

tion, except for the "vocational schools."

This strategy of explicit variation among high schools entails a re-

examination of the advantages of specialized high schools. The specialized

schools of the past were eliminated in one community and city after another

because the comprehensive schools seemed to have so many advantages for mixing

students and allowing easy transfer from one curriculum to another. But these

advantages have been negated by segregation effects and the rigidities of large

administrative structure. Comprehensive schools pased in black lower class

neighborhoods or white upper middle class areas become exceedingly specialized

in student body and curriculum. No advantages in comprehensiveness are gainea,

while much is lost in student choice and staff concentration. Schools designed
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to specialize in the arts or vocational education or academic excellence can

draw students from a much larger geographic area and set admissions policies

that encourage representation from various social groups.

The point is that genuine student choice among public schools is dependent

upon genuine institutional variety based on different specializations rather

than on the luck of neighborhood draw. More specialized schools have many

organizational advantages: they can have a clearly definable mission or set.

of purposes and concentrate accordingly; they can build competence and school

identity around their more restricted focus; and they can attract students and

faculty of mutual interest. Besides the existing vocational schools, schools

are possible -~ and in a few places exist which concentrate in music, in

art, in performing arts, in athletics, in different industry Sectors (medical

services, educational services, printing and publishing trades, broadcast

media, etc.). New forms of specialization could also be experimented with,

e.g., "quasi-alternative schools." We earlier described the short life span

of many of the alternative schools that have been organized, mainly outside

of the public school framework but sometimes within it. But it is likely

that alternative schools committed to survival can be organized within public

school systems. Some trials toward this end are now under way, and if their

results are carefully monitored, a vieble pattern might emerge that can be

widely used. It is also possible to experiment with schools that specialize

in form more than in substance; e.g., with an alternation of work and study

in a full-year cycle rather than in concentration on particular subjects.



Institutional variety and student choice can also be enhanced by creating

greater differences among sub-units within schools. Some secondary schools are

already experimenting with a sub-college or sub-house plan, much in the style

of some undergraduate colleges that subdivide themselves around "houses" or

residential units. The sub-units may have different academic foci to which

different students may be attracted and around which different academic climates

develop. Even when the sub-units have essentially the same programs, their

members can find some psychological benefits in being part of a sub-unit of

ten teachers and two hundred students among whom there is a sense of community,

while retaining the benefits of participation in the school at large. The

point is to find ways to increase institutional variation -- both within

schools and emong schools -- that will offer more options to students.

But schools are deliberately designed to be somewnet different from
and

one another ,/the problem of second-class status for some schools will appear,

just as it always has with vocational and other specialized schools. This

problem need not be overwhelming, however. In American higher education,

where such a ranking has always existed, it has not perturbed the proud and

able functioning of colleges whatever the ranking accorded them by others.

When schools can cultivate a distinctive identity and reputation, they can

usually generate the morale among faculty and students that makes them

oblivious to such rankings. In addition, the cultivation of special insti-

tutional identity encourages imagination and leadership by the principal and

staff of a school.
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These observations lead us to propose the orgenization of schools

specialized along the dimensions discussed above, accompanied by an evalua-

tion of their effects on the development of youth within them.

ad. School size: From the rural school consolidation movement to the

call by Conant (19 ) for larger end more comprehensive high schools, American

schools have been growing larger. This change has occurred in the face of some

facts about school size that raise questions about the benefits of size. Youth

in large schools are more often spectators of action, less often participants,

than youth in small schools, more often followers, less often in leadership

roles. (See Roger Barker, 19 .) Also, when a high school is larger than

about 500 students, teachers no longer know the names of students they do

not teach, and the principal no longer knows students by name; at about a

thousand students, the principal becomes uneble to distinguish whether a

particular young person belongs to his school. These few facts indicate the

effects of size on activity, and the existence of critical thresholds in

interaction, impersonality and control. Smaller units within larger schools

may bring about effects similar to smaller schools. Creation of such unity

within schools, and sharp limitations in size of newly-organized schools

should help overcome the psychological and social disadvantages of the large

comprehensive schools, disadvantages that are not compensated for by economies

of scale and physical facilities.

Our proposal, then, at this point is for the creation of smaller

communities within large schools, and the creation of small schools. As in
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the other proposals, these changes should be accompanied by careful monitoring

of effects -- not merely psychological effects, and not merely academic ones,

but effects on the whole range of objectives toward which environments for

youth should aim,

2. Alternation of school and work.

One way of providing youth with opportunities for acquiring experience

in the assumption of responsibility, prior to the termination of education, is

to find ways of facilitating movement back and forth between school and work-

place. Already substantial proportions of young people who are enrolled in

school are also in the labor force in at least a part-time capacity -- one-sixth

of those aged 14-15; one-third of those aged 16-17; and two-fifths of those

aged 18-19, But the kinds of work experience feasible under the constraint

of full-time school enrollment are limited in quantity and quality, and the

combination of full-time school and part-time work may weaken performance in

both,

Without considering major modifications in educational or occupational

institutions, two patterns of alternation of school and work may be exemjned.

Tn the first of these patterns, the young person leaves school for a period

of time such as a semester, for full-time employment, returning to school

subsequently. In colleges, this pattern was initiated by Antioch College,

and exists also in a number of engineering curricula. But at the high school

level, the pattern does not exist.
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The experience of veterans who resumed their education after the second

world war suggests that even an extended hiatus need not carry any penalty of

difficulty in picking up the academic thread again, although obvious selective

factors suggest caution in generalizing from that experience. Prospective

employers may be reluctant to invest time in training an ostensibly short-

term employee, but data on job mobility of the young suggest that at present

most first jobs are short-term.

Perhaps the principal case against such an academic moratorium is the

possibility that it would become permanent, for some because the net satis-

faction in the role of worker exceeded that derived from the previous school

experience, and for others because cf movement into the roles of spouse and

parent. Yet it is at least arguable whether such an outcome is harmful, from

either an individual or a societal standpoint. To reduce the perceived dis-

advantage of prematurely truncated education, it would seem desirable for

educational institutions to facilitate the re-entry of such persons in

later years,

The second pattern of alternation of school and work consists of half-

time schooling and half-time employment. This pattern, limited largely to

manual jobs, exists in many schools as "cooperative education" for youth 16

and over.

Considering the possibility of extending such programs, it seems Likely

that the organization of the work-day in many places of employment would

not be greatly disturbed by the circumstances that some employees were
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present only in the mornings and others only in the afternoons. On the other

hand, costs of administrative overhead would be increased, A further cost

would be a lengthening of the time between the date such an employee starts

on the payroll and the date by which he begins to perform adequately on the

job -- with a concomitant increase in the chance that the employee would quit

the job before he's worth his pay. For these reasons, a case can be made that

the rate of pay for such employment should be lower than that for full time

workers.

To make such arrangements feasible from the standpoint of the organization

of the school time table, there would undoubtedly be some problems of scheduling

duplicate offerings, morning and afternoon, and some necessity of adjustmerus

implicit in the different definitions of the length of a "norning" and an

"afternoon" as seen by the school and by the workplace. But these can be

solved by the exercise of some administrative ingenuity and flexibility.

With the first pattern of school-work alternation also (periods of

full-time schooling and full-time work), there are scheduling problems as

well. The school-year and the work-year are different temporal units. The

conventional long summer recess is somewhat anachronistic, reflecting our

agricultural past. If the school year were reorganized on a year-round tri-

mester basis, with each student spending one of the three trimesters or two of

the quarters in employment and two trimesters or quarters in school, the alter-

nation we are suggesting would be realized. Side benefits would arise from a
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more efficient use of school physical plants and year-round employment of

teachers.*

Both these patterns of school-work alternaticn seem to offer sufficient

benefits for aiding the transition from school to work to justify the scheduling

and organizational arrangements that would make the two activity patterns

possible. Our proposal is that these arrangements be made on a broad enough

scale for evaluation of the effects on the objectives toward which environments

for youth should aim,

3. Work organizations that incorporate youth.

Educational and work institutions are almost wholly distinct. There

were some good reasons for that in the past, but in the present and future

there are good reasons for a closer connection. For a closer connection to

be achieved, one strategy is to add educational functions to organizations thet

have a central work purpose. With this strategy, organizations modified to

incorporate youth would not have distinct and separate "schools" within them

to which youth are relegated. Persons of all ages in the organization would

have a mixture of learning and working roles, with only the proportions of

the mixture varying with age. All but the youngest persons would have 4

*Synanon, a residential community in California which educates its own

children, operates with monthly alternations for its teen-age children, inter-

mixing academic schooling, work experience, and extended ventures of an Outward

Bound sort into nature. Kibbutzim in Israel have a regular school year, but

carry out an alternation cf schocl and work during the school year by establishing

work responsibilities for youth like those of adults, but for a shorter period

each day.
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third role as well, teaching. Although there would be some persons in the

organization with primary responsibility for teaching or directing the learning

of young persons, a large portion of the teaching would be done by persons whose

primary responsibilities were in other work.

Such a transformation of a work organization would have differing degrees

of difficulty in different kinds of organizations. Organizations involving the

performing arts, especially music, would be among those thet could most easily

modify themselves. Others providing personal services, such as hospitals,

are similarly modifiable, with youth engaging both in the work of the organiza-

tion and in the tasks of learning that are presently carried out in schools.

But many kinds of governmental offices, manufacturing organizations, and retail

sales firms would be appropriate as well. In manufacturing firms there are

manual activities, office work, research and laboratory activity, all of which

can provide valuable experience for the young. Whether the work accomplished

is seen as a by-product of the skills gained or the skills are seen as a

by-product of the productive experience is not important. What is important

is that in such a setting both these things take place.

The kind of change envisioned here is one which goes beyond the simple

notion of "deschooling society" or reducing the formal classroom time of youth.

The premise on which it is based is that youth are not necessarily benefitted

simply by exposure to work, but can in fact be harmed by it, as the history

of exploitation in child and youth employment shows. What is necessary

instead is for some work organizations that have until now been devoted wholly
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to the production of goods and services to modify themselves so that they are

appropriate places for the young as well. Such a modification should also

have benefits for adults, through facilitating their continuing education.

By erasing the sharp boundary between school and Workplace, between learning

and working, the lives of adults are changed as well as those of youth.

Introduction of youth into work organizations of the sort that we are

describing will bring a loss of efficiency in its central activity of producing

goods or services. At the same time, the participating organization is

providing for its youth the sort of academic opportunities now provided by

schools and colleges that allow opportunities for advanced training in purely

academic settings. This service should be compensated from public funds,

as schools now are, offsetting the reduced efficiency in productive activity.

Whether the reduced efficiency would be only partly offset, exactly offset,

or more than offset by payments equal to public funds now spent in public

schools can be learned only through experimentation.

Barriers to such extensive transformation of organizations of course

exist, not least because of the potential threat to the jobs of adult

employees by the work performed by youth, But the productive activity

carried out by youth is counterbalanced at least in part by the educational

and supportive services needed for them in the orgenization.

Such organizational responsibility for the development of youth can be

taken by business firms, government organizations, and non-profit organizations,

and the responsible agents can be both management and worker's organizations
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(unions and professional associations). It is important that the design of

youth's schedule of activities and the implementation be jointly in the hands

of management and worker's organizations if that design is to be appropriate.

This mixture of school and work in a work organization is difficult to

introduce in American society because schools are in the public sector, while

most work is in the private sector, in firms that are subject to market compe-

tition. Without some kind of mixture between the principles behind the public-

sector organization and the private-sector organization confronting a market,

an organizational change of the sort proposed here can hardly take place. For

a firm to carry out public educational functions necessarily increases its

costs and makes the firm nen-competitive in the markets where its products

or services are sold. Only if the educational activities are publicly

supported, as they currently are in schools, can firms afford to add such

functions. The form of this support could be either direct government pay-

ment through contract or a similar mechanism or vouchers in which the youth

themselves are, with their families, the purchasers of educational and training

services, Close attention would be necessary in the pilot or experimental

programs to learn whether the youth activities tend to become segregated into

specialized sections of the organization. If this occurred the intended

benefits of the activity of course Would be lost. If not, then further infor-

mation is necessary to learn just what differences such a changed environment

makes in the lives of those youth within it.*

*See Coleman dissent.
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4, Youth communities and youth organizations.

The preceding proposals represent an attempt to counter the trend toward

increasing specialization of organizations in society. But that trend, and

the age segregation it implies, may not be reversible. Two existing patterns

for the development of youth that are compatible with specialization and age-

segregation are the youth-community end the adult-sponsored youth organization.

One distinction between these two models of youth organization lies in the

residential nature of the youth-community. In addition, youth communities

have at times been characterized by a degree of self-government. Boarding

schools are examples of youth communities. Although the amount of adult

supervision has varied radically from one type of youth community to another,

and even within specimens of a given type (e.g., boarding schools), the assump-

tion has been that there is something to be gained by youth living together

and developing a greater or lesser degree of self-government. To the extent

that self-government has characterized such communities, the additional

assumption has been. that youth can learn those attributes necessary for adult-~

hood not from the example of adults hut from experience with problems -- from

being thrust into practice of responsibility. Youth communities in which

adults provide ultimate authority but not daily direction differ from current

colleges and high schools not in the proportion of youth within them, for college

and high school communities are made up almost entirely of youth. They differ
a

instead in that youth are not merely clients to be served, but provide mos
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of the services, exercise most of the authority, and carry most of the responsi-

bility for the functioning of the community, from seeing that the laundry is

done to hiring outside expertise in the form of teachers.

A second type of youth society is the adul.t-sponsored youth organization,

Such organizations are not residential, and they receive their goals and direction

principally from adults. Adult-sponsored youth organizations embrace a number

of other activities besides formal education. Broadly speaking, such organiza-

tions may be classified as follows:

1) Organizations designed to transmit non-cognitive skills and moral

qualities by finding non-economic but still valuable roles for youth to play,

e.g, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts,

2) Occupationally-oriented youth organizations which seek to prepare

youth for future economic roles, e.g., 4-H, Junior Homemakers.

3) Clubs which seek essentially to organize recreational activities for

youth, e.g., P.A.L., Y.M.C.A., Boys Clubs of America,

This crude classification should not obscure the existence of some overlap in

function, or the fact that some of these organizations, like the Y.M.C.A., have

modified their goals in the last century. In addition to these organizations,

there is a set of semi-organized youth groups including street gangs with no

adult supervision and gangs with street workers.

Several advantages can be derived from attempting to utilize the

principles and practice of youth-communities and youth organizations to ehieve
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goals outlined earlier in this report. The principle of self-government which

has appeared in some youth communities has much to recommend it, while adult-

sponsored youth organizations often possess dedicated staffs who have built up

valuable experience in dealing with youth. The private and voluntary character

of such organizations, moreover, permits flexibility in approaching problens.

At the same time, several limitations exist in youth-communities and

adult~sponsored youth organizations as these are now constituted. Traditionally,

the most widespread type of youth community has been the boarding school, con-

fined mainly to children of the wealthy and located mainly in the East, and often

rigidly hierarchical in structure. Adult-sponsored youth organizations elso

suffer from restricted clienteles, but for different reasons. The single-sex

character of some of them sharply reduces their appeal to youth beyond early

adolescence. Organizations like 4-H heve been most successful in farming

communities or in towns in predominately agricultural regions, Finally, many

adult-sponsored youth organizations are now suffering from a confusion of

purpose, having experienced a Weakening of their original commitment to the

vaiue of crafts or nature study as ways to build character without having

settled on a new set of goals more appropriate to urban and industrial society.

Two proposals appear to us useful in the area of youth communities and

adult-sponsored youth organizations:

a) With respect to youth communities, we would propose the pilot intro-

duction of such communities in nonresidential settings, each of which would

contein within it the classroom activities of a school, but only as one of
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activities. Certain of its activities would be directed toward communityta
l

Cr or social action, and also possibly toward production of goods or

services for a market. Such organizations, it is clear, would be "youth~

communities" only in the sense that they would be largely self-governing.

Although there is value in the residential principle, in practice it puts

sharp limitations on the scope of youth-communities.

b) With respect to adult-sponsored youth organizations, we suggest

that the government support as a client such of their activities as are directed

toward public service. Several of these organizations view some of their present

efforts as involving public service. Extension of these services would be

necessary to the point that they produce goods and services which can reasonably

be purchased by the state. This role of government as purchaser of public

services from youth organizations must be worked out in detail if it is to

succeed (e.g., what services are to be purchased, what overlap exists with

current public services, what range of organizations is eligible). But if

designed appropriately, such purchase of services could be of benefit both to

youth and the community that receives the services, Without introducing govern-

ment control or administration of the youth organizations. It could also aid

in the extension of these organizations among lower-class youth who are presently

much less well served than middle class youth.

5. Protection vs. opportunity for youth.

As described in Part 3, the young are subject to @ number of legal

constraints designed to protect them from exploitation in the adult world.
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These include compulsory school attendance to age 16 and being barred from some

employment below the age of 14, 16, or 18, depending on the employment. In

addition, the structuring of most work into full-time jobs, the increasing

set of employee benefits which reduce employers! incentives and ease of hiring

casual labor, and the legal minimum wage provisions create additional barriers

to youth's productive activity. These constraints and barriers protect youth

from the potential harm, but they also make it difficult for many youth to have

experiences that would be beneficial to their grovth and development.

The rights of youth to protection and rights of youth to opportunity are,

we believe, for most youth presently unbalanced in the direction of too Little

opportunity.* There is general. agreement thal current child lebor standards,

both federal and state, need to be reviewed and revised in the interest of

flexibility, individvalization, and the opening of wider opportunities for work

experience and employment. Procedures for issuing state employment certificates

to those eligible for them should be simplified and steps should be taken to

make provisions in the federal Fair Labor Standards Act relating to learners

and apprentices effective. Regulation of working conditions for young workers

is a legitimate and necessary form of protection. But the longstanding legal

"This obviously is not true for a small minority such as children of

migrant agricultural Laborers, But increasing protection for this minority is
not incompatible with inereasing opportunity for the majority now excluded from

opportunity. See New Generation (1972) for discussion of the necessity for

inereased protection of migrant labor children.
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provisions related to working conditions require overhauling in view of

technological changes, advances in safety devices, and changes in business

methods and social customs.

At present, youth under age 18 experience some of the same barriers

as handicapped workers: they require special insurance, have minimal job

flexibility because of state and federal regulations, and impose extra

administrative procedures upon the employer. Furthermore, these restrictions

may fall more heavily upon lower-class and black youth than middle-class youth.

Labor-force statistics show that middle-class youth, though they need the jobs

less, and although they stay in school longer, manage to find part-time work

at least as early as working class youth.

Our first proposal, then, is that at both tne state and federal level,

there be careful review of the occupational restrictions and edministrative

procedures designed to protect youth from adult exploitation and from hazardous

occupations. Many of these occupations have changed character, and for them the

aims of protection have reduced the rights of opportunity. Cumbersome adminis-

trative procedures that offer no protection but have the effect of reducing

opportunity are inexcusable. There are, to be sure, hazardous occupations

from which youth should continue to be protected. For these, the federal and

state enforcement is often lax, and the rights of youth to protection are being

disregarded. If occupations are appropriately reclassified and the administrative

inhibitions to youth employment streamlined, then enforcement can focus on the
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truly hazardous occupations and on the truly exploitative activities, increasing

both the protection and opportunity of the young.

In addition to this general proposal, we propose that there be broad

experimentation with a dual minimum wage, lower for youth than for adult

A flat minimum wage rate has two deleterious consequences: first,

it constricts the number of jobs available to the young, particularly in the

14 to 18 age range and for those with little experience, since their produc-

tivity may be significantly below that of experienced and mature workers, To

the extent that the minimum is set at a relatively high level and is effective,

it will discourage the employment of the young whose productivity is not yet

sufficiently high.

Second, and perhaps more important, is its effect on the incentive to

employers to provide general training on the job for the young. Such training

is costly to the employers, and to the extent that it is general rather than

specific and hence transferable to other jobs and employers, it will be

supplied by employers to the young only if it is offset by lower wages during

the initial training periods. This is the rationale behind the variety of

formal and informal apprenticeship arrangements in the labor market. A high

and uniform minimum wage level discourages such arrangements and transfexs the

training to the schools, which are not the best places for it.

For these reasons, we propose experimentation with various forms and

workers.

levels of a dual minimum wage before any general increase in the minimum wage

x
See Bremner dissent.
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is enacted at the federal level. Although the consequences of existing minimum

wage legislation for young workers are not well known, the consequences of a

general increase seem clearly to fall differentially upon the young. Earlier

studies, summarized in Kalachek (19 ) and BLS Bulletin No. 1657 (19 ), were

largely inconclusive. More recent studies, incorporating a longer period of

rising levels and extended coverage, detect a larger effect particularly after

the depressing effect of the minimum wage provisions on the labor force parti-

cipation rates of teenagers is allowed for (see in particular Mincer and

Hashimoto, 1972, and Kosters and Welch, 1972).

6, Vouchers to be employee by youth.

From the point at which compulsory education ends -- age 16 -- our

society subsidizes the activities of those who choose to stay within the

educational system. The effects of such a subsidy are to make the decision of

whether to remain in school less sensitive to the actual benefits a young

person expects to receive from school, since he loses the subsidy when he

leaves high school or college. In turn, this makes the institutions them-

selves less attentive to providing experiences that youth regard as important

enough to pay for. The more heavily subsidized the activity from the outside,

the greater the danger that the youth are there for a free ride, and that the

institution is indifferent to the actual benefits that activity should provide.

There are several undesirable consequences of the fact that the subsiay

decision is made by those who do not directly experience the consequences of
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the decision -- that is, local school boards, state legislators, Congressmen,

and parents of youth. First, most types of subsidy are available only to those

who take a prescribed path, a path which may not be the best one for a parti-

cular young person. For example, graduate school is highly subsidized by

federal and state governments. To receive this subsidy, a young person must

have completed college and choose to continue beyond college. College is

subsidized as well. But to receive this subsidy, the young person must have

completed high school and choose to enter college. In short, the system of

subsidies provides a set of inducements to youth for following a very narrow

path, strongly biasing their choice of activities in the direction of the

path society has decided is "good for them."

Similarly, the middle class and tore affluent families in effect "bribe"

their children to continue education by making the transfer of funds conditional

on specified school attendance. This contributes to the feelings by a young

person of being pushed in a direction that is only marginally desirable for

him and thus to an inefficient use of college resources by those youth who

would never invest their own funds in college.

Many of these problems would be alleviated if educational support were

vested directly in the young person. One way of doing so is through the use

of educational vouchers for the period following compulsory education (from

age 16), rather than direct subsidy to high schools and colleges from govern-

ments. Such vouchers, perhaps equivalent in value to the average cost of
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education through four years of college, would be given to the young at age 16,

to be used at their discretion for schooling and other skill acquisition at

any subsequent time of their life. That is, they should have a wide range of

use, and they should not lose their value if they are not used in continuous

sequence, Any unused portions shovld be added to the individual's social

security base and be reflected in payments (annuities) he would receive on

retirement,

The principal advantages of such a plan are two. First, it would leave

the major educational decision in the hands of youth themselves, who would be

spending their "own" money in the directions they saw to be profitable, and

With a commitment and responsibility for making its use productive. Second, it

Would equalize the subsidy to all youth that now goes only to those who attend

college. The present system of subsidies discriminates in favor of those who

are able to attend college and interested in doing so -- a discrimination

generally in favor of those from higher income backgrounds,

Such vouchers would result in some loss of control by the adult world

and the possibility that the young Will make the "wrong" decisions and throw

away the opportunities given to them. To the extent that adults really know

better what is good for the young, this is a real danger. But this danger is

Lessened by the fact that the vouchers would have a narrower range of use than

Their expenditure should be limited to institutions designed to
money itself.

engender some skill, with the institutions subject to some criteria or standards

x
See Davis dissent.
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of the sort developed for GI benefits. A review or accreditation procedure

is necessary to exclude charlatans and reduce exploitation. But once such

criteria and safeguards are established, it is probably safe to say that the

evidence for adult wisdom and youthful folly in choices of this sort is not

overwhelming; perhaps the young should be trusted and allowed to make a larger

share of the total mistakes in society.

Finally, the one experience our society has had with a similar though

less broad program, the GI Bill after World War II, is generally regarded as

highly successful. GI Bill educational benefits vere available for, and used

for, a very wide range of training activities, outside college and within, for

blue-collar and wuitc-collar occupations,

Such a voucher system would, of course, sharply modify the methods of

financing the current system of higher education. Some of the changes, such

as the fact that investments are being meade by those who actually experience

the consequences of the investments, are desirable. Others might be less

desirable. It appears to us, all things considered, that the benefits of

flexibility, responsibility, and equality of opportunity are valuable enough

to warrant experimentation with such a plan on a wide enough scale to learn

its potential.

7. Opportunities for public service.

Meany youth who expect to graduate from college have begun, in the

past few years, to take one or more years out at some point before completing
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their education. Some do so after high school, some during college, and a few

do so (though with more difficulty) during high school itself. Many colleges

have accommodated to this, allowing a student automatic re-entry after staying

out one or two years or deferment of entry after admission from high school.

High schools have not so accommodated, and a young person who is "tired of

school" before completing high school becomes a simple dropout. Certainly a

portion of the motives of youth in taking a period out from school lie in the

areas touched in this report: a dissatisfaction with school, with isolation

from the real world, with always being asked to prepare, never being asked to do.

But for few of these youth are there opportunities to which they can

direct their energies, to meke the kind of contribution to society they would

like. For many, the year they spend away from school is an unproductive one.

Although there have been programs of national or public service for

youth in recent years (Peace Corps, VISTA, Teachers Corps, Neighborhood Youth

Corps, Job Corps, Youth Conservation Corps, University Year in Action), and

although the best of these have been extremely successful, there are four

defects in the national service opportunities that currently confront youth.

1) They provide a very small number of opportunities. The Peace Corps

haa about 8500 volunteers in service in 1971 of all ages. All national

programs for youth taken together provided less than 20,000 man-years of

opportunity per year. For comparison, the total number of youth aged 18 is

currently about 4,000,000.
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2) Some of those programs that have been most successful in employing

the energies of youth have shifted their focus to older persons with well-

developed skills. The Peace Corps is the best exemple.

3) Nearly all programs are not available to persons below the age of 18.

Thus for most youth Wishing to defer college entrance, they are not a feasible

alternative. Nor are they a feasible alternative to high school completion for

dropout potentials.

4) Most formal programs require a 2-year commitment, which is twice the

time period that most of those who are interrupting their education are ready

to make.

We propose the development of programs that do not have these obstacles

to youth, in particular ones with these characteristics:

1) A much higher level of funding of successful youth programs, to

increase the opportunities available beyond the miniscule number that now

exist;

2) Availability to youth age 16 to 24, with parental consent where

necessary by lew;

3) Commitment required for only one year, but with option for extension

to two;

4) Service opportunities primarily within the United States, in both

urban and rural areas;
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5) Concentration first on those areas of activity that create least

nflict with the adult community, whether jurisdictional disputes with laboren

unions or class conflict through activities of advocacy. Initial areas of

activity should be those in which there is greatest potential for building

If public or nationalacceptance of the youth community by adult outsiders.

service programs are to have a fair test of their ability to aid youth's

transition to adulthood, they should not, in the early period, be saddled

with conflict beyond that they will unavoidably or accidentelly create.
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COLEMAN DISSENT

The proposal to encourage and support some work organizations to

wificiently modify themselves to incorporate youth is, I think, an importen

one, Experimentation with new forms of sociel organization to reverse the

movement toward increased specialization is necessary if society is to be

free to evolve in those directions, But the recommendation in the text

stops short of the kind of major experimental innovationthat I belicve +o

warranted, That is, a logical extension of the organizational changes

recommended is the age-balanced or : In most societies of the past,on

the basic social unit was the extended fenily. qThe family was a multi-

unit, en: me req in production, consumption, and raising bile youns.

As productive ectivities have cone to plece in forms

organizations, which are sinsle-purposed, many of the incidental activities

that aided in bringing children to adulthood are no longer available to the

young. The time of adults is more and more confined within formal organizations,

as more and more adults work within them. The age segregation of both the

young and the old results primarily fron the narrowed purpose of these pro-

ductive organizations of society.

One means by which the increasing age segregation of the society can be

reduced is to broaden the functions of these single-purposed organizations,

encompassing both the young and the old. Their efficiency as productive

organizations would thereby be reduced; but the external costs they presently

impose on society by relegating the young and the old to special institutions

with specialized personnel in attendance would be gone.

my
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Such an age-balanced organization would include day-care centers,

classrooms, and places frequented by the elderly. But persons of all ages

other than the very young would in addition engage in some activities

with those cf other ages: working, teaching, learning. The age structure

of the organization would reflect that of society as a whole, something

like this:
In an organization of 1,000 persons:

0-4 90

5-13 180

14-17 80

18-24 110

25-64 440

65+ 100

It is interesting to note that very recently something approximating

age-balanced organizations has come into existence in a few areas of the

economy. These are communes organized to engage in a given productive

activity.In book publishing, for example, there now exists on the west

coast two publishing communes that have recently developed ( see Publisher's

Weekly, 1972 ). Although these communes are not presently age-balanced,

their mode of organization is such that over time, they will become so

if they continue. Older religi ous communities, such as the Bruderhof ,

which manufactures children's toys for a commercial market, have long

been age-bal anced productive organizations. The proposal here is not for

the creation of such residential communities, but for age-balanced organ-

izations that operate on a regular workday schedule.
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The modification proposed here is not intended to transform such

organizations into "participatory democracies" in which all ages have

equal voice. The productive functions of the organization will continue

to require heirarchial organization if they are to survive in the

marketplace. The sole organizational changes will be those necessary

to incorporate the new functions--and of course, these changes will

not be negligible. What the proposed transformation is intended to do

os to bring down to humane size the organizational units responsible

for care of the young and the elderly and to facilitate the daily contact

of persons of different ages.

Nor is the idea of an age-balanced organization a demand for "age

quotas" in organizations. There are many organizations of society For

which the possibilities of creating an age-balance are not great. The

point instead is that the subsidy that society now pays to schools to

contain its young can well be paid to work organizations and their unions

that are willing to reorganize themselves to create an age-balance.

Again, as in the recommendation in the text, the public support of this

activity could take different forms. The government might be the client,

paying the organization through contract for the provision of certain

services to the young and old that are now provided outside work

organizations. Or the young and old themselves could come to be the

coustomers, through a voucher redeemable by organizations that become

age-balanced and appropriately restructured themselves. But whatever

the fiscal mechaniam, what is important is to create the conditions

within which age-balanced organizations can develop. Inherently, this

means the use of public funds in an organization that is otherwise

o
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engaged in marketable products and services.
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BREMNER DISSENT

( Supported by Davis )

Mr. Bremner dissents from the dual minimum wage recommendation

on the following grounds: (1) the impact of minimum wage laws on youth

employment and unemployment is still a moot point ( See U.S. Bureau

of Labor Statistics, Youth Unemployment and Minimum Wages, Bulletin 1657,

Washington, D.C., 1970, pp. 187-189, and Vera C. Perella "Working Teen-

agers," Children Today May-June, p. 17; (2) setting a lower minimum

wage for youth may have adverse social effects ( See Eli E. Cohen " Pro-

tection vs. Opportunity," New Generation, Summer 1971, pp. 27-28; and

(3) imposing a lower legal minimum wage on young workers is inconsistent

with the panel's desire to loosen legal constraints on the young.
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DAVIS DISSENT

Vouchers presume a capability to select appropriate oppurtunities
for skill development, and this capability is often not present in
youth or their families. In addition, possibilities of exploitation by
recipients of vouchers are pronounced. Fin: lly, there is a need to
insure against racial and social discrimination or segregation, part-
icularly because tax money is involved.
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Poonomic Problems of Youth

Some of the major decisions facing young men ana

women are how much to stuay and what, whether to work full

or part tine and at what job and wnere, whether to get

married and to whom, when to leave heme, and where to. All

of these decisions are subject to serious constraints imposed

on the individual by his family's economic resources, his

own talents and abilities, the jnetitutional setting of the

choices open to him, anc the we ion on alternatives

availeble te him. The decisions hn ox sne will make during

this period, and tho decisions of their family, will have

long range consequences For "success" in later life. Unfor-

tunately, these decisions are usually made in the face of

some ignorance about ones talents, about the accessible

range of options, and in the face of significant uncertainty

about the future state of the world. The character of the

problems facing youth changes significantly with age. With

16 as the currently First acceptable age of leaving school

(legally anda socially), the economic decisions of the

14 to 16 year olds have mostly to Go with the allocation

of time within schools with the problen of access to

consumption goods. The 1G to 16 year olds make a major
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choice as to whether to continue education, where and what

kind, and how to finance it. Those who do not continue

formal schooling have to find jobs and search for jobs with

better future prospects, Beginning with age 17 there is

a continuing tug between the question of continuing schooling

or starting work end gaining more complete

from the family. Sex, marriage, and the start of Family

tion all interact significantly with these choices and affect

their outcome.

Figure 1 illustrates this pattern of transition fron

school to worn for young males es of 1970. Almost all (over

25 per cent) of 14 to 16 year olds were still in school in 1976,

About a quarter cf these in school vere working, mostly

tine, in services, sales, and casual labor. The big transition

to work starts around the age of 18 and is largely completcd by

age 24, with more than 80 percent of theo youths at that age out

of school and more than 90 per cent of those out of school

abrupt, however: those that do stay longer in the school systen,

participate increasingly in the labor force, the fraction

employed (for those in school) rising from about a third at

age 16-17 to over a half at aye 22~24. Graduate education

prolongs this transition past the age of 25 for about a tenth

OF

be we

*

working or serving in the Armed Forces. This transition is not

of the total cohort but for the vast majority the transition

About 2 percent of recent male youth cohorts served in the

of youth and the choices open to them was much more pervasive
2

Armed Forces, thouch ti influence of the are on the st :

than this would indicate.
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to full time work status and more or less economic independence

is completed by age 24.

Young women follow a similar pattern except that they

terminate schooling at a somewhat faster rate after age 16,

moving into marriage carlier, and into out-of-house employ~

ment at a slower rate then young men of the same eae. For voung

women "keeping house" represents an important alternative

employment pattern, with about a sixth of the 18-19 year old
*

and a third of the 20-24 year old women engaged in it.

The 14-17 year old youth is dependent on his family fox

most of his consurption necds, His major activity is schooling

and the tyre and quality of schooling that n (or she) :

is to a large extent ont of his control. Major :

conflicts occur around these two issucs - consumption anc

schooling. The first involves the question of the intra-

family allcecation of resources to the consumption of its

individual members. To the extent that these resources are

limited and the tastes of the younger and older generation

diverge, the usual approach of economists to treat the fanily

as a single decision unit with common tastes fails to reflect

the actval situation adequately. Some of the consumption

issues are solved by the youths finding part time work an

financing themselves the aspects ot

Cc

See Chapter for more Getail on ition
WOMen,



(such as clothes, records, and entertainment). About half

of the youths of this age engage in part-time work.

there seems to be little data on the topic, it is doubtful

Whether more than a small fraction of them contribute

much of their carnings directly to the total family resource

pool.
work also serves as an important source of acquiring

experience and training on the job, provides exposure to

the world outside the schoolroom and the neighborhood, and

initiates the process which will ultimately lead to the

youth's andspendence, Work for the young

been limited by a variety of institutional arrangements,

including insistence on "full-timeness" and rising levels

of minimum-wage rates, which make the enployment of unex-

perienced and untrained workers uneconomic to emplovers. In

1969, more than half of employed men between 36 to 19 years

of age were earning less that $1.75 per hour and about 40

* While

4

KEK

per cent were earning $1.50 or less and hour. Allowing

even for a 15 per cent inflation since then, an imposition

*This Fraction to be remarkably independent of total
€

family income. See Career Thresholds I, Table 3.6.
KK

See BLS Bulletin 1657, Tables 7.2 and 7.3, which imply that

teenagers are 1not an important source of family income.

REE See BLS SLFR No, 132, Table l.
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of an effective minimum-wage floor at the recently discussed

$2.20 level is likeiy to have a serious depressing effect

on the availability of jobs for teenagers, particularly

for those with very little skill or training.

Whether part-time work has any effect (boneficial

otherwise) on performance in school is something we know

almost nothing about. This is connected to our lack of

a clear notion about which aspects of the schooling

lence are important for "success" and what kind of "success"

is socially valuable. Considering the fact that an enrolled

young person abouv 30 hours or more a , in

and vernans another 10 hou} 2 or so a veek at homevork, we

know very little about the effectiveness with which these

hours are utilized by the schooling system or by the individual

himself. It is not clear how much "slack" there is in the

system and whether the same goals could not be accomplished

in less time.

The young person in this age bracket (14 to 17) finds

himself in a school chosen for him by society or by his

parents. He has little control over curriculum (except for

a selection among a limited list of elective courses), toacners,

schoo

or other study arrangements. The main variable under his con-~

trol is the amount of effort he himself actuaily puts into
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the whole process. The presumption is that more effort

leads to additional success. The supply of cffort is

elicited by promises of future returns via success in

college, jobs, and social mobility, immediate returns via

grades, the intrinsic interest of the subjects studied,

and direct pressure from family and teachers. Actual suc-

cess depends also on the individual's intellectual ability,

the home circumstances under which he has to study, and the

quality of instruction that he receives. To the extent that

he perceives that his additional efforts are bearing little

fruit, it may be pointless for him to excrt : in

spite ef all the

The point we are making here is that he major costs

of schooling ere born by the youths themselves. They are

spending a large and important part of their life within the

school system. Moreover, they are not passive "inputs" that are

worked over by the system. The success of the education

process depends on their active cooperation whichhas to be

elicited. In earlier periods, there was a more immediate

system of rewards and punishments. With enlightenment and

the Gecline in parental and teachers' authority, the whole

rewards system has become More indirect and further in the

future. T promises better opportunities of econcmic

ehortet

edvancenent and social mobility to the successful and threatens
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economc disaster to the failures. To the extent that the

actual educational reality is flawed and little of real sub-

stance is learned in some schools, or to the extent that for

whole croups of children the promised social mobility appears

to be entirely unrealistic, there is little point for them to

expend the effort that the system is trying to elicit from

them,

To summarize this section, the 14 to 16 year olds are

still almost entirely dependent on their families and are

constrained to spend most of their time in school. For then,

and for society, the major issue is how to utilize that time

most effectively. In addition, we isay want to ask whether

it is that schools currently constituted should

pley such dominant role in this age bracket. But little is

known about alternative arrangements of study and high school

completion. The visible economic cholce available to this

age group is participation in the part-time labor force.

While it Goes expand the youths' horizons, most of it is

casual and does not contain important training components.

It serves, however, to augment the consumption budgets of

the young and provides them with their first economic indepen-

dence experiences, letting their consumption decisions :

from the overall family allocation and concensus.
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For the 18 to 20 year old youths, the major economic

decision is whether to continue with the formal educational

process and what kind of education and training to pursue.

The main alternatives to schooling are entry into the full-

time labor force, service in the Armed Forces, and for girls-

marriage and household work. Currently, only about 4 per cant

of a cohort do not reach high school. Of those jn high school

about 14 per cent drop-out before graduation. Abou hall of

those graduating from high schcol will go on to college but

only about GO per cont of these wilt finish it. About

of the college completers will enter post-graduate education.

Thus, theo years 17 and 24 are ovr by e

nore or lcss continuous ceceline

remaining within the formal ecucational system.

this period decisions have to be made if to continue or not.

This decision is an investment decision on the part of the

individual vouth, his family, and socicty and economists

have found it useful to view it as such.

The decision to continue with formal schooling can be

thought of as a decision to continue investing in the produc-

tion of a particular kind of human capital. Roughly speaking,

14 Ci

cna a

on O he

an individua2 will continue to invest if the expected

from this activity exceed his (or his family's) opportunity
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costs. The returns can be thought of as a product of

two components: the expectation of returns from a particular

level of achicvement and the probability that the particular

individual wil in fact succeed in attaining this level. The

first is largely determined by outside market forces and indi-

vidual differences come in only via differences in knowledge

(information) about the actual state of the world. The

Second part is largely a function of individual experience

and ability, his perception how efficient he and the schooling

system are in using his time and the extent to which additional

tine spent within a particular Frumework will to an

actual increment in his heman capital, Lack of success with

the system appears to be the mejor reason Lor Cropping cut

at the high-school level. Drop-outs are concentrated

heavily among children from poorer hones, hut it appears

that the most direct cause of dropoing cut is their percep-

tion of lack of success and the probably correct view that

additional time spent on the same would be wasted. Whether

this is the favlt of the school system in not finding the

right approach to them or a reflection of the lack of ability

on their part to pursue line On far fron7

clear. But from their point of view, they are probably : : :

*

the right economic decision.
: i ion, Vol 3 (

*
See Shea & Wikens ( Youth) and
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Since only about half of the high~school graduates go

on to college, it is easier to observe the impact of economic

factors at this transition. College attendance is strongly

related to family income, parental education, and scholastic

achievement in high school. From the point of view of the

individual, high family income is likely to be associated

with a lower real cost of financing his education, both

because his parents are willing and able to spend a larger

absolute amount on his education and because they can

borrow at an effectively lower rate of interest, He will,
therefore, (other things being equal) pursue it loncer and

further. To the extent that the youth and the family do not

1rave the same, valuation of the fanily's money, and to the

extent that r TL transfers to him are tied to his pursuing

an educational career, it may pay him to invest in schooling

even if the overall rate of return is very low or even negative,

as long as somebody else (the family or the state) is bearing

most of the costs. In otherwords, since some youths are

effectively "paid" to go to school, they may do so even

though the process itself adds little to their productivity,

and they may not spend their time as efficiently as they

might have if it were their own decision and they themselves

were paying for it.
That something like this may be happening is reflected

in the occasional comolaints about being "forced to go to

school" and in the data on college attendance by social class

and scholastic ability. In general,. most scholastically
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successful youths get to college, even the poor ones

(More than two thirds of the scholastically successful-

upper quintilo-young males from the lowest socio~

tile co on to college versus $l percent

from the highest socio-economic qnintile). What really
separates the rich from the poor families is that often

even the scholastically unsuccessful children of the rich

make it to college (about 40 per cent of the scholastically
lowest quintile) while almost no(10 per cent) such children

of the poor make it to college. Tt appears, that the well

to @o families try to buy additional schooling even for

economic quin

their less promising children. (Sec olile, "Whe Uses o%
«

Talent, p. 105). Of course, the big aifference between

rich and poor families is in the absolute number of scholasti-

cally successful children in the first place, but that is a

different topic.
rit

An important aspect of the educational process «re

the different incentives facing the various participants in

it. he major input from the point of view of the student

is his time. From the point of view of the school this is

a costless resource, one that it has littic incentive in
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economizing. Similarly, teachers are seldom rewarded in

proportion to their success in transmitting knowledge to

their students, This makes them less interested in finding

new and better Wavs of teaching. Particularly at the collecs

level, neither the student nor his family are paying all

the cost of tho student's education, while the collece aqocs

not collect Girectly the returns for its successful teaching.

Thus the different participants have different views about

What thoy are paying, or delivering. Given the

lack of a CG ood market in such educational services, althouch

there is sone competition between colleges and fumilies do shop

arounc a bit at this level there is no reason to Gnpact

that resources (the schcol's plant and tho time of teachers
t

anc students) will be used efficiently in this industry,

IV

A growing body of evidence shows young persons to be

responsive to economic incentives in a wide variety of
*

educational and work decisions. For roughly comparable

decisions, 1t suggests a greater responsiveness relative

to the rest of the vopulation, on the part of young. There
x

are reesons or this. First the young

investment' in human capital ile persons, with

*
+

mt LS Scetionin based on an unpub) Leh: : by:

R.B. Freeman,
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initial investment decisions behind them and fewer years

to reap benefits fromfurther investments, are a relatively

fixed stock of existing human capital. In an important

sense, for occupational and training decisions, only the

behavior of the young reflects the economic present providing

a mechanism for the 'long-run' to adjust to existing conditions

Second, for such decisions as participation in the labor

force and the allocation of hours to work, the fact that

relatively fewer of the young work full-time creates a

force to expand and contract in response to current econ : :

bo

focused largely on college students, the results are stil

of value in analyzing the decisions of youths in general.

The chief findings of empirical work are: (1) young persons

are very responsive to economic opportunities in alternative

careers with, for example, the proportion of college freshmen

enrolling in engineering closely linked to salaries and job

opportunities; (2) in fields with long training ledders, the

relative number completing programs also responds to incen-

tives, the frequency of ng out rising when long

prospects worsen; (3) scholarships, fellowships and related

subsidies influence decisions to the same extent as salari

when both are measured in discounted dollars; (4) the

~larger buffer population for ac

While recent economic studies oF career C ac

:
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training requirement for skilled work creates a 'recursive

market structure! in which students enter the labor market

several years after making their career decision on the basis

of market information available then. Such a structure often

produces 'cobweb cycles! -- ups-and-dovwns in entrants and

salaries -- and the potentiality of serious post factun errors

in decisions, when market conditions change drastically (vide

U.S. Science Market in the past few vears); (5) Roth at the

college and high school levels, students appoar to have

'reasonably good! information ebout opportunities and realistic

wage expectations, which is consistent with observed responsive

ness; (6) black students, perhaps because of Jow family incon,

show especially creat responsiveness to changes in joh

tunities, moving in recent years rapidly into 'traditionally

closed! professions. All of these findings refer to male

students and all but (5) to college students. The career

choices of women have yet to be seriously studicd.

One disturbing index of conditions in the more general

youth labor market throughout the sixties has been the rathe

high unerployment rate, which has actually risen in the past

decade both absolutely and relative to the unemployment race

*

of the adult population. 'he fact that the unemployment

rate of young people is higher than that of adults is not

This section is based on an unpublished memorandum by J ince



surprising, Entry into the labor force and job-shopping

during the early years of work experience are reflected

in high unemploynent counts. This is certainly true of

the 16-19 age
group

and somewhat less so of the 20-24 group.

There are several additional factors which contribute

to the size and growth of the unemployment rate in the young
rr

population groups. First, the number of students working

seasonally (in the summer) and otherwise part time has

increased greatly. The large turnover-~between work and

school--is associated with unomployment. AG the pronortion

of stucents and of student job-searchers crows this

of unemployment increases in importance. Indeed, about 75

per cent of the unemployment observed in the 16-19 group is

associated with entry and re-entry into the Labor force.

Second, the young people in these age groups who left school

have progressively shorter work experience, since the

cessive cohorts graduate later. Higher unemployment is

typical of less experienced workers, so growing unemploy-

ment is the statistical reflection of diminishing experience

in (fixed) young age groups.

None of these fuctors by itself indicates a deterioration

in the teenage labor market. A worsening of employment conn

ditions should be reflected in the duration of unemployment.

But the duration of youth unemoloyment is short (most of it
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is less than six weeks), and has not increased together

with the rate (except in recessions) Actually, the

absolute amount of teenage unemployment per year is no

higher than that of adult males, amounting an average (in

*

kk
1966) to about half-a-weck per year por person. Since

tecnagers spend relatively few wecks in the labor force,

their rate of unemployment is high because they spend a

large fraction of the time that they are in the labor force

looking for work. On the other hand, some of the worsening

of teenage labor market conditions may not show up as an

increese in the duration of unemployment to the extent thet

j RCI of success results in ont of the labor force

back to school or to other activitics not in the labor

One factor which adversely affects the condition of

young inexperienced workers in the labor market is the

upward trend in minumumwages -- relative to the existing

wage Gistribution. Most 16-19 year olds are employed at or

below minimum hourly rates. Each successive hike in the

minimum wage and the progressive excansion of coverace

reduces employer demand for inexperienced workers.

The particularly bad effect of minumum wage hikes is

Cy
:

that they Limit ti: oy opportunities for training or :

The probability of leaving the status is sicni-
ficantly higher

a

of lover)Hence
for 18 vear olds then for adults. Moreover, a recent stuc
(Perry, 1972) shows that this has changed Littlo over

Young people find jobs ahout as fast as they did 16 years
2

ago, but they look for work up to 60 per cent more often.

Wall (1972).
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on the job. Apprentices and informal learners must accept

initially low-paying Jobs--their lower wages reflect not

only lower productivity but also the costs of training which

the firms provide, formally or informally. The minimum wage

blocks this route to advancement and forces a detour via more

school learning, at best.
Not all of those prevented from job experience. at

young ages stay longer at school. According to empirical

analysis of minimum wage effects, the labor force partici-

pation rate of nonstudents has also becn adversely fected,

ayThat happens to the double drovouts (out of school and out

of work) may be guessed, but is not well documented.

The increasing tendency of bypassing relatively

work experience via schooling is, of course, strengthened

the growth of public subsidies to universal schooling at

progressively higher levels. The minimum wage hikes (and

draft policies in the recent past) are additional factors

producing a growing number of reluctant students. To some.

extent the growth of a (largely seasonal) student labor force

represents an attempt to overcome the growing confinement

of youth to schooling and the growing postponement of economic

and personal independence.
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VI

Trends, Svimotoms and Projections

The major visible changes in the econonic conditions

of youth have been the increase in the fraction of youths

staying on longer within the schooling system and a rise

in the already high teenage unemoloyment rate. What 1s por-

haps less well known is that we had been hit by an enormous

demogxaphic wave in recent years. Between 1960 and 1970

the proportion of the population between 14 and 24 jumped

from 15 to 20% after Geclining for over 50 years! In absolute

numbers the youth population grew by 56% in the 60's (from

27 million in 1960 to 42 miliion in J971).

The cohort size (in the 16 to age which

had fluctuated around 2.3 million per single age year betwoen

1929 and 1957, started growing in the late 50's reaching 3

million in 1963 and hitting the 4 million mark in 1972, at

which level it will stabilize for the next 10 years or so.

These changes in the youth population and the associated

changes in the supply of youth labor, far dwarf any changes

in industrial structure or technology that would alter,

ceteris paribus, the for young workers, Though addi-

tional study is needed, it would appear that whatever youtn

et)

nd

labor market problems have been encountered recently resulted

largely from the extraord@nary supply side shift.
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While there has been a significant increase in the youth

labor force, primarily via an increase in the participation

rate of students, the crest of the wave has only now begun

to reach the full-timc, education-completed labor market and

will be inundating it in the years to come. Until now, much

of this wave had been deflected and delayed by an increase

in the number of youths staying on within the educational

system and an increase in the @uration of their stay there.

For example, while the population of 16 to 19 year olds

jnereasea between 1957 and 1970 by 6 million, the "not-

enrolled in school" labor force component of this groun

increased by only 0.6 million. Similarly, in the 20-24 ace

group which by 6.5 million botween 1960 and 1970,

the "not enrolled" labor force increased by only 2 million
*

in the same period.
This process has been and will be accompanicd by a

significant rise in the absolute number of highly educated

young people entering the fuli-time labor force. In 1950

there were less than a million college graduates in the

25-29 age bracket. Between 1950 and 1960 the number of

ay of looki Na 4. is Lo commuce :
7 : : :

allowing for cnanges in the of hours per wook andin the youne orce Nn erms

per of :
py then for le

the on ounce rales ade 19 ar about 7
7

force grew only by 0.1 million in this age group. (pata Fronlion 1260 and 1970 ae ime eau wn +
1

:
:

:

1

pmacher and Freeman)
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acollege graduates in this age category grew by 40 per cent

but the absolute numbers remained relatively small (1.2

million in 1960). Between 1960 and 1971 the number of

young college graduates doubled (to 2.4 million). It is

now projected that their numbers wil continue to grow

rapidly in the next 15 years, reacning 3.2 million in 1975,
*

4.0 in 19%0, and 4.9 in 1985. Between 1964 and 1975 the

absolute number of college gracuates in the 25-29 age group

will have grown by 1.8 million (from 1.4 to 3.2).

Until recently, however, the impact of this growth
aelaved becausein re tion on the labor rorce

of the large expansion in graduate Ac the Buf.

level, the absolute number of new entrants inte the labor

force @id not change between 1952 and 196

hovering around 110 thousand per year, while the total

number of new B.A. degrees awarged annually was reaching

the 400 thousand mark, The difference was largely being

off into graduate education. Since 1968, the number of

new entrants with B.A.'s has been rising sharply, while

the number of new entrants with Ph.D's had begun accelerating

already in the early 1960's, rising from about 8 thousand

per year in the md 1950's, to ll thousand in 1963, 23

thousand in 1969, and 32 thousand in 1972, and is projec 4

See CPR P-25, ho. 476
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to reach the rate of 43 thousands per year by 1975." It

is not clear where the growth in the demand for these highly

educated young people will come frorm.

The trend towards more education started much earlier,

ft was fed by the rising incomes of parents, which led them

to spend more on their children and the rising opportunity

cost of timo, which led them to allocate a major share of

these increased expenditures to increasing the quality rather

than the quantity of their children. 'here ere diminishing

returns to the intensity of investment in education, it

Cuses Moxa than double in real terns to cran two years

of schooling into one. This has led perforce to a

tion.of the time spent in school by children. Te is elso

likely that higher incomes have led parents to the buying of

more "dependence" of their children on them, by subsidizing

longer periods of their stay in school. These trends have

been also fed by the expansion of various public supported

schooling opportunities and subsidies (G.I. Bill and the

expansion of State Universities) which reduced or attenuated

the rise in the real cost of schooling to these families.

In addition, and perhaps most importantly these decisions

and trends were validated by the perceived and actually

realized relatively high rates of return to high school

completion and college attendance. Yhe importance of addi-

2 4
L 5 le 7 anc4

Sec :
972)

> roy}
> xr

:

of Lic ona Statistics to 1980-81, p.43.
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tional education both in terms of its economic return and

its effect on social mobility was underlined by the use that

was made of it for upward social mobility by several visible

groups (e.g., the Jews) in the society.
The trend towards more education was also fed by the

persistance of these high rates of return to higher schooling

in the face of a continuing expension in the number of educated

people. What was perhaps not realized at the time is that the

persistance of these high rates of return was based on a

constellation of events that may prove rather temporary.

The higher education boom was sustained by at least three

sources:

a. The first round of cohorts to be educated after Worle

War II were relatively small and a stable fraction of the

adult population (between 1940 and 1960 the 25 to 29 year

old college graduates constituted only about one per cent

of the total 25 to 64 year old population).

b. The demographic wave of the post World War If baby boom

came along in the 50's and early 60's and increased greatly

the demand for teachers at all levels.

c. At about the same time the government superimposed on

all of this a ~ R&Eb boom, resulting in a

scramble for young, educated talent.

All of the above combined to sustain the rates of return to

education @uring the 1950's and into the middle 1960's inspite
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of the rising numbers of educated workers.

Unfortunately, these fortuitous influences have probably

run their course. The educational system may have come close

to reaching its equilibrium level of primary and secondary

teachers for the next 10 years or 50. Given that most of

the current stock of teachers is quite young, the gross~

snvestment Gemand from this source may approach zero in the

near future. At the college-level some expansion is still

projected but it may not materialize if the current budget

squeeze continues and enrollment ratcs actually turn down

in response to the projected market conditions. At the sane

time, now and in the next five years or SO, «en annual wave

of about one 7million additional highly educated workers will

be arriving at the doors of the full timo labor force. Ts

the R&D boom does not get going again and the educational

system does not move to some new highly intensive way of

dealing with disadvantaged children, the outlook is rather

bleak. It is quite probable that the rates of return to

education will fall, perhaps even sharply, and they may have
*

already started falling this will lead to a new pronlem,

Starting salaries of college graduates have been

essentially flat in the 1970-72 period while the wees of

production workers have been qoing at about G percent

per yoar (Amacher and 13). The modian

weekly earnings of 16 to 24 year old males fell by about 7

per cent between 1967 and 1971 relative to the earnings Or

of white collar employment declined and the share of Jaborers,

operators, OF other service :Orne} rose, in spite of

rising educational attainment levels of the young. (See Sh k

143, Table 2)

7:

those 25 vears ovex
OL th: round to 19 year olc)

tween ana 197) in tne sense tha



a problem with which the U.S. has had little experience,

the existence of a relatively large group of highly edu-

cated but underemployed and disappointed young people.
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THE DEMCMEEEPHY OF YOUTH

5 B. Rydex
X.72

Introduttion

From the standpoint of the society at large, there is a perennial

invasion of barbarians who must somehow be civilized and turned into contributors

to fulfillment of the various functions requisite to societal survival. In the

typical valedictory address, this becomes a fresh opportunity for society to

itself, adapt to the changing world around it, and make yet another attempt to

bring the actual more closely in line with the ideal. Sut with equal validity,

that invasion can be re ,arded as a severe challenge to the persistence of the 4ly

At the very leasc, every society must allocate a sufficient proportion of its resour

to the tusk of

In. ..asi to the history of every society is a process of demographic

metebe. 3, through which older members die and their places are taken by your

members, in short the process of birth, and aging, and death. Two generelin

approxriate concerning this process: (1) It is always and everywhere painiu:

a survival risk which must be taken, and yet which carries the possibility of

CGS

only the new recruits but also for the society which has the job of CG. : :

digesting them, (2) The difficulty of the process, from the standpoint of ali : : :

varies dizectl, with the pace of social change. Intergenerational conflict,
wricn :

probably universal, is exacerbated whenever the age distance betwee parent

ig also a distance in historical time, because of rapid social change. Particuls7

act: strc. cul contrasts can occur when the background of the father is rurai

his son is urban, when the formal education of the son is ly in

thai

ven the father is foreign-born and the son native-bora, vut the rincin: is

.@ general,

Societies do find ways of coping with this pervasive problem, even in tr

o that of the father (including the quantum gap between iliiteracy . < literacy)

face of rapid social change. What can make the problem even more acute than L it would
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otherwise be us to have superimposed on the system an abrupt quantitative discontinuity.

In the nextt section of this paper, we present evidence to show that the increace in

was completely outside the bounds of previous experience. Although the pathways of

causation by which this monstrous arithmetical change impinged on the varicus

subtlety of argument to anticipate large and pervasive problems, and the

of investigatory bodies to study them, i.e., groups like the Panel on Youth.

The current gross disjuncture in the temporal progression of society's socialization

task may be the root cause of many evident youthful pathologies which ave very such in

the public cye, and underlie at least some of the present concern. This is not

to say that the tiwe ig not ripe for an examination of the evolution of

intellectually rewarding and probably socially useful to reappraise tne

the magnitude of the socialization task in the United States during the oast Gece

sectors of the body politic are undoubtedly various and complex, there need

of ocialization in the United States, and identification of ways in waic C
Lt

the -ndivi aval ang the society.
dys functiona L from the standpoint af both

ra :

wisdom, and question those aspects of our approach to octalization which : : :

tle status of axioms. Nevertheless, we would do well to consider the exten:

attributable less to systemic weakness than to engulfment by numbers.current discontent with the procesa by which children are turned into adults

A useful beginning for this section is the information contained inThe Size of Youth Grou

Table showing the numbers of males and females in age group 1-24 curing

y

Ci aL ov9 century 5 A
and relative cheng per gecade. The data through 1 :

:

are froa U. ; they have been extended to the year

what currently to be the most reasonable of the array of projection:

produced by the Bureau of the Census. (Those ho will be in the age coup witha

ve but not by present implausible.)
next 15 years have already been born ; the numbers beyond that point are pros

t
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Table 1. Size of population aged 14-24,
1890/1990, and percent change per decade.

Year Size Percent
(in millions) change

1890 14.2 +163

1900 16.5 +21

1910 20.0 + 4

1920 20.8 +20

1930 24.8 + 6

1940 26.3 .8
1950 24.2 +10

1960 26.7 +52

1970 40.5 +11

1980 44.8 -8
1990 41.1

irregularly by a total of 12.5 million ; between 1970 and 1990Between 1890 and 1960, the subpopulation aged 14-24 rose Siow :

e: pected to rise a little more. yet in the one decade of the

there was 13.8 million increase, more than in the rest of the

of change.altogether. As the second column of Table indicates, the rise Wea c

ompletely outside the pounds of the general range

The of absolute numbers fors social indices 1s often

implicitly fraddulent because it suggests that nothing e 1 of

is changing. To remedy this, we can consider the population ages

un relation to the group aged 95-64, those who provide the time ere

for soc jalization of youth, and pay the
ana skill requires
In Table 2, we show the ratio of the number 14-24 to the number 25-64,

for the same time span as used in Table 1.
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Table 2, Ratio of the population aged 14-24

to the population aged 25=64, 1890/1990,
and percent change per decade,

year Ratio Percent change

1890 0.566
- 8%

1900 0.519 -4
1910 0.496 -13

1920 0.430 0

1930 0.431 -7
1940 0.400 -20

1950 0,322 0

1960 0.322 +39

1970 0.449
- &

1980 0.423 ~ 21

1990 0.332

Again in Table 2 we have striking evidence of the statistical

uniqueness of the decade of the 1960s ~- the only decade in the

during which the ratio registered an increase. The demographic

explanation of this peculiar pattern of change is straightforwe

In a population which, like that of the United States, is experiencing

declining growth, largely because of a downward secular drift in the

birth rate, the ratio of the numbers in younger, the numbers in

older age groups will tend to decrease. There was one major

to that secular drift -- a brief reproductive renaissance between the

mid-1940s and mid-1960s which produced a gross malformation of

4

the age distribution, the immediate consequence of which he» been the

recent extraordinary exaggeration of the size of the ordinarily problemat:

youth group, relative to the numbers of adults available to cope with it.

More realism, but with less precision, would have been achieved by
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taking into account the circumstance that the period of socialization

has itself lengthened. In terms of Table 2, the boundary between the

two population segments has not been fixed at the 25th birthday, but;

has been rising throughout the century. Such an allowance would

counterbalance the general impression of decline in the ratio in

Table 2, but would not contradict the general proposition of the

demographic uniqueness of the 1960s in this regard.

The data in Tables 1 and 2, which are macro-demographic in

orientation, have their micro-demographic parallel at the level of the

individual family. Throughout the nineteenth century and well into the

twentieth, the average number of births per woman declined, to a local

:

7

minimum of approximately 2.2 for women born in the first decade of this

7)

century. The baby boom was the work of women born during the 1930's ;

their average number of births rose to 3.3, Currenkly the mean number

births per woman is much closer to 2.2 than to 3.3 ; the details are

Giscussed subsequelnt section. Thus there has been
: a

:

a general trend toward diminution of the average socialization

per married couple a brief hiatus in which the responsibility

sharply and substantially.While such gross quantitative changes

are not necessarily translated one-to-one into the realm of sociai

they imply an increase of tension within the prevailing normative

and may produce substantial conflict and pressure for modification.

In order to identify in an approximate manner the way in WALCN

the society has absorbed the increase in youth, during the decade o-

:

:

the 1960s, with respect to major institutional structures, we have

prepared Table 3, This shows the distribution of the civilian

norinstitutional population, ages 16~19 and 20-24, sex, three

ra: gories of activity: enrollment in school ; other employed ;

wy

a residual category, which is small for the male and consists

unemployed, but it large for the female and consists principally



Table 3. Numbers of males and females,
enrolled, employed, and other,

Enrolled 3433 5359 +1926 936 2061

Employed 1188 1320 + 131 3394 4267 + 873

Other 404 545 + 141 380 708 + 325

Total 5026 7224 +2198 4710 7036 +2326

1960 1970 Change 1960 1970 Chance

Female
Enrolled 2985 489} +1906 414 1296 + 862

Employed 1143 1249 + 106 2254 4004

Other 1154 125% + 97 2952 3258 +

Total 5282 7391 +2109 5620 8558

ages 16-19 and 20-24, Civilian
noninstitutional population,
October 1960 and 1970. In wsbousands.

(Table 1, Special Labor Force Report 135,
Bureau of Labor Statistics. 1971.

Age 16-19 Age 20-24
60 1970 Change 96 970 :

Male

:

:

We see from Table 3 that the numbers of males aged 16-19 : :

by 2.2 during the decade, and that the

majority (88 percent) of that increase was absorbed by an increase :

million in the number enrolled.

by 2.3 million during the decade, and almost one-half (48 percent) o

that increase absorbed by an increase of 1.1 million in the number

enrolled. From the standpoint of employment, total numbers

44 percent in the 16- 19 age group of males,

males there is a similar,

2tal numbers increased by 49 percent,

oy 26 percent.

although a little less striking,
but the numbers emp.oyec

but the numbers employed

Males in the age group 20-24

percent, during the decade, For the 20~24 age C

increasea by 7

For males, the institutional solution for the baby

One further detail must



concerning the allocation of males by activity. Table 3 applies

solely to the civilian population. During the decade, the numbers of

males in these age groups who were on active duty increased appreciably.

By 1970 some 5 percent of the males 16~19, and some 20 percent of tie:

males 20-24, were in the armed forces. (Current Population Reports

P-23, No, 140, Table 27.) The magnitude of this category can be

inferred in Table 3 by comparison of the total numbers of males

and females in the age groups. According to current survivorsnis

patterns, there should be a small excess of males over females in

age 20-24, but we note a deficiency of 0.9 million in 1960 and of

1.5 million in 1970. Thus military service has played an important role

in absorbing the excess of young adult males which accured during the

decade of the 1960's,

The palance sheet for females resembles that for males, in

age 16-19, but not in age 20-24, In the younger age group there

was an increase in the total number of females by 2.1 million,

and 30 percent of that increase (1.9 million) was absorbed by an

increase in enrollment.Otherwise said, the aggregate increased

40 percent, but the numbers employed increased by only 9 percent.

In age group 20-24, on the other hand, the total number cf femalcs

increased by 2.9 million but only 30 percent of that increase (0.9 :

was absorbed by an increase in enrollment. The aggregate increase :

size by 52 nercent, but the numbers employed increased by 78 percent.

Perhavs the most striking datum in these tables for females is

the absence of appreciable increase in the residual category,

consisting predominantly of housewives. In age group 16-19, the

sed by 40 percent but the "Other" category by only 8 percent ;

in a group 20-24, the total increased by 52 percent but the

category by only 10 percent. As will be shown below, the role



insofar as it implies motherhood, is an effective barriejLtc female

labor force participation. In effect the increase in the numbers of

young women in employment has been permitted by the decline in

proportion of them in the housewife category.

To summarize the evidence presented in Table 3, we have

that the increase in the numbers of male youth during the 1960s was

absorbed to a very large degree by increases in school enrollment and

:

militaay service, rather than by employment. The same was true cof

the females below age 20, but not in age group 20-24. There is an obvious

connection between the small increase in the numbers of males employed

in
and/the numbers of females in the "Other" category , since an employed

husband is an effective condition for motherhood. The principal point of

relevance to the activities of the panel is that the educational

institutions have borne the brunt of the unique demographic expansion

of the 1960's, Accordingly the general sense of dissatisfaction with

the outcome of the socialization experience needs to be

a substantial allowance for the magnitude of the task imposed

socializers. In the next decade the main thrust of numerical :
:

will be transferred, by the ineluctable process of aging, from

school to the labor force. A headline in the New York Times for

September 25, 1972, puts it succinctly: tt

Projected as Tighter Through 1970's."

The size of the population aged 14-24, and its ratio to the

size of the population aged 25-64, can be projected with very high

accuracy throvoh 1986 (barring major catastrophe) because the persons

involved have aready been born, survivorship in the relevant age rang

in increasing very slowly, and net external migration is of modest

proportions. These data are presented in Table 4. We see that the

of the group increases from 40.5 million in 1979 to 45.4 million
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Table 4. Size of population aged 14-24,
and ratio of population aged 14-24 to

population aged 25-64, 1970-1986.

Year Size Ratio
{in millions)

1970 40.5 0.449

1971 41.9 0.460

1972 42.5 0.457

1973 43.2 0.458

1974 43.8 0.457

1975 44.5 0.457
1976 44.9 0.454

1977 45.2 0.450
1978 45.4 0.444

1979 45,2 0.435

1980 44.8 0.423

1981 44.2 0.410

1982 43.4 0.395

1983 42.8 0,383

1984 42.1 0.370

1985 41.6 0.360

1986 40.7 0.347

in 1978 (a growth rate equivalent to +15 percent per decade)

declines at least to 1986, to essentially the same value as in i972

THe

{and a growth rate equivalent to -13 percent per decade).
:

population 14-24 to population 25-64 reached its local peak

0.460 last year (1971) and declines at first gradually and then

from then on, to 0.347 in 1986, a value comparable to that of tne

immediate postwar period. Should the population become stationary

ultimately, the ratio will continue declining and stabilize at 0,283.

It is much more difficult to speak of the future size.of the

yourth grouy for any time beyond 1986, because that depend

progressively more on the course of the birth rate fron. now on.

Nevertneless, there are several major social developments which seer.

to continue -- in particular the increased use at earlier life cycle

of more effective means of fertility regulation, and the enlargement

the sphere of career choce for young women -- and reduce fertility

to or below the replacement level. As noted in the preceding paragra a
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the ultimately stationary population implicit in replacement level

is one with a low ratio of population 14424 to population 25-64 ; in shox

the relative magnitude of the socialization task will be much smaller

at any time in our past history. There are various speculative

assessments of the consequences for society at large, and fo:

the economy of the approach of a stationary population. Of these, tne mo:

firmly based seem to be a higher level of productivity than in a growins

population, but a lower level of system flexibility because of the

lower mobility of older workers, and a more sluggish career pace

with age for the individual worker, With specific reference to the

younger person, on the other hand, the future would seem bright

because younger workers will be at a premium, provided they are willing tc

move from place to place and from job to job. From this perspective, it

is strongly in the interests of the young adult, and by inference

economy as a whole, that he or she postpone the assumption of

commitments, like parenthood, which would reduce adaptability to

changing situation. Behavior seems to be changing in that :

ertil

currently, as discussed in the next section of this paper, but no

long-range prediction seems justifiable.
The decline in the ratio of age group 14-24 to age group

offers an opportunity to expend more resources per person in the

socialization process. One of the reasons we have been able to solve

the problem of expansion of cohort size by lengthening the socialization

period is that our productivity makes us rich in time. We no longer

the work of youth, any more than we need the work of : old or the wor

women. But to say that the societyr can afford the luxury of

is nv to say that the adolescents can afford it, ang more than the

:

:

the -:omen. In a society in which work gives meaning to life, enforcea

idleness is a curse rather than a privilege.
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Enrollment, Employment and Family Status

One common tendency in considering the problems of youth is

to focus on the transition from enrollment in school to emplopmenc in

the labor force. The former is viewed as preparation fon the latter

and the movement between them signals the change from child into

at least insofar as that is identified with the change from a Sin of

economic dependence to a state of economic independence. But the process

of becoming anadult is more complex than that. One dimension in

particular deserves separate attention: status as a family member,

A typical sequence is that a person is first a member of the junior

generation in his or her family of orientation, next an indivicual

living mimila apart foom relatives or with a spouse but no

:

and finally a member of the senior generation in his or her family of

procreation. The intermediate status may be bypassed altogether ;

may also be a terminal status. These changes in family status

closely related to but not identical with the achievement of

inde!endence.

One characteristic of the change in family status of

relevance for /ene, concerns Panel-on Youth. is the achievement

maturity it signals, in the sense maturity measured by the assumption

of responsibility for the wellbeing of another. The conventional

of economic independence requires provision for the wellbeng Cc.

onself. Marriage, on the other hand, signals the acceptance of

for the welfare of the spouse ; parenthood signals the

responsibility for the welfare of the child. Since our present family

institution (and that of every other culture) is predicated on role

differentiation by sex, it is not surprising that the transition in

activity patterns with respect to family status, in relation to

on :

:

school enrollment and labor force participation, should vary

c tho subject of the present section.



Table 5. Proportion (per thousand) enrolled in school,
and participating in the labor force, by age and sex,

October, 1970 - Civilian noninstitutional population.

14-15
16-17
18-19
20-21
22-24

PropgtionEnrolled
Male Female

.982 80
. 913 886
544 416
-427 236
.212 094

Propotion in
Labor Force

Male

1180
421
619
716
882

Female

148
343
529
586
586

12

Proportion in

Neither
Male

011
021
061
042
035

F
:

DOE
212
284
377

In Table 5, we present data showing in detail by age the extent
4

of participation of the two sexes in the activities of school and

force. For both sexes, the major transition in school enrollment occurs

between ages 16-17 and 18-19, but there is no such clarity wit:

to labor force participation, in large part because of the prevalence of

part-time work for those whose major activity is education. One 1

difference between male and female activity is evident in the

"proportion in neither".

housewives, retired workers,

The Bureau of the Census defines tnese :

seasonal workers in an off season :

looking for work, or persons who cannot work because of long-term

or disability. Clearly the major source of differentiation by

the category of housewife.

is:

Table 6 indicates the extent of over of the categories

of school enrollment and labor force participation.

Table 6.
(per thousand) in the labor force ;For those enrolled in school, the propor

Of those enrolled,
prop'n in labor force

Male

176
389
412
433

Female

149
335
377
44860

and for those in

the labor force, the proportion (per thousand) enrollec :

BE those in
prop'sa enroi-es

Male Female

14-15
960 983

16-17
843 864

18-19
362 297

20+22
258 180
147 097
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yere are several noteworthy points in this table. In the first place,

1e differences by sex are small. In the second place, the likelihood

iat a person enrolled in school will also be in the labor force increases

eadily with age. In the third place, the likelihood that a person in

e labor force will also be in school decreases even more markedly aa

e. In our judgment, part-time participation in the labor force,

r those enrolled in school, is much more likely than part-time enrollment,

r those in the labor force. Accordingly, in the subsequent

classify by major activity those who are both enrolled and in the

nor force as enrolled in school. Table 6 is a reminder of the

ssible error in this coding decision.

To get a sense of the recent trends in major activity of youth,

ce of
have prepared the following table.

or
Table 7, Distribution by major activity,
1960 and 1970. By age and sex.

8 Proportion Propotion
~ Enrolled in Labor Force

1960 1970 1960 1970 196045

.9 658 742 269 219 073

258 426 679 532 063

14 152 212 797 752 051 033

le
608 658 193 205- 199 137

1 166 236 415 480 419

053 094 400 529 547 377

m school.

curs

:

ne :

+ 1

has been, in the past decade, a marked increase in the

or force,
Lied, and particularly for the male. The proportion :

c 1e labor force (other than those who are also cnrolled in school)

i)

leclined appreciably for the male, but increased appreciably for

@, a point made in the preceding section. The explanation of tne



force,
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crease in both enrollment and labor force participation for females

sis implicit in the third panel of Table 7, showing the marked decline

n the category, proportion in neither, in the decade. As explained

above, this is almost certainly a decline in the housewife categor;: .

To study in more detail the interdependence of marital statu: and

activity, we have prepared Tables 8 and 9. Unfortunately, these

(from the Census) are available in the necessary cross-tabulations

only for 1960, at the time of writing, but they wuffice to establish

the basic outlines of sex differentiation in these respects.

Table 8. Distribution by maaital status (per tnousanc)

By age and sex, 1960.

Male Female

16-19 Unmarried 964 837

Married, uo children 020 077

Married, children 016 G86

20-21 Unmarried 734 479

Married, no children 114 166

Married, children 147 355

22-24 Unmarried 480 284

Married, no children 161 154

Married, children 359 562

The primary purpose of Table 8 is to provide relative perspective on

data to be presented in Table 9. Nevertheless,
it

abundantly clear that, to the extent that assumption of the role of

is a definitive test of the achievement of adulthood, the passace

yf «ne female into this category occurs sharply earlier than tha of

the sale.
In Table 9, we show the distribution of the three maritai

ategories identified in Table 8, by major activity, following tne

ame format for major activity utilized in Table 7.

a

43

ke >
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Table 9. Distribution (per thousand) of marital
status categories by major activity. By age and sex, 1960,

MALE FEMALE

Unmarried Married Unmarried
No chil Children No Child

16-19
Enrolled 677 160 135 706 128

Other labor force 249 821 836 184 351

Neither 074 019 029 110 521 762

20~21
Enrolled 314 132 080 301 072 025

Other labor force 607 854 901 533 559 184

Neither 079 14 019 166 369

22-24
Enrolled 205 159 077 120 049 021

Other labor force 704 828 904 660 638 Lg3

Neither 091 013 019 220 313 7El

Marr

4

The first point of note concerning Table 9 is that the movement cut of

school enrollment kmxthakamxitamemmcoincides with the movement from 1

to married (no child), both for am males and for females. For Te

the movement is predominantly into the labor force ; for females

the shift is divided between "other labor force" and "neither",

Beyond age 20, there is little difference in labor force

for the unmarried and the married female, provided there are no ;

the same is not true for males. The presence of children, on the other

hand, increases the probability that the male will be in the labor force,

but sharply reduces the probability that the female will be in the

labor force. This is merely statistical documentation of the obvious

role differentiation by sex in our society.

:

:

:

The proportion of females, unmarried, who are neither enrol

in school nor in the labor force is substantial at every age, and

from 11 pereent 16-19 to 17 percent 20-21 and 22 percent 22-24,

are two likely explanations for this. In the first place, it is
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not unlikely that females are employed in familial roles with respect

to their family of orientation, as essentially unpaid family help.

In addition, we note that the category "unmarried" should more properiv

be labelled "not married, spouse present". A substantial and growing

proportion of this group, although currently ma unmarried, has been

married. For age groups 16-19, 20~21, and 22-24, the proportions oz

the currently unmarried who are ever-married, according to

the Current Population Report, P-20, #159, for March, 1960, is

4 perceht, 14 percent, and 26 percent respectively. The inference is

that a substantial proportion of these women are also performing

a familial role, because of the presence of children (even though without

spouse), Unfortunately the available data do not permit us to

identify this group more precisely.

The point of this demonstration has been the sharp distinction

between the sexes occasioned by the interdependence of marital

and primary activity, on the one hand, and the differentiation

by sex, on the other. No account of the movement into adulthooc

complete without consideration of the implications of motherhooc.

In considering the requisites for adequate socialization, this eqns.

importance with the acquisition of marketable skills for particivat on

in the labor force.

The final table to be presented in this section concerns the

inte-cependence of educational level and age at marriage.

ot

by school years completed. For those aged 25-34, 1960.Table 10. Median age at marriage for those marriea

Male Female

Less than Flem. 8 20.93 8.4
Elem. 8 21.21 18,80

Less than H.S.4 21.27 18.66
H.S.4 21.68 20,13

Less than Coll.4 22.08 21.00
Coll .4+ 22.66 22,36

Tota 21-64
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There are several points of interest in this little table,

with respect to the topic of the present section, sex differentiation.

First is the obvious difference between male and female at

marriage, 1.79 years, This difference has been attenuated by

the truncation of ages at marriage at 25.0, a neeessary step because of

the inéerest in focusing on recent nuptiality experience, without

introducing demographic bias. Second, the range of differences by

educational level is 1.73 years for males but 3.90 years for females.

Simply speaking, there is a much closer relationship between age of

school termination and age of marriage initiation for females than for

Males, Third, we note that the sharpest contrasts between male and

female education differentials in median age at marriage occur between

those who do and those who do not complete each educational level.

The difference is small for elementary school, 6.28 for males

and 0.34 for females ; it is very large for high school,

0.41 for males but 1.47 for females ; it is also very large for

college, 0.58 for males and 1.36 for females. The implication otf

these contrasts is that, for females, the principal reason for

not completing the school level in which enrolled is the interven ns

event of marriage. In short, it would appear that the determining

event with respect to the interaction of school enrollment and m

for the females is that marriage intervenes to terminate enrollment,

rather than tnat enrollment is terminated and then marriage follows.

For sales, on the other hand, the decision to terminate enrollment

.@em to be related significantly to the event of marriage.

then, is one further piece of evidence that male activity

age

dominated by the move from school' into the labor force, whereas

female activity is dominated by entry into motherhood,
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Trends in marriage and parenthcod

There has been much attention to recent fertility decline in the

United States. The standard measure of fertility, in abstraction fron

the influence of the age distribution, is the so-called period tota

fertility rate, a measure of the mean number of births per woman in «

synthetic cohort experiencing in each age the fertility rate observed

in the particular period. The total fertility rate was 3.7 in 1957 ;

by 1972 it had declined to 2.1. Two kinds of behavior change have

contributed to that decline. In the first place, it is apparent that

there has been a substantial reduction in the eventual number of births

to be borne by real cohorts of women ; current estimates suggest that

the cohort whose childbearing was centered in the late 1950's will

end up wihh an average of about 3.3 births, whereas the cohort whose

childbearing in centered in the early 1970's will end up with en

of about 2.3 births. The rest of the decline in the period total

fertility rate has been contributed by a reversal of the direction

change in the time pattern of childbearing. During the late 1955,

successive cohorts were experiencing fertility at successively

and inflating the period total fertility rate above its underlying

real cohort value ; during the early 1970s, fertility was occurring Ch

successively later ages, depressing the period total-fertility rate

below its underlying value.

Changes in the overall level of fertility and changes in the

time of childbearing are closely interdependent ; the matrix

bot.. the activity pattern of youth. In this section we present

ome iata on entry into marriage and parenthood by males and ferstec-

less than age 25, with particular attention to the past decade,

:
:

:

:

suggest some explanations for the trends, and speculate about the fucure

an terms which are generally relevant for the passage from childchcoa
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In Table ll, we show the median age at first marriage, 1890/1960,

from the United States Census, and the same information for 1970,

from the Current Population Survey for March of that year,

Table ll. Median age at first
Marriage, by sex. 1890/1970

Year Male Female

1890 26.1 22.0
1900 25.9 21.9
1910 25.1 21.6
1920 24.6 21.2
1930 24,3 21.3
1940 24.3 21.5
1950 22.8 20.3
19690 22.8 20.3
1970 23,2 20.8

Various features of this table deserve explanation. Note first that

there is a pronounced disjuncture in the time series for both sexes,

coinciding with the 1940/1950 decade. Prior to that decade, the male

age at marriage had declined strongly and then stopped declining, :

the female age at marriage had not changed appreciably. In co

the difference between the male and the female ages at marriage

been reduced from more than four years to less than three years.

Part of the explanation for that pattern of change was the existence

:

:

a surplus of males in the marriageable ages at the beginning of the

series, because they were disproportionately represemted among

A surplus of males tends to elevate the male age at marriage and depress

female age at marriage, This influence weakened decade by decade as

the migratory flow declined.

The disjuncture between the median ages at marriage for

those for 1950 is only partly explained by the circumstance that

earlier figure reflected substantial postponement of marriage because of

:

Gepression of the 1930s. In advance of the fact, social scientists
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expected a trend upward rather than downward in the marriage age.

That expectation was based on the increase in years of schooling

and the advancement in age at entry into the labor force, together

with the impression that a modern society offered a more acceptabie

way of life for the single person, at least in the short run, thar

a traditional society. This compelling logic was obviously contradicted

by postwar evidence.

Part of the explanation for the pattern of early marriage ace

during the 1950's derives from peculiarities of the period. Since the

cohorts then coming of age were small in number of members, and

better-educated than their predecessors, they were soon able to acnieve

the economic position considered necessary for assuming marital

responsibility, and they were even assisted in marrying before that time

by the increased availability of credit, particularly from the

government. But there were powerful underlying developments as well,

which were probably on balance more important, and deserve

attention in any event because of their continuing relevance.

First, there is the well-known trend toward earlier biological

as indexed by the persistent decline in the mean age at

Second, this society has a very strong norm of marriage as virtually

an obligatory state for the adult, as soon as it can be affordec.

Accordingly, an upward trend in income should lead to a downward crena

in marriage age. Third, American society has been populated by diverse

subcultures each of which represented, for a time, relatively closea

marriage systems. Progressively with time, this "nation of nations"

has been developing a single culture, with declining heterogeneic:

=n the one hand, and declining importance, in the choice of marriage

partners, on ascriptive relative to achieved characteristics, This

has in effect enlarged the marriage market and increased the

of individual nuvtiality. Finally it may be suggested that even the
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increase in years of schooling has worked in favor of more and earlier

marriage. So long as the normal age of leaving school was younger than

the age for initiating mating activities, enrollment was largely

irrelevant to marriage. But now essentially all boys and girls

in school until they are eighteen. Of the many functions performea by

the American high school, one of the most important may be its

contribution to nuptiality. It gathers nubile males and females

in substantial and equal numbers, residentially selected for social

homogeneity, and exposes each sex to the other on an age-graded basis

for long periods in a variety of contexts. It is certainly the case,

cross-sectionally, as shown in Table 10 above, that more schooling :

later marriage, but it is not clear which is cause and which effect,

and it would be unwise to infer a longitudinal relationship from

this cross-sectional evidence.

In the past decade there has been a reversal of

To provide age-detail on this development, we present Table 12.

: acd

7

Table 12. Proportion (per thousand)

ever-married, by age and sex, 1960 and 1971.

Male Female
1960 1971 1960 1971

14-17 010 007 054 027

18 054 044 244 167 -

21 366 342 654 534

22 484 414 744 658

19 129 115 403 292

20 242 192 540 420

23 595 544 806 761

24 666 670 843 784

With one exczotion (for males age 24), the decline in nuptiality

characterized every age of males and females, and that exception is

probably attributable to a statistical defect. The reduction in che

proportion ever-married has been much more pronounced for females than
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males. some attention has been paid in the literature to a demographic

circumstance which might differentially affect male and female nuptiality:

the hypothesis has been advanced that, when cohort size is increasing

rapidly (as has been the case for these age groups auring the past decade),

the fact that younger girls (from later cohorts) tend to marry

boys (from earlier cohorts) will disadvantage the former in the

marriage market, and advantage the latter. This helps to explain the

discrepancy in amount of decline, male ana female, but ig ins

to account for the general movement. In the author's judgment, the

most important implication of rising conort size for nuptiality is

that the increasing aifficulty of assimilation of larger cohorts inte

a major role has been played by the advent of modern contraceptives,

contraception is likely to raise the age at marriage.

Table 13. Proportion (per thousand) with

ufficient

In addition to this,
life is manifested in delay of marriage.

adult

Since arly :

ecifically the pill and the intra-uterine device.
Sp use of effective

provoked by onception,is frequently

section, the distributic
As we have seen in the preceding

Lnfluenced not
principal activity is most strongly

Tabiefemales by

marriage but by motherhood. For this reason we have prepare

at least one live birth, by age, for-
four selected female birth cohorts

By exact age c.1902 c,1917 C.1932 c.1947

003 003 003 004
G3

15 010 010 014 042

067 066 103 99116 031 028 045
17 163
18 aan 258143 125 184

19219 242 396 348

396 327 494 43120 323 260
21 513
22

526 443 660 580466 386 583
23 630
24 576 499 721
25
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The periods of reproductive history represented by these four

selected cohorts of women are, respectively, 1916-26, 1931-41,

1946-56, and 1961-71, and thus, in terms of descriptive labels,

the pre-depression pattern, the depression experience, the immediate

postwar (the baby boom), and the past decade. Although the format of the

table suggests an interpretation in terms of age at entry into

motherhood, part of the variation is in the proportion of the cohort

eventually becoming mothers. More than twenty percent of the members of

cohorts born in the early part of the century remained infertile,

but less than ten percent of the cohorts born in the 1930s, It is too

early to say with confidence whether the lower proportions age by age

with at least one live birth for C.1947 in comparison with C.1932

implies reduction as well as delay; historically the two have always

been closely associated. There is much current discussion of

non-motherhood as an option for the woman, inspired partly by

for zero population growth and partly by the new feminism. If women

do in the future achieve more equal opportunity for education, and

for : iG kinds of employment and income that education would then

it scams likely that the proportion choosing to remain infertile

would rise substantially. Indeed it may well be that voluntary

has in the past been infrequent because of barriers to effective fertility

regulation. In the expectation of reduction of female inequality and

of improved access to effective methods for regulating fertility, it is

not implausible to predict both decline and delay of entry into

:

motherhood, with profound consequences for the activity patterns of

young females.
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Conclusion
The purposes of this essentially descriptive account of the

demography of youth have been as follows: (1) To identify the unigueness

of the size of the youth group in the past decade, in contrast to

both the previous history and the likely future ; (2) To examine t).

interdependence of school enrollment and labor force participation on

the one hand with family status on the other ; (3) To identify the

distinctive characteristics of the passage of the female from chiidhood

into adulthood ; (4) To describe and explain recent changes in the

reproductive behavior of the young.

Although there are many sources of data of relevance to the

statistical appraisal of youth, there remain serious deficiencies in

isefulness for analysis. One problem is that each of the

int. pen. : strands of experience receives particular attention by

Spec. sts an the activity concerned (such as education, or labor force

participation, or nuptiality and fertility) to the hindrance of

joint consideration. A second problem is that the behavior pattouns

change rapidly with age and with time and therefore require, for

effective study from a methodological standpoint, data collection on

a longitudinal rather than cross-sectional basis. A third problem is

that individuals who are experiencing status change (and that is the

outstanding characteristic of youth) are by virtue of that fact the

most difficult to capture statistically by means of conventiona, sampie

surveys.
Every society uses the vehicle of the new young adult cohort o

Males and females to write its future history. What could be better

justification for the recommendation that the federal government initia

A
program of longitudinal data collection of the status changes

a systei
of successive cohorts of young men and women.
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If the success of revolutions is measured entirely by their complete-

ness, certainly the social revolution which has transformed the role of

young people in society during the last century has been among the most

successful. The elements of the revolution have been manifold, affecting
family relations, educational opportunities, job opportunities, and peer

relations. Just as no single cause explains the change, no single factor
characterizes it, but some broad trends might be noted. First, young

people now spend far more time in formal educational institutions than

ever before: as a corollary, young people, especially males, spend less
time in employment. Such jobs as they do hold, moreover, tend to be short

term, sought out for immediate spending money rather than as life's work.

Whether the school prepares the young for careers or not, the social

expectation increasingly has been that it should and will. Hence the

length of formal education has been stretched out from the early through

the middle teens to the late teens and early twenties. Secondly, in

schools young people are not only segregated from the job market, but they

are usually segregated with age peers, with exact age peers in fact. Thirdly,
the prolongation of education and the decline of working opportunities for

the young has affected the family relationship. Not only are young people

economically burdensome within the family, but the family itself, while it
provides the young with many psychological and moral supports, increasingly
is unable to provide them with firm direction toward entry into the job

market. Given the highly specialized nature of many occupations in our society,

fathers often have only a narrow range of skills to pass on to their sons. Further,

even if the son (or daughter) desired to follow the occupation of his parents, it
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would still bo necessary to obtain forma] certification throvoh a schoo)

diploma or college degree or licensing certificate. At times older

Siblings can compensate fer the defocts of parental wisden, providing

for their younser brothers and sisters advice and support as the latter

enter the job market. But even this form of counse) is limited tedey

by the fact that siblings today are separated in age by fewer years

than was true in the past.)

If the range of socializing agencies in our society is narrew end

specialized, in the past it has been broad and relatively unspecialized.

yfe micht begin by noting certain characteristics of the merican feril

in the peried cefore 1860. Althcush fertility was much hicher then it

is now, families in 1790 were only somewhat larger. The average émericen

family in 1790 contained 5-6 persons; by 19CG it contained 4-5 perscns.2

Multigensraticnal houssholds were more common 17°C then teday, but even

nuclear families ware provab)y likely to have relatives in the near

vicinity, so that young people were prebasly exposed to a wider range cf

generational contacts than simple statistics on family size curgest.9

Further, the range of ages of family members was likely to approximate

the range of ages in society at lerge much mere clesely than now. while

infant mortality checked some of the tendencies of high fertility, the

combination of the quaranteed a broad spread in the ege range cf a

family. It was not uncommon for fifteen-year-old boys,to have ten- anc

twenty- year old siblings; it was quite conceivable to have twenty-five

yeer old brether or sister. Sibling migration in fact previded cne of

the principal forms of family continuity during the great migrations af

the early 19th century, as groups of brothers would leave & h family
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either collectively or individually for new parts. Similarly, it «as

_
hot unusual for young brothers coming of age to be sent to live with

married sisters, and to learn the trade of a prother-in-lavw. Thus even

where fathers were not directly passsing on skills to sens, the femily

still functioned, latesrally end horizontally so to speak, es a cushion

ph
The age promiscuity which characterized fanilies tended also to

mark educational experiences. while formal educational institutions

played a much smaller rele in the lives of young people in 1820 than

novi, a varicty of jnstitutions and arrangements existed to serve the

needs of young pecpie. Of these the colicge, while perhaps the best

known, wes the least typical. The proportion of young pecple in collcge

had always been emal), end it declined even more in the first half of

for the start in life.

the nineteenth century." 'ich more commen were the ecadenies, the

distinctive educational inn vation of the early nineteenth century

n zl) sizes and shapes. "sny were private

be
e

fcadenies existed

schools," where the students lived in the household of a single professor.

Andover and Phillips Exeter which orovided facilities and curricula as

modestly endowed coeducational academies in towns like New }ebanon,;

New Hampshire or Massachusetts. \Whatever the particular form

an acadeny might teke, however, the students who attended were likely to

be anywhere From seven or eight to tuanty-five years old. Further, to

concerneG thomselves with flcors rather than with ceilings: with keeping

At the other extreme were the incorporated academies such cu

in between were
demanding as those of seny mall colleges.

the extent to which academies sought to requlate the entrance

out students under 12 rether then young wes in their 20s. 5art
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In fact, few educators found the association of boys of 12 with young

men of 20 in academies or colleges anomalous, perhaps because age heteroceneity
in schools reflected the more fundamental age heterogeneity of the family and

the youthful social group. Despite the association of children and adults
in the work force, settled agricultural society in early nineteenth-century
America was familiar with social groupings of young people. What char-

acterized these associations of young people, in contrast with twentieth

century peer groups, was the broad range of ages involved. Contemporaries
who referred to the "young people" of a town or village had in mind those

from 12 or 13 to the early or middle 20.° By all accounts, young people
seem to have enjoyed a significant measure of social freedom.' Unchaperoned

social visiting between the sexes, dances, sleigh rides, and idle chit-chat
in the evening were the common forms of recreation for young people. Indeed,

the two aspects of peer groups in early nineteenth century agricultural
communities, a broad range of ages and freedom from direct adult supervision, were

probably related, for the assumption was that the older members of the social

group would take care of the younger ones, the young men of 18 or 20 would

look out for the "lads" or "large boys" of 14 or 15, a practice which long

survived in the practice of placing young college students of 14 under the

supervision of "chums" who were 18 or 19. This is not to say that early society
in the early national period of our history was permissive about sexual indulgence

by young people; its official literature was anything but permissive. Nor

is it to suggest that young people of the early 19th century bore much

resemblance to the "flaming youth" of the Jazz Age, for the former were

altogether less self-conscious about their social life. Nor is it to

suggest, finally, that society sanctioned socialization by age peers
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as we understand the latter concept, for the idea of 14-year-olds passing
most of their time with other 14-year-olds would have run decidedly against
the grain in 1830. But as long as social groups contained the kind of

mixing of ages which characterized schools and families, practical tolerance
of their activities was the rule.

Finally, a mixing of the ages affected the work force as well as

educational institutions and social groups. From the age of seven or

eight onward young males in farming communities, which is to say in most

communities, were expected to work alongside their elders. The kind of

work performed during these early years varied little from one boy to

the next. During the peak work seasons of spring, summer, and early fall
they were expected to assist in the tasks of planting, haying, and

harvesting. After the age of 7 or 8 boys usually attended school only
for a few monihs,or sometimes just a few weeks each winter. After the

age of 12 or 14, many boys stopped attending school altogether. Sons

of farmers were often placed out in service on neighboring farms; those

of craftsman and artisans (as well as many scns of farmers) were apprenticed
in trades.® Either way, they would leave home to live elsewhere, although

the social disposition was to discourage those in their early teens from

straying too far from parental restraint. Apprenticeships were often

arranged with relatives; failing that, within the neighborhood wherever

possible? No matter where they lived or what they did, however, teenagers

would spend their working hours around those older than themselves, and

acquire such competency as they might attain by on-the-job training. It
is worth noting that in this period, learning on the job affected even the

professions, which, the ministry excepted, stili put primary emphasis on

the apprenticeship mode of instruction. Professional schools were essentially

ancillary to rather than substitutes for apprenticeship. 10
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ége was one characteristtc of the sociel experience of
34

youth during the first half cf the nineteenth century. Another ard no

less impertant facet of youthful expericnce was seasonl qualit y of both

Jabor and most types of education. Teday we assume that education precedes

entrance into the labor market, but in 1620 the relationship was more

complex. Boys who attended school at all usuelly attended for only part

of the year, working in the intervals. Farm beys, for example, often

til their late teens or even early2

attended district schools each winter u

twentics. Similarly, student in acedemies normally attended after harvest

or before planting. Attendence at academies often drerpred off during the

winter session, when many students sought positions in district schcols,

and agzin in the gunner strong males could command wages for farm

ot would be fanciful to suppose that young people who shifted

f rem scnao) to work to schec]l egsin in the course of a single year were

when

being given an oprertunity to utilize what they were learning in practical

situations, for the curri c Ja of n
we acéceries heevily wejahted cward

the classics, mathematics, and composition. The seasonal cvality of

educeticn and labor did mean, however, thet upwardly mebile young men did

not hava to pass prolenged periods in the setting of formal education.

Thus the oresence of sizable nunbers of twenty- and twenty-five year old

students in academies and colleges dees not moan that large numbers of

youth were undergoing prolonged education; most of the older stucents

were merely late starters, young men who had not commenced their ious

education until 18 or 20.32

Patterns of seasonal migration during the teen years effect ed the

nature of family relationships as well as the quality of educational
+a

excerience, for just young people often stayed in schcol until their Ja
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teens or beyond, so too they often were to be found still resident in the

parental home until past their majority. But in each case the experience

was more extensive than intensive; both attendance at schoo) and residence

in the home were breken up by long periods spent doing something else.

Thus even young peopl e who stopped attending school at 12 or 14, er who

never attended school at all, often left home for shorter or longer pericds

to seek work on @ seasonal basis, whether as farm servants in the summer

or in construction or trade at almost any time of year. This sort of

frenetic home leaving was one of the most basic qualities of ycuthful life

experience and it serves to cualify eny easy generalizations to the effect

that femily authority over the young was once very severe. It could be

severe, 28 long as youna pecple were living at home, but in practice a

revolving door stood at the agte of many homes. 13

Differences between social class and between the sexes existed,

naturally, in the experience of coming of age. The rich had advantages

denied the poor; young men had a wider renge of options than ycung women.

Yet there were elements of similarity between the experiences of ycuna

people of different classes and different sexes. Sons of wealthy parents

were certainly more likely to enjoy the privileges of edvanced "literery"

education (i.e. in a college or academy} than sons of poor farmers or

artisans. But wealthy parents appear to have had few scruples against

allowing their children to work on a seasonal basis at fairly early ages.

Wealthy parents, moreover, do not appear to have placed great value on

prolonged education for their children. Intensified private scheoling

up to the age of 15 or 16 followed by entrance into merchant houses or

tic of the wealthy and

professional asprenticeships
was more charecterist)

upper middling classes than a prolengation
of formal education to 2] or
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beyond.
14 Sex differences were perhaps more pronounced, since wemen

-were effectively perred frem the professSons (schcolteeching wag not

considered 2 profession) and from many occupations. But young girls P

often pleced out in setvices just like their brothers Further, while

male labor was preferred jn agriculture; constructions and trace, female

labor was sought in industry. Prior to 1860 the factory labor force was

primarily composed neither of children under 12 (in contrast to Britain

nor of men but of young wenen in their teens or

Regardless of class considereticnss moreovers Some besic features

of society promoted early inderandence. the absence of guilds, the non-

existence or feebleness of certification procedures in most profe essions

and occupations, and the loose and informal chereci er of anprenticeshir

structure of society was more trianguler then rectangutrue nowe Noneof

15wenties.

a mebil: BY yeccs
tate d yaricus ton S ef

the request of thor

le :
9

te

t o ts ot +
L

Ling custem in many
party 3

was the preve the+

another factor ormed a

people aed 15 to 19 oF 15 to

structure WwW thea awof sccict
hiaher preportion of the tctal

+ U he ace

.17 young people forever P : hing ovr and
wa

V

taken to mean ysuallsshou be were
that young men were d adult

o

full

the early and ddie teens

status at aoe 14 or 15. Rather,
extended na

a natternervices t

up the drudgery lyfe
taken The point is

cases +taxto the early and : Oard : 1n
many 18 or to

that upwardly cb +
a +

le men sho left home at

tutional barriers to ac
tatu

inst}
faced re latively few
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this could alsooywork the other wey around; society presented few institu-

tional props against failure. But the records of the antebellum ceriod

abound with instances of 24 or 25 year old college presidents, 25-year

old Congressmen, and 30-year-old Senators.

Although various social conditions facilitated early independence,

concepts of denendency have traditionally been conservative. Legally,

the child did not become the man until 21. Nor was this merely a ritual

devoid of practical significance. Prior to 21, a child was expected to

work for his family, not for himself. If a sen earned money outside the

family farm, he was expected to hand it over to his father. Variations

existed, but always within the broad cantext ef dependency. A son

desiring independence at 17 or 18 might mske a cash payment to his father

in lieu of cervice, or he mient hire a substitute to teke his plece in

the farm work force, or, if the father did not need the son's lepor even

On a seasonal basis, he might make a voluntary gift of time to his son,

thus exempting the latter from labor cbligations. 1
8

Not only were concepts of dependency broad, but even after youno r

had achieved independence frmparente]l restraint,
he was still likely to

be officially categorized as immature. Authors of conduct of life literature

aimed at young men in the 18-30 age bracket routinely described their

audience as giddy, romantic, almost hare-brained. So too, school discipline

(including discipline in acedemies and coll eges) centinued to rely cn

humiliation. In general, the social experience of coming of ege a the
*

ans

social perception of young people were often antagonistic, with the one

promoting independence
and the other seeking to impress subordination.

We might remind curselves thet a society where everyone worked, @
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society without protected childhood, institutionalized adolescence, or

forced retirement, the performance of work was less a mark of maturity
than it is in our own society where the labor force is much more sharply

delineated. Beyond this, we might remind ourselves that there were very

few tasks in antebellum society which could not be as well performed by an

18-year-old as by a 40-year-old, very few tasks, in other words, which

demanded a high degree of technical skill or education. Young people

thus stood in a much more proximate and even menacing relationship to

adults than they do now. Thus, even though young people were fully incor-

porated into the labor force, they were not described as full adults. The

usual definition of "youth" was actually very broad, from 15 to 25 (with

slight variations), and youth was described not merely as the opposite of

age but as a prolonged period of immaturity and lamentable irresponsibility.?9
This is not to postulate the existence of some kind of pitched

generational warfare in American society of 1830 or 1840. Although adults

often referred to youth as a class, youth lacked an image of itself as a

cohesive group with distinctive rights and needs. Young people who felt

aggrieved or harassed could not fall back on any ideology which justified
their rights as youth. Yet the very proximity, physically and economically,

of age groups in a society which recognized age groups promoted a certain

stiffness in relations between young and old. An example can be found

in the history of the colleges. Between 1790 and 1850 college life was

characterized by frequent eruptions; the degree of disorder was probably

greater than anything which has occurred since. Student rebellions took

place at Harvard, Yale, Brown, Williams, Princeton, Amherst, Virginia,
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North Carolina, South Carclina, and elsewhere.2° At Virginia the murder

of a professor by a student in 1840 was simply the culmination of a

series of public beatings and whippings of professors. During a rebellion

at Princeton the faculty had to call in tcewnsnecple for help in putting

down the students, a nice twist on the town and gown theme. At pious

Brown President Asa Messer's house was repeatedly stoned by students in

the 1820s. Other instances could be multiplied. These, then, were not

student pranks but sericus challenges to the acplication of college

authority. Comrenting on the situation, a college president cbhserved:

~

They /students/ form a party by themse vesera distinct

interest of their own--view with s

their plens as far as it may be in thei 41

c 7 cron aavory MOSSUre

of the faculty--arnd resolve to contreyvone and
ower,

Compared with twentieth century student dissidents, ante iy

students were altogether less ideclesical, Folitical rarely

occasioned student rebel lions; rather, the latter usually were teuched

off by discontent with college ordinances. Even there, students rarely

challenged the concept of authority as such, just its epplication. Yet

antebellum students probably posed a greater threat to perscns and

property than students in the twentieth century (with the possible

exception of the last few years). Further, the authority of col ege

na

officials, theoretically great, was actually very limited. it was e

buyer's market in the 1830s; colleges needed students end even well

established ones like Harvard found themselves on the brink of financial

disaster when they resorted to mass expulsions to deal with aa dence

for

égain, the very fact that euthority was so tenucus helss to account

the stiff and overbearing manner most college officials assumed vis the
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students. Or, to put it another way, adults find it easier to understand

-youth, to adept a familier and chummy tone, when youth is safely demesti-

cated, when youns people are in their place, @ threat to themselves

perhaps but no immadiate threat to you.

"le should be wary, then; of postulating the existence of a kind of

Golden Age in inter-aeneretional relationships, when frankness and honesty

had not yet been supplanted by suspicion and misunderstanding, just as

we should guard against exaggerating the degree of misunderstending which

s

prevails in our own society. It is conceivable that such a Golden age

existed in tne prinitive agricultural society of WIth century New England,

when the rang? of options available to sons was SO narrow 2s to preclude

argument with elders. Yet seems more reasonanle to sup SOS? that 2

certain amount cf friction has always gone OM, and that where young pe

will not crew the conclusion that youn people are bo ace

the ful] measure of put that youn2 snould have their

likely that the more fully young peeple acproximate ecuality in their

decades of the twentieth century the institutions which affected youn

the pericd, goneralizetions about the exact timing of the chenaes are

alization, the cystematizeticn end

onle>

ncorpora ore or less f + hs jfo of sccicts +

1 :
an

then py one means or anotner. T+ also
subordinat: en

relationshin to adults, the tore occesions for friction will arise.
economic

Between the middie of the nineteenth century and the first two1860-1929

pecele, hether economic or educationa+ ? under ent notable chen:

Because of radical regional differences, in the early pert of

dif 3cult to mayo
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bureaucratization of education, and the dissemination of certification

procedures affected different parts of the nation at very different

times; what was true of the school system of Massachusetts in the 185Cs,

for example, wes not true of the school system of Towa until the 1890s.

But for present purposes, it is perhaps wiser to teke these regional

differences for granted and to concentrate on describing the processs

nature, and imslications of change.

f& good place to begin is with the age gradin3 of the schools, for

outside of education, its effect-on the
ye

while it reflected tendencic

young was visible and direct. complaints shout the jagged age

which began in the 1229-50 neriod under the leadership ef Horace Menn,

Henry Bernard, and others. while schoo) reformers sougnt free

ecucation 3s 3 major goal, they were no jess interested in systematizing

education throvgn classifying schools by 29° and level of

Under the influence of enlightened ideas about cn ldhood which were widely

the child. The school, yaeally, wes not merely to be 2 casual, structure?

institution which the child enceuntered from time to time, but as coeextensive

with as condit Tons would perm we

il

tne cor-on schoclsfcdistribution of studns had lena abounded, 29% ciass3 { cation

essentially by-product of the creat to

uti}

92
achievement-

disseminated in 1220 mores reformers
ere

C

t r :

ywdisposed +o 3 view of the ideal schoc] eas a environment 107
1

In the e2hteenth ceaturys

for examples echools were often "xept" in barns OT p heuses; in the

nineteenth century they were increasingly located epart from the

burly of pusiness end commerces The assumption of many scnool reformers

was that the orocgr "culture" of childness domanded
tion3

children frem sdujts in asyjum-like institutions ca lied
24
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nthcenturytheseideascanbe

Duringthemiddleoftheninetce
statessuchas

reportsofafewofthelarger
locatedintheschoo?

3
nlynetuniversallyacceatedand

Hassachusettsyettheywerecerts
True,

remainedabreadcone.
andpracticelong

thegapbetweentheory
Populationcencen=

favoredtheirepreed.
ecia)conditionsjnere2singly

Townandcityschoolswere

tration
aagegradationmorefcasible.

Ruttheprocessafage

gracedthanruralschools.
moresharply@9

inthe1220stheBostonechool

snotalicgethersmooth;
gradationwelarge complainaboutthe

superintendentsti1]founditnecessaryto

school.autbythentheir
in

numbersof}6-an3still

recognizeanomalcus.
presencewashelowerelementary eos

asnotcontinedtot
sdeaofagegrading TheThe

jtaffectedceeandaryandcaljeaeeducation.

gchools.Inevitaolysa
ivereslace,Dut,tC
ae

mpleceto
schoolsyaried

inpublichiah
éyarangeconstituency

hadbeentrueoftheeldacedeales,
NeeterextentthanThe 26

yeécswescomeosedbyteenagers.

ofthehighschoolsbythe2?
clleges. academiesandthe

ectedprivateeducation,poththe

davelocmentafi
butbytheletterpartofthenin

wasoftenjerkysigher
hgainthepteoncocendsryandh

adraxn
ear centurychagerangeofthe

basisofthecurriculumef3the

educationbethcntnebeardingecha

tionsacadenies,
withfewerthe fewer2408p

students.nito to193

~ic22 thosefremarcund}2
highsch

andpublic17orje
gedinagefrom

hecollegestypiceliyy ren

clienteleoftterratherthen
adtobeattheou

xistedtend
Suchexcentions46edes

appearedfremac
ldsdis

school;thetenyear
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oveyear
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It is impossible to separate age grading from sndustrializetion.

"The old system, OF nonsystem, of sezsonal education in district schools

or academies had depended on the seasonal) pattern of Jebor in en

essentially oreindustrial society. Similarly, the newer idea of climbina

set rungs at set ages was more likely of achievement in an industrial

society where job demands took up the petter part of the yeer and, hences

where educaticn, sf it was to be had at ell, hed to be obtained before

entrance into the labor market. The early humanitarian cpposition to

child lacor in factories (in the yeocs end aQs in indugtrializing states,

education fer part of each year, in effect attempting to restore some

elements of the old ceascena) OOK

:

against the fact of child labor than

}sewhere) teras aimed less

istency of factory nth education. 22 Thus, early

agains the nconsis
not the avolition chile lebor but comwu} ory

child labor esponents

:

In eddition to population concentration and ingugtrializ

immigration also contributed to the gystomatization of education.

course of the nineteenth century the mission cf the schools to sccialize

and fmoricanize the immigrant in a controlled and comorenensive envircen=

ment was stated with growing explicitness.

alike increasingly comolained about the polygict and cisorderly

of American society and defended the school as an agency which would at

once bring the children of immigrants unger social contro] end {morove

their chances for survival in the competitive eaconcmic jife of bmerices

To accomplisn goals of such jmportencey schools could not be conducted

on a rendcm and casual basis, buts to return to 4 thene

reant portions of the child's experiences

In wne

nool reformers ofand

ear iimentioned

had to embrace sign}
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These themes can be traced as far back as the school reports of

Horace Mann, but they acquired a new stridency in the latenineteenth

and early twentieth century as the source of immigration shifted
Law

from Northern and Estern Europe to Southern and Eastern Europe,

The presence of massive numbers of immigrants with strange tongues

and still stranger customs stimulated in the schools the imposition

of an often monolithic "Americanisn,"
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The ege group primarily affected by the stendarization and bureaucratiza-

tion of American education in the middle to late nineteenth century was

composed of children from, roughly, 7 to 13 or 14. Although reformers

'Promoted public high schools as cepstones of the system, the proportion of

young people educated beyond the primary level wes exceedingly emall. Most

high schools, although free, had entrance examinations. Prior to the l1&°Os,

very fow educators thought of the high school as even potentially a mass

institution. "ost hign echool siudents, and the vast proportion ef hich

schoo] oracuates, moreover, were female. Boys who attended hich school

at all were usually withdrawn after a vear or two and placed in trades

Prior to the luGs, expressions of reoret ebout this were rare. Although

educators strengly desired the inculcaticn of literacy end morality in

the schcols, they assumed thet these goals ceuld be sufficient, :

with the span of six or seven years of forma] ecucation. "Many wa

fact oesirs DOYS @.

the education system for they had lona been a disorderly element in the

lower schools. Indeed, it is cuite possible that in the latter part of

the nineteenth century ecucaticnal opportunities for young pecple beyend

age 14 were actually drying up, for the hich schools demanded prolenzed

attendance (9 or 10 month terms) cach year, unlixe the old academies,

and hence were within reach of onty those families who could afford t

forego the lebor of their children durin} early adclescence, a fect which

explains why so few boys, who could command better wages then girls,

to be found in high schee).%°

In the latter part of the nineteenth century boys who left elementary

= 3 ye
)

ter the jeb market encountered con

a)

schools at or earlier toe
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very different fren those met by earlier generations. Industrialization

rendered occupations moree cpecialized than ever before, a fact which wes

distinctly reflected in two themes of contemporary literature. First,

starting in the 1€&Cs an increasingly large number of tracts on vocational

guidance began to appear. In contrast to earlier books on the conduct

of life, the newer tracts were writton by laymen rather than ministers,

vere often aimed primarily at teenagers rather than at young men in their 20,

and substituted job snformation for moral srecepts.3} The basic assumption

of the euthers, prebably a valid one, was thet families could no lenger

provide young neople with hard information ebsut careers OF occupations

because occupations had grown se specialized. Choices mede en the besis

of parenta) wisdom, the authors assumed, were likely te be the wrong cheices.

As a related themes reformers after 1890 increasingly begin ts complain

that many boys were peing locked into "deed end" jebs frem which there

was no exit, that movement from one type of emplcyment to another tyFre

elomenis of truth. vocational counsellors of the late 1Oth century

probably underestimated the degree to which older and more informel ways

of entering the jeb market hed survived, ena while they tended to

romanticize the past when a dack-of-all trades cculd presumably do whatever

he felt like, they did accurately locate some of the most fundamental

disma] then service on farms, the appearance of freedom and scme of the

reality es well were undergoing contractions.

Specialization in the late 19th century affected professions 2s weld

was becaning wo more afficult. 32 of these assumptions cone)ained

While

forces in their society. hile service in factories was orcbably no

fer between i220 and 1920 a succession of stroxes were

3s ss

dealt to tne old, metnoss of licensing and certification
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professions. Prior to 18O the only profession which demanded prolongad

"ecucation as preperation was the ministry, specif + cally the ministry of

orthodsx donominations. By 19CC formal education was replacing arprentice-

ship in the legal profession and had completely displaced the latter in

the medical prafession. Further, many new lines ofwork, engineering

and teeching for example, were rising from occuraticnal to professional

status, and cemanding formal certification via standardized ecucation.

The primary cause of these chanaes was the combination of expanding

33

knowledge and a higher sense of professional obligation. At times however,

a simple desire te increase the status of a particular profession lay

behind cells for prolenaed education. The insistence of some nrofessions

on ettainnent of the bachelor's degree as a prerequisite to professions}

education, for exemple probebly had less te do with strictly intellectual

considerations than with a realization that higher

would centripute to a raisina of professions in thepublic estimation.
etta nments

A

Whatever the sequence of causation, however, the drift of things was c}

While the social which were transforming the social cenditicr

and role of young pecple in motion long before it wes not until

the 16°Cs and arly 190Cs that a major social response to these chanaes

took form. might describe this response as a "discevery" of adclescentey

althoush like most discoveries this one was less an act of pure creation

than a twisting and redefinition of familiar meterials. Sroedly speakina,

one cen locate two majer constituents to the heichtened sccial interest

:

in adolescence. The first was the exploration of the psychedynamics of

adolescence, pioneered by G. Stanley Hal] and his students at Clarx

University in the }@90s, launched fully with the cublication in 1GC4 of

Hall's two volure
and disseminated during the first fev
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decades of the twentieth century.in innumerable books and articles aimed

35

Some Gi the points mede in eerly twentieth century titerature cn the psycholoay

of adolescence were merely rechrasings of lengstending ideas. It had lens

been argued that edolescence was a potentially gangercus, critical, and

threatening stage of life. Yet the new Jiterature on adoleccence was

distinctive in several ways. First of al), its primary focus was on teon-

agers, especially cn those from 14 to 18 (or perhaps a little more broadly

from 13 to 19). Secondly, within the teenase category the maior emphasis

'as on carly adcloscence, on the years around puberty. Each of these

features reflected social develooments. In effect a stage of life wes

being defined in terms of a stage of schooling, for the 14-}8 range also

happened to be the modal ase rense fer high echool students at the turn

of the century. The emphasis on early adclescence uncerscored the critica

meortance the years from 12 or 14 to 16 were coming to have as ecenomic

oe

determinants. Thet is, at the particular stage of industrialization which

fmerica hed reacned by 159C, critical and often irreversible decisions

were being made for and by young peorle durina the years of carly ad

Perhaps the most distinctive aspect of the psychcleqical
literature

the early twentieth century, however, was its normative

on adolescence in

character. Adolescence was not portrayed, as it long had been, as a

dangerous stage of life to be gotten over as cuickly as possible, but as

seeson of development which had to be allowed full scope to play itself

out. This was the central point of Hall's doctrine of recepituleticn,

the idea, that is, thet the child passed through the various sieges o

deveicoment from sevegery to civilizaticn already traversed by the race.
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Any effort to speed up the process, to shertcircuit adolescence by

t er adultness on the juvenile was self-

Q O
o 2 3 re 3 iv
) 3

forcing prematur

defeating, since it sould only lead to denyerous recrudescences of

"savege" prcpensities in maturity. Instead of portraying ycuth in the

fashion of Victorian commentators as a dangerous, hare-brained stzge of

life to be gotten over as quickly as possible, Hall insisted on the

value of a kind of catharsis of al} the instinctive drives of adolescence

before safe passage to the next staqe could be ausrentoed.37

A second principal constituent of the heightened secial interest in

adolescence in the 1890-1920 period wes the institutionalization of

adolescence, a process which owed scmething to the now ere lu: on

adolescent psychcle3 but 4jhich

which adolescent> perceived be facing in seciety. The institution
lso ressonded Cii}rectly the arcblems

time activities were increasingly brought uncer
OF in

the + all cf which expanded rapicly after 19C0." In Britain Lord

a romantic idealization of the rural past. Many of ihe duventie

of self-sufficiency hich he

their rur2) ancestors. «A less explicit but

assumption behind meny of these Juvenile organizations was peer

group had an impertant role to pley in socializing tie

to peers in edclescence could be eter ans
civic

responsiniiizy in adulthood. Traditionally, the preva + 1 a

youn, thet "Jeyrit tt

alie

3

:
:

organizctions like the Boy Scouts, boys clubs, and hoys' department of

as we
nouzht o: soy

cf i a

>

a.

virtues.

ten to
:

tions of the early 19CCs re desianed te orevic: Vv DOve
at
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flour the act:
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had been that young people had a dangerous effect on each other and

that, ideally, they would take direction primarily from adults.

The early twentieth century did not witness creation of the

peer group but it did witness a novel tolerance of peer influence,

The institutionalization of adolescence during the Progressive

Era embraced juvenile courts, "junior republics, and the like, but

its most enduring effects were in the field of education.

Between.1870 and 1920 many states restricted the use of child

labor and established compulsory education; 1916 the federal

Keating-Cwen Act prohibited the employment of children under

in factories and canneries and under 16 in mines and quarries,

and prohibited the employment of all children under 16 more than

eight hours a aay. The gap between ideal and real long remained

broad, The Keating-Owen Act was declared unconstitutional in 1917;

while thirty-eight states by 191? had provided for compulsory

education beyond age 14, all but five of them allowed the granting

of work permits at 15. Despite such limitations, the ideal of

in

43

prolonging education and substantially removing young people from

the labor market was explicit in reform literature of the early 1900s.
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The crusade against child leber and the expancion of compulsory

to the crass exploitation of juveniles for profit and labor oppssition toeducation cut of a variety of forcess : he ani : : CG

4

scheelthe displacement of adults by niles the i b mar et. Yet these

lation after an expension waich lay behind the prelonasd debatede not really acceunt fer the substantial expensien the high

bet :

ena + 017 about the high school curriculum. Da formers ke

)890

nore n fact, they were attracting mere students regardlessthat if the curriculum as more erect: al, hiah schools €

curriculum content.45 The ceme con be gaid of the colleges} they too exper-tudents.

rise in population after altegether ovt of preporticn to rices
yondG

jn the :
nen) at on whole.46 ever

carn doubtless
On:: Jene ta one

than others, cen be advancec for these changes.
"Po

ntinhi more :
FY ance

Tt is also
: Ws : la ENG alle

t
: for the :

s 0

as an avenue ef moo:any + hava t
that parents

In the eariie> part of the century family connections and kin

could more than compensate for the lack of advences educetion but

children dia con early entrance

tho

lo of the ar Vyears tnev

more and
a certifying sgency to

for less. In effect the schcol ac emerg: ng as

revlace oldar and more sersene techni of intresuct na yt

The scheol diplema w2s coming to heve undenicble

to the market acc
in pundent

hucetts commission
econem: c €

ifthat tayed :

evidence to indicate

the ic mat: t on more fayorenle terms
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only until age 14. Tne commission concluded, (perhaps @ Little too quickly)

ment prospects.47 Yet it is gust<as that children of middling

income parents were the ones who could forego wages for the extra two

years, hence were more likely to stay on in school, and entered the VOD

market favorably not beceuse of their extra schooling but beceuse of their

family status. Whatever the prioirtys it is clear that contemporaries

drew as a conclusion that education paid and that more education paid more.

what people think is herpenings in other words, i$ often as important as

what is happening. Whetner contemporaries rightly or wreng-y interpreted

the signs is less imoortant than t tho fact that they concluded that education

pushed into the teen yeers 45 far as possible had cash value."

By 1920 the basic forms of the twentieth century's intellectual and

institutional response tO young ceople had taken shapes "hat teek plsce

in the next forty to fifty years involved refinement and elchoration more

than innovaticn. Hall's concept of adolescence, for exemele, ceme Uneor

that the extra two years education accounted for the difference in amon loy-
a

"likely

w

ULI. 1970-166

fire from n critics n the 1920s. But the aitack wag

ideas rather than at the normative concept of adolescence. Hall had

implied that adolescence wes invariably 4 period of "storm and st

more against the absolut: nd ntific cheracter of his

TASS

although anthropological stucies lixe Margaret YNead's Coming OT

in Samoa stronaiy suagessted that in seme socicties the experience O

adolescence was natural end without turbulence.49 Similarlys while 1 2 1}

had clothed the concept of adolescence in the terminolcyy of the law

of recapitusation, more
tudies the 1920s and 19S°S
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insisted that the study of adolescence must focus on cultural

milieu rather than on inevitable biological and historical
50

determinants of behavior. By the 1940s, moreover, some were

questioning the whole idea that adolescence, even in American

society, was inevitably or routinely characterized by "storm and

"stress," Yet, despite all of these qualifications, the normative

character of the concept has endured, for psychologists with
SOCIETY

few exceptions have continued to hold that;"some sort of

51

prolongation of adolescence is desirable, that youth needs a kind

of moratorium to establish identity and autonony.

In other ways, too, the period since 1920 has primarily

been characterized by an extension and elaboration of ideals

created earlier. A quick recounting of some statistics speaks

for itself, The percentage of the population 17 years old to

graduate from high school rose from 6,4% in 1900 to 50.8% in

1940 to 62.3% in 1956. 2In 1900 students comprised only a tiny

fraction of the total population 14-16; by 1930 the proportion
53

was just under half, by 1940 a little over two-thirds, At the
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Same time the proportion of young people in the labor force

declined, There were fewer gainfully-employed workers aged 10-15

in 1930 than in 1870 despite a quadrupling of the gainfully

employed labor force in the same period?'As for college education,

the percentage of the population aged 18-21 in institutions of

higher education (graduate and undergraduate) rose from a little

over 4% in 1900 to 8.09% in 1920, 12.42% in 1930,

15.68% in 1940, and 29,88% in 1950.7"

If one decade could be singled out as critical for the

teenage population, it would have to be the 1930s, The depression

hit youth aged 16-24% especially hard. The plight of unemployed

youth was dramatized in works like Kingsley Davis' Youth in

the Depression (1935) and Maxine Davis' The Lost Generation (1936),

The federal response to the problem was varied. The NIRA (1933)

and the Fair Labor Standards Act (1938) effectively achieved

the goals of the Keating-Owen Act by prohibiting employment of

children under 16 in a wide range of occupations. On the other

hand, the Civilian Conservation Corps and National Youth Administra-

tion sought to provide a range of training and employment

opportunities for those over 16, But perhaps the most important

Gevelopments of the decade lay less in federal legislation than

in education. Boys who could not find work stayed in school longer.

Only during the depression did it become routinge for boys to
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finish high school; indeed, the high school was defended in the

1930s more explicitly than ever before as a "cure for unemployment,

Beginning with the Report of the Committee of Ten in the 1890s,

running through the Cardinal Frinciples of Secondary Education

of 1918, and continuing up to the present, a prolonged debate

has taken place concerning the purpose and content of high school

education, Advocates of education for "social efficiency" have

contended with spokesmen for vocational education, intellectual

education, and life adjustment education. Behind the debate

lies the explosion of the high school population which put

insupportable stress on older and more academic notions of

secondary education, and the reality that teenagers have lost many

of their economic functions in our society, so that new goals

and roles must be defined for them, Cut of the debate has come

the comprehensive high school which, with characteristic American

ingenuity, has resolved the issues in favor of all parties by

providing something for everyone. The justification of the

comprehensive high school was stated aptly as early as 1918:

56

In short, the comprehensive high school is the

prototype of a democracy in which various groups
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must have a degree of self~consciousness as groups
and yet be federated into a larger whole throuzh
the recognition of common interests and ideals, 57

It is doubtful whether any forging of common interests,

except in a very vague way, Has taken place in the high school,

Hollingshead's study of Elmtown's 'Youth (1949) indicated that

both the classroom and extracurriculum of the high school

reinforced rather than dissipated class lines, The same phenomenon

appears today as formal racial integration often produces little

than an informal re-segregation within the walls of the school,

As a melting pot, the high school has been a disappointment.

Yet it is equally clear that the high school has performed

an important, although originally unintended and unfereseen,

function in promoting socialization by the peer group, A number

of studies support this suggestion, In Kiddletoywn(1929) the

Lynds noted that in the period between 1€94 and 1924 the town's

high school had become the focal point of a distinctly adolescent

soéialclife:
The high school, with its athletics, clubs, sororities
and fraternities, dances and parties, and other
'extracurricular activites;' is a fairly complete

more:

social cosmos in itself, and about this city within
a city the social life of the intermediate generation
centers, 58

Two decades later Hollingshead observed that Elmtown's youth

functioned in two quite separate worlds; from adults they learned

a formal, verbalized public code, from peers a different and informal
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59
set of conventions. In 1961 James S, Coleman concluded from a

survey of ten American high schools selected across regional

and class lines that American adolescents were increasingly living

in a world of their own, with a self-contained system of attitudes
60

and values,
An interesting aspect of the cultural detachment of adolescents

is the extent to which adults, so far from challenLng it, have

often promoted it. The Lynds long ago noted that community leaders

in Middletown suppor ted the orientation of the high school towards
61

sports and pep spirit, Coleman made the same point in a different

way when he observed that to the extent fathers and sons shared

activites, it was around the interests of the son, for example
6 2

in Boy Scouts or Little Leazue, Hollinzshead concluded that,

despite the presence of a number of community institutions which

competed for the services and support of youth, young people in

Elmtown were not given the kind of developmental tasks which would

turn them into adults. His judgment was devastating but accurate:

By segregating young people into special institutions
such as the school, Sunday School, and later into youth

organizations such as Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts: for a

few hours ezch week, adults apperently hope that the

adolescent will be spared the shock of learning the

contradictions in the culture. At the same time, they
believe that these institutions are building a nysterious
something variously called 'citizenship, ' 'leadership, or

'character' which will keep the boy or girl from being

'tempted' by the 'pleasures! of adult life. Thus the youth=

training institutions provided by the culture are essentialiy
negative in their-

a :
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objectives, for they segregate adolescents from the real
world that adults know and function in. By trying to keep
the maturing child ignorant of this world of conflict
and contradictions, adults think they are keeping him
'pure.' 63

Behind changes in the social position of youth lies a more

basic loss of economic function on the part of the entire

age group. Society no longer depends on young people for anything

in particular (unless it be as soldiers) and has been forced to

create for them a succession of contrived roles and institutions

not tightly woven into the community structure, In a gradual way

the change has been going on for centuries. Youthful conquerors

and statesmen such as Don Juan of Austria, who won the Battle of

Lepanto at twenty-five, or William Pitt, Prime Minister of Britain

at twenty-four, were less frequently met with in the nineteenth

century than before. But in the twentieth century the combination

of increasing life expectancy and industrialization has brought

the revolution in the economic and social position of youth

virtually to completion.
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CURRENT EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

All social systems contain incidental occasions for learning. We

instruct one another informally and learn something new as we raise a family,
earn a living, minister a church, nurse the ill, encounter friends, govern
a group, or communicate through a mass medium, The institutions we call
educational are those designed to separate instruction from other activities,
transforming the incidental into concentrated effort. Teaching becomes

specialized work and learning takes the form of systematic participation that
is socially separated in a student role and assembled in a particular organi-
zational place. If at one time such deliberate schooling was an option of

society, the time has long past when it could be considered an accident of

history and waved aside. Modern societies require educational institutions.
But then the more important questions still remain: who wili participate?
what form will the educational institutions take? how will they mix with

other institutions of society?

Who will participate has been answered in the modern and modernizing

mations around the world in a move toward universal education of which the

United States has been the foremost example. The American system has steadily
changed its character from elite to mass, first at the elementary level in the

19th century, then at the secondary level in the first half of the 20th century,

and now in higher education in the years since World War II. This experience

with expansion took place a quarter to a half-century and more ahead of the

trend in other industrial societies. The American secondary school enrolled

only 15 percent of the age group (14 to 17) in 1910 but then advanced all the

way to 80 percent in the three decades up to 1940, while at the latter date the

share of the age group caught up in secondary education was still a minority in
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Britain, France and Germany. In higher education, the American system was

elite at the turn of the century in the sense of enrolling only 4 percent
of the age group (18-21), but slowly expanded to about 15 percent by 1940

and then leaped to over a third by 1960, while the European systems in the

middle-1960's were below or just reaching the proportions found in America

before World War r1.2/ The countries of Western Europe moved seriously
toward universal secondary education only in the 1950's and 1960's and to

the edge of mass higher education only in the last several years. Thus,

American schooling has been characterized by a relatively high rate of

participation that has made it the first national system to establish the

secondary school as a universal framework for the experiences of early
adolescence and the first several years of college as a formal setting

looming evermore inclusive for later adolescence and early adulthood.

The shift to mass involvement in American educational institutions

has been accompanied by a trend toward large-scale organization. We did not

multiply small systems to handle larger numbers but rather have let the small

grow large or have consolidated small units into large systems or have let

small ones die while large ones grew larger. The trend has been encouraged

by economies of scale and the advantages of specialization. The most important

reform document of a decade ago -- the Conant Report -- pressed hard for the

elimination of small high schools on the premise that they could not economically

provide the specialized courses appropriate to modern expertise The trend

toward largeness has long been stimulated by the influential models of effect-

ive scale provided in other institutions, particularly big business, and the

derived ideologies of school administrators that emphasized management and

effictency.2! Underlying all planned adjustment has been the social realities

2/

of urbanization and population growth. The flow of people out of rural areas
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has eroded the small districts of the countryside, while their movement into

the cities, along with the pre-1924 immigration from Europe and the post-
World War II population expansion, has swelled the urban districts that had

become fixed as coterminous with city boundaries. The already large became

larger. At the extreme we find New York City, where a population growth

from 312 million to 8 million between 1900 and 1950 has led to a public
4/school system of one million students and 50,000 teachers.-

Administrative consolidation and reorganization has reduced greatly
the number of school districts in the United States in the last four decades:

the exceedingly large number of 120,000 in 1930 was cut to 80,000 in 1950 and

then reduced drastically to less than 20,000 in 1970, and the elimination

continues.2/ An increasing proportion of the young are found in the larger
districts: in 1967, just 170 systems that had enrollments of over 25,000

together contained over 12 million students, or nearly 30 percent of the total.

Another 30 percent of the students were in systems of 6,000 to 25,000 enroll-

ment During all the growth in student numbers and the reduction in number

of districts, the number of public secondary schools remained about the same

(22,000 in 1930, 26,000 in 1970) The administrative trend is clear: a

country that in the past organized its public education in the form of tiny

6/

7/

schools in small districts is transforming that structure into one of the

large schools in huge districts.

Mass involvement in higher education has also been accommodated by

large-scale organization. A large college before the Civil War had 500 students

and most were much smaller. A large university at the turn of the century

sized out at several thousand students. Our large campuses in 1960 ran to

20,000 or so. Then the major expansion in student numbers of the 1960's --

from 3.8 million to 8.5 million -- was handled organizationally by increase
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in size all along the' line and especially in massively-organized state
universities, city universities, state colleges, and community colleges --
and multi-campus systems thereof. Pennsylvania State University has over

50,000 students; Northeastern University, 40,000. San Diego State College,
35,000; and Chicago City College, a two-year institution, 40,000. More than

50 universities have 20,000 or more students; more than 60 four-year colleges
are over 10,000 students in size; and 120 two-year colleges exceed 5,000
enrolment -- and this set of about 230 large institutions encompassed in
1970 some four million students or nearly a half of all college enrollment

Efforts to coordinate the growing number of university campuses, state col~

leges, and community colleges have produced increasingly strong state-wide

systems of control and administration that encompass very large numbers of

teachers and students: about half of the states in 1970 had over 100,000

students in the public institutions.2/ Again the administrative trend is
clear: from small and relatively autonomous units to large campuses in multi-

8/

campus systems.

As the places where teachers and students assemble have steadily become

larger, they have followed the advantages and dictates of large-scale organi-

zation in becoming internally more specialized and structurally more complex.

They are conditioned increasingly by the concerns of formal administration,

especially the need to link the many parts in an hierarchical structure of

responsibility and to routinize procedure for uniform application and dependable

control. When school superintendents and chancellors of higher education must

coordinate the efforts of thousands of instructors and tens of thousands of

students in unitary systems, they need large administrative superstructures

that in time develop a logic and momentum of their own. The large systems are

also conditioned more than the small by the problems of organized professionalism.

Professors have long had a powerful claim to individual and group autonomy and
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formed loose administration in separate colleges congenial to a "community of

scholars." But the elaboration of administration around them locally and in

larger networks has reduced that autonomy, and professors have reacted by

strengthening their bargaining tools in professional associations and unions.

Public school teachers have had a weak professional standing and considerable

status insecurity; and, as they feel stifled by bureaucracy and vulnerable to

lay intervention, they have increasingly organized themselves as a militant
interest group.

We argue later in a discussion of youth culture (chapter 7) that the

young are now different from their counterparts of the past in that they are

more shaped by a self-conscious subculture formed around the adolescent stage

of life. The instructional settings organized for them by society are also

becoming fundamentally different. What is new in the present era as contrasted

to pre-1945 America is a long self-conscious stage of adolescence and the formal

envelopment of that stage within large and complex organizations that operate

in a mesh of bureaucratic and professional controls.

High rate of participation and massive organization are characteristics

shared by secondary and post-secondary education in the United States. There

are additional features that are found at one level and not the other, producing

somewhat different institutions of schooling for the 14 to 18 age group and

those in the years between 18 and 24,

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE SECONDARY LEVEL

Mass secondary education in the United States has been dominated by one

type of organization: the public comprehensive high school. The comprehensive

school was designed to include all curricula and all social strata, avoiding

the assignment of students to different specialized secondary schools characteristic

of European systems and thereby providing a democratic melting pot that postponed
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for a few more years the eventual assignment of students to educational tracks

that lead to different careers and life chances. The student intake of the com

prehensive school has been established by the catchment area defined for it by

school authorities. For most American students, the situation has been one of

little consumer choice. Private-school enrollments have long been minor, recently

about 10 percent of the age group, and have been concentrated in the Catholic

middle class of Eastern and Midwestern cities. For others, especially the poor,

going to school has meant going to the public comprehensive school of neighbor-

hood assignment.

This instrument of democratic inclusion has not become implicated in

three forms of segregation: separation of the young from the rest of society;

separation of age strata within the ranks of the young; and segregation by

culture and race within the general population.

Separation of the Young. A hundred years ago, in 1870, less than 5 per-

cent of the age group could be found in the secondary school, with all the rest

already out of the system and at work. Now nearly all (90 percent) stay in the

educational sequence through a high school diploma and are to be found in and

around the school through age 17 to 18. This change in the social location of

the years of youth has been accompanied by an impressive alteration in the day-

to-day grasp of the school. A hundred years ago, the school term averaged about

130 days. Today it is near 180 days or 50 days more a year. But the more fas-

cinating figures are those that tell whether the young actually come to school

10/
when they are supposed to:-

secondary schools 1870 1920 1968Public elementary and

Length of school term (days) 132 162 179

Days actually attended 78 121 163

Percent of term out of school 41 25 9
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The days actually in school have doubled in the century, from less than 80 on

the average to over 160. And while students were out of school on "school days"

a great deal in 1870, and their non-attendance was still sizeable in 1920(25 per~

cent on the average), today a scheduled school day is a day in school. Whether

we speak of years in school during the time of adolescence, or hours, days and

weeks in school during any one of the years, the forms of escape of the past

have been sharply reduced.

This absorption of adolescent time by the school has contributed greatly

to the dominance of the student role among the many roles that a young person

might have. His family role has been diminished as the family has declined in

size and strength. The delaying of work until after the completion of schooling

gives the adolescent no place in the work force. The mass media have entered

the lives of the young, but the media remain remote from the specific social

setting of the young person and largely provide him with the passive role of

mass spectator and some activity as consumer. The school is where we find the

adolescent: for at least ten years and usually longer the school is the only

regular place provided by society. This has become so much the case that one

can speak of the family as closing its doors to the young during the day when

they are "supposed to be in school."

The comprehensive school has thus been successfully inclusive in sweeping

up all the young during the prime work hours of the day. The inclusiveness is

fixed firmly in laws that compel attendance, in an administrative system that

assigns the young to schools and grades and classes and controls movement from

one to another, and in the moral injunction that one should remain in school as

long as possible. But with all other roles diminishing and the student role

strengthened in scope and depth, the inclusiveness now entails problems of

segregation of youth.

by dependency. A longer time in school, by year and day, is a longer time in a
The young are set apart, and their apartness is characterized
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dependent state of peculiar qualities. The diffuse dependency found in relation

to parents is replaced by the specialized dependency found in the relation of

clients to professionals and bureaucrats. At the same time, the dependency

ds not optional and limited, as client relations commonly are, but is required

and involves a repetitive round of movement from one expert to another that is

prolonged over many years. The student role has become preeminently one of

segmental relation to specialists in a setting of bureaucratic procedures. Growing

professional competence on top of increased administrative authority renders

teachers more dominant and in control. Perhaps a basic characteristic of the

school as a social system nearly everywhere is that the student role is es-

sentially passive 2+/ But the passivity seems to take on new qualities when

it is shared among a very large number of young people, prolonged over more

years, and involved in relations with specialized teachers who know little about

the students as individuals, And the deepening passivity promotes counterforces:

a seeking by the young of autonomy and activity in the world of their own --

the youth culture -~ and a highly resentful reaction to what they are asked to

do as students.

The special dependence of youth-cum-student is a universal situation,

one through which all of the population passes and that holds for a large segment

of the population at any one time. Whatever the outcomes, they will be widely

distributed.

Separation of Age Groups. A second segregation effect of the American

public comprehensive school that has developed increasingly through the years

is the differentiation of the young in groups that have a narrow age range but

are large in absolute numbers. The most important line of cleavage within the

student role is school grade. The grades have become fixed as one~year segments

in a twelve-year sequence. They are then secondarily clustered in elementary,

junior high and senior high schools. As schools have grown larger, teachers
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have specialized more by grade and administrative systems have developed to

control the flow of a large number of students within the classrooms of a grade

or two. A thousand tenth-graders interact largely with others of the same level,

much as any segregated social stratum with well-defined boundaries. The formal

system provides little interaction among students up and down the age structure.

Then, with automatic promotion from one grade to the next, each grade has a

narrow age range. The basic structure then ends up promoting interaction and

identification within a narrow age band.

To realize how far we have moved toward age-grade segregation, it is

useful to recall the other extreme where grades and ages are mixed across many

years, The one-room schoolhouse of old -- and a few are still with us in rural

areas ~- consisted of a teacher and a dozen to thirty or more children, ages

six to fourteen, distributed across six or eight or more levels of instruction.

The teacher moved about the room physically and shifted gears intellectually

as the question of the seven-year old in mathematics was replaced by the problem

of the twelve-year old in history. The teacher was bound to use the older students

as tutors of the younger ones, to help reduce her multi-ring circus to a manageable

task. And the students were always hearing and seeing the experiences of others

who were older and younger. The school was, then, extensively "ungraded"; and,

in the face of its many weaknesses (minimal equipment, lack of specialists,

dependence on the ability of one teacher), it had advantages in relationships

that were individualized, personal, and informal. The young also gained experience

in tolerating one another's difference and in caring for still-younger members.

Such schools leaned heavily for advantage not on systematic instruction by

specialists but on generating a close community within which group norms call

for achievement and induce self-interest in the necessary intellectual struggle.

Grade mixing varies from that extreme of integration to the one now in-

creasingly found in large junior and senior high schools of the country in which
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the teacher not only specializes in the teaching of one grade, but within the

grade, of one subject. Students move, within the bondaries of a single grade,

to the room of one specialist and then on to the room of another. Certain modern

reform efforts attempt to swing the school back from this narrow age segregation

and task specialization, to recapture some of the advantages of the older style

of smaller schools. "The ungraded primary" lumps together three or more years

of schooling; the open-corridor school replaces whole-class lessons with indivi-

dual and small-group activity; and some compensatory programs use older youth

as teacher-aide models to raise the self-esteem and motivation of younger ones.

But the stratifying of the young by grade and age is now strongly institutionalized

in the operations of the schools, interlocked with economies of scale, the gain

in order provided by bureaucratic structure, and the subject-matter competences

and professional rewards offered by specialization.

Segregation by Culture and Race. The most bitter aspect of American edu-

cational institutions in the years since World War II has been the enlargement of

educational inequality in metropolitan areas. The practices of the housing market

together with the personal choices of the advantaged social groups have increased
1 2 /

rather than decreased the residential separation of social classes and races.

The

The middle class has come to live further away from the lower class in separate

suburban towns served by separate school districts. The bulk of whites and blacks

are also further apart geographically, with the blacks concentrated in the heart

of the city and the whites either far out from the center or stubbornly clinging

to the white ethnic sections of the central city. With the public comprehensive

school zoned by neighborhood and town, the increased segregation in housing has

brought increased segregation in the schools Along lines of social class

and ethnic-group culture as well as of race, the comprehensive schools have

become more socially-selective and more unequal in the climate of achievement

14/
that is set largely by the social mix of the student body.
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The impact of residential segregation on school segregation was long not

absorbed into official and public consciousness. As the issue of racial inte-

gration in the schools came to the fore in the 1950's, attention went first to

de jure segregation found in the Border States and the South. It was only in

the early 1960's, a mere decade ago, that the concentration of the "culturally

deprived" and "the disadvantaged student" in the city ghetto became perceived as

an even more fundamental and tenacious problem,25/ And there has been a natural

ideological resistance to the realization that comprehensiveness has become

transformed into segregation along social lines, since the concept of the common

school has been central to desire to educate for democracy. But reality has gone

the other way: educational inequality, always with us in history, has become more

structurally fixed in the institutions of public schooling.

We have noted three effects of current institutions in public education:

a separation of the life experiences of the school from the community; a sepa-

ration of age groups from one another within the school; and a separation of

the young from one another along lines of social class, ethnic, and racial

clustering -~ "cultural segregation." Later in the report, we focus further

on the first two effects, since we are interested primarily in the features of

current institutions that potentially affect all of the young, even if they appear

first and most strongly in the upper middle class. Thus our focus is not on

cultural differences among the young, nor specifically on the slum school. We

note, however, that the problems set by youth and age segregation, on which we

concentrate, may well be heightened by cultural segregation and appear sharply

in slum schools. The idea that young people should be separated by grade, for

example, runs more counter to the social organization of the slum family, "where

kinship and the conglomeration of brothers and sisters and relatives are the

organizing principles of survival," than to the operation of the upper-middle-

class nuclear family 22/ Similarly for fixed daily time schedules and the

yearly schedule of the summer vacation. 1f in concentrating on youth and youth
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culture we make little explicit reference to the situation of the poor and the

black, the general problems of educational structure that we discuss bear

heavily on them.

THE MINOR FORMS OF AMERICAN SECONDARY EDUCATION

We have emphasized the dominance of the public comprehensive school at

the secondary level of American education since it clearly towers above all others.

But some variety has been provided by private schools, secular and parochial,

and specialized public schools. The private sector, although weak nationally,

has long offered alternatives for a large part of the population in many cities

and towns of New England, the Middle Atlantic states, and the Midwest. The

Catholic schools in some cities have a considerable drawing power that leads to

a serious loss of support for the public schools; and occasionally the combined

drain of Catholic and other private schools have left the public schools as a

dumping-ground for those who could not escape. The private sector can also have

influence beyond its size in providing room for experimentation and the con-

struction of influential models. But overall the non~public institutions have

become a smaller and smaller part of the whole, declining from about 18 percent

of the secondary school enrollment in 1900 to about 10 percent in 1970.

Specialized public secondary schools are also still found in the United

States, emphasizing academic excellence or vocational education or the arts.

They select students from a large area, often city-wide or even from a set of

adjoining districts, rather than admit routinely all whose homes are in the

neighborhood. They too can have influence beyond their size, since their

specialization allows them to build a distinctive character and competence and

to become known as a place where a particular thing is done well. The Bronx

High School of Science has been a noteworthy instance, allowed to draw students

from all of New York City on criteria of academic motivation and achievement and

to develop programs appropriate for an academic elite. But schools deliberately

specializing in academic excellence have continued to disappear, overwhelmed by
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the accepted philosophy and power of the comprehensive form of organization,

Their place has been taken in part by comprehensive schools whose catchment areas

are so socially segregated, in the affluent suburbs and well-to-do parts of the

cities, that they concentrate on programs for the many able students provided

by the neighborhood.

Vocational schools have been the most numerous of the specialized public

schools. There have been special Federal funds behind vocational training since

the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917, which even specified what courses were to be sup-

ported and hence pushed vocational education toward a national uniformity. But

little has gone well in American vocational education, as through the years the

federal funds ended up supporting education for fields of work in decline --

agriculture and the industrial crafts of the 1910's and 1920's -- or went to

17/
classes in homemaking for girls that led away from jobs.-* School districts

also did not have to organize such courses in separate vocational and technical

schools but could place them, as they increasingly did, within the comprehensive

schools, there, as in homemaking, to be adapted to the general curriculum. The

separate schools proved vulnerable: they were not able to solve the problems of

the low esteem accorded vocational as compared to academic training; in many

cities they became a dumping-ground for poor students; and comprehensive schools

could argue powerfully that their general education was a better preparation for

work than the narrow training offered in the vocational school.

Of considerable interest today are the special programs and schools that

are being newly organized (or newly revised and emphasized) as attacks on student

disaffection. These new ventures are essentially of two types: one that attempts

to link the school to outside work and cultural organizations; and one that

attempts to establish a communal grouping of students and teachers. Most promi-

nent as links to the outside world are work programs, where students are located

part of the time in outside jobs or placed in a special school that operates
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somewhat like a small business, intending to give students who are failing in

school or who have lost their motivation a chance to feel the realness of work

and to regain some sense of mastery and direction that can be turned back to

the normal school setting. The work programs, old and new, have related very

little to middle-class disaffection, concentrating instead on the disadvantaged

who are failing or are not trying or are rebelling in the regular programs.

They immediately run into the problem of low status accorded anything that

appears to be vocational rather than academic, and for the poor rather than

all the students.

The route of communal grouping has been taken in the "alternative schools"

that have attracted so much attention because of their dramatic qualities -~ and

because they relate to the disaffected scons and daughters of the educated. The

alternative school moves a small number of students and teachers -- all volunteers -

out of the regular school building and into a separate location, there to work

out a fresh start with all the old rules suspended. Students and teachers attempt

to replace the old hierarchy of authority with greater equality of relation, to

establish new foci of concentration in courses, and to provide great freedom in

the application of effort and the scheduling of activities. The alternative

schools have seemed a promising alternative to many, almost a necessity for

sophisticated youth in the upper middle class who claim, and act out the claim,

that they cannot stand one or another basic feature of the regular school, whether

it is the way that history is taught or too much traffic control in the hallway

or an emphasis on sports.

Unfortunately, for purposes of experimentation with new forms, the alterna-

tive schools, inside and outside the public schools, have averaged such a short

life -- less than two years -~ that they offer little gain. Philosophically

anti~organization, they quickly get on the road to failure. The alternative

school typically attempts a town-meeting democracy in which all issues are to
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be decided by all in a body of equals. Two early results are the boredom and

frustration that follow upon endless discussion, and the breakdown of organizationa

routine. In a few months the teachers "discover" that they are more competent in

certain matters than the students, and guiltily begin to make decisions. A profes-

sional corps then reappears, with some differentiation of power and interest

from that of the students, and all can perceive the drift back to the old ways

they had hoped to escape. Then, when a school appears to be composed of "corridors

of wandering souls," a phrase used critically in the alternative-school movement,

some parents and students become disenchanted, some students withdraw, and the

moral and financial bases of the enterprise crumble. The alternative schools

have taught anew the lesson that no simple solutions work in educational reform.

"Grooving" and "self~actualization" will not make a school.

In short, recent efforts to establish a new variety in American secondary

education have not gotten very far. Their support has been hesitant and uneven.

The new starts that center on work or job training have to solve the dumping-

ground problem. The new places for disaffected affluent youth have been deficient

in such minimal requirements of organization as a capacity to set goals, divide

'the labor, and delegate authority.

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF HIGHER EDUCATION

As we move to the structure of American higher education, some of the

features we have portrayed as distinctive of the secondary level are still found

but with less weight. Segregation by culture and race exists, but it is not

tightly linked to neighborhood of residency since colleges and universities have

much largely catchment areas than do schools, and students have greater freedom

in choosing among places, including leaping across the nearest ones to go farther

away from home. Segregation of the young is also found, especially on residential

campuses; but college students more than high school Students have either begun

their own family or anticipate soon doing so and are involved in part-time or
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full-time work. In the advanced years of college, linkage to basic adult roles

is underway. Similarly for age-grade segregation: some exists, but students mix

considerably more across the grade and older adults are increasingly found in

the classroom. Thus these forms of separation have less weight for the 18 to

24 age group than for the years of early adolescence spent in the secondary

school.

The most important structural difference between mass secondary and mass high

education in the United States is that while the first is dominated by one form of

organization, the second is uncommonly pluralistic. There is a strong and prestige

ful private sector that is exceedingly heterogeneous within itself, with over 900

four-year colleges, secular and religious, ranging enormously in academic quality

and style; some technological schools and finishing schools; and dozens of uni-

versities that range from the best in the nation to ones able to attract only

mediocre students from a few miles away. The public sector, ever more massive

and dominant in enrollment, is ever more differentiated into state universities

and state colleges of varying student composition, and short-cycle units, the

two-year community colleges, that now number over one thousand and absorb over

one-half of all college freshmen.

American institutions of higher education are heterogeneous not only

in comparison with the American secondary level but also with the higher edu-

cation structures of other countries. The European systems have been monopolized

by the state or public university to the point where they have difficulty in

creating viable secondary and tertiary sectors. Private institutions are generally

few and under general state supervision. First-tier or short-cycle institutions,

similar to the American community college, are especially difficult to create,

since they are considered so inferior in status. Differentiation has occurred

chiefly through the creation of technological and teacher training institutions

that parallel the university in length of training of the first degree. But the
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European systems are plagued with the problem of a traditional homogeneity of

form as they move into an age that requires different kinds of places for a more

heterogenous clientele and for the complex requirements of a highly trained

labor force.

This is not the American problem. Our varied structure instead poses

problems of consumer knowledge and choice and of appropriate matching of students

and colleges. There are basic problems of institutional connection and

permeability in the large state systems of higher education, centered on the

need for large numbers of students to transfer systematically and without great

loss from one college o another. With over 500,000 students now transferring

annually, half of them from community colleges, transfer has not become for

students and institutions alike the number-two access problem.28/

The problematic features of American higher education in relation to youth

are increasingly located in the community college, which operates more like the

American comprehensive secondary school than any other component of higher

education. In the manner of a senior high school, the public two-year college

is based on a local catchment area, takes all students, is free or low cost,

and is non-residential, with students commuting from home. With its open door,

it intends to be comprehensive across social strata and races and comprehensive

in curricula, assembling in one place transfer programs, one~and two-year terminal

programs, adult or recurrent education, and now an increasing amount of remedial

or sub-college work that permits students to repair the damage sustained in

earlier years of schooling. A place of option and trial, it has many students

hoping to transfer to four-year colleges and universities who will in fact

terminate their schooling during these two years 22! The community colleges have

difficulty in maintaining a balance among their programs, since the general tilt

is toward high status for the transfer work, low status for the terminal,and

marginality for the adult courses.
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For American youth, the home-town or neighborhood community college is

increasingly the automatic place, the college that represents the upward extension

of the continuous schooling structure of the elementary and secondary years. In

a growing number of states, it is as easy to enter and as natural to attend as

. the high school. The young person leaving high school is automatically promoted

to it, qualified to enter, and nore of his graduating high school class is pro-

ceeding there than to any other single institution of study or work. Its

availability promotes a situation in which the decision by a young person to

discontinue his education after high school requires more deliberate effort than

that of simply remaining on the age-and-grade escalator that moves his peers on

from the twelfth to the thirteenth year.

Thus, this short-cycle form of college that is the main means of accomo-

dating mass higher education in the United States is involved in the problems of

continuous schooling and youth segregation that are fundamental in the structure

of secondary education. The problems are lightened somewhat at this level by a

greater degree of choice and a stronger sense of voluntary participation. But

they are deepened by the strain of still being "in school" two more years, at the

ages of 19 and 20 and later, still in many cases removed from adult responsibilitie

and facing points of decision more momentous for one's career.

INSTITUTIONAL LEGITIMACY, RESILIENCE, AND LOAD

American educational institutions are clearly having systematic troubles

in teaching the children of the poor and the offspring of the affluent upper

middle class. The bureaucratic and professional organization of modern teaching

is not making effective connection with the values and practices of the current

urban lower class. The daily routines of educational organizations as now

structured are also boring increasing numbers of affluent adolescents in the

cities and suburbs whose background and life style generate new demands for

variety and flexibility in instruction. These large strata within the young
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have generated a general adolescent sense of disconnection between self and

school that spills over into the more stable lower middle class of the cities

and the relatively contented middle class of the countryside. The result is a

sizeable loss of confidence in schooling among the young.

In addition, we have come to the point of a serious diminishing of con-

fidence among parents and teachers and finally administrators, Parents among

the urban poor give up on current educational institutions when they think they

cannot get even the simplests of educational services __ decent teachers in decent

buildings who can maintain discipline and produce functional literacy in reading,

writing and arithmetic. Intellectual critics in the upper middle class, through

two decades of heavy criticism, have convinced increasing numbers of educated
in

parents that there is something basically wrong about the public schools.- So much

public questioning must sooner or later affect the self-esteem of teachers. Teache1

a

can pull together defensively and back one another, like any other occupation under

attack, but there are limits to how much they can reassure themselves when so many

critics pound away on the theme of failure and when the teachers find their daily

-work ever more fraught with difficulty and uncertainty.

Loss of public confidence and the despair of teachers, eroding legitimacy,

will finally undercut the resilience of educational institutions. Schools and

colleges have an amazing ability to carry on. No matter how many windows are

broken or teachers attacked or classrooms disrupted, someone cleans up, the

schedule is reasserted, teachers are back in the classrooms and the whole thing

goes on. But somewhere down the line there are limits to the dogged willingness

of the devoted group and to the resilience of the institutions that they carry

on their backs. If public confidence should continue its downhill slide and

teacher despair deepen even more, large segments of the system could fall below

a threshold of resilience, where a vicious circle of effects would then ensure

an even worse situation for the education of millions.
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Part of the problem of legitimacy and resilience is that through long

accretion of activities and responsibilities and the assuming of new burdens at

a rapid pace in recent decades, the institutions of American secondary and higher

education have taken on a great deal of responsibility and work. Public ex-

pectations run high, asking schools and colleges to solve national problems

of scientific preeminence, unemployables in the work force, disenchanted youth,

social inequality, and even the breakdown of community. The functions seem almost

endless, as these comprehensive institutions of mass preparation are pushed, and

push themselves, to being all things for all young people. The problem is most

acute when a single form, the public high school, attempts singlehandedly to

meet the increasing spread of group demands and cultural tasks. But a variety

of needs can only be served by a variety of institutions. Up to a point, the

variety may be provided within a single comprehensive structure, through internal

elaboration. there are limits on how far any organization can be asked to

stretch and still function effectively, especially when it is vulnerable to a

turbulent environment of contradictory and shifting group demands. There are

But

also limits on how comprehensive any educational organization can be without

blandness evading all sense of purpose and enterprise.

The heavy load of expectation and work of particular schools and colleges,

and their growing blandness, can be reduced considerably by reassignment of

functions within education itself, particularly to new units with limited purposes.

This is one major avenue of reform. But the burdens of socialization could also

be shifted in part to institutions outside of education, both to already

established institutions of work, politics, and leisure, and to new institutions

yet to be developed. We return to such considerations in the concluding chapter

of the volume.
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R.H.Bremner

Rights of Children and Youth
With Special Reference to Child Labor and Youth Employment

Persons below the age of majority are simultaneously the most
indulged and oppressed part of the population. Both civil and criminal
law accord minors special consideration and shield them from the full
legal conseauences of their acts, On the other hand, until reaching
ages prescribed by law, children! and young people are compelled to
attend school, excluded from many gainful employments, denied the right
to drive automobiles, prohibited from buying alcoholic beverages, fire-
arms, and cigarettes, barred from the most interesting movies, and

deprived of countless pleasures and liberties available to adults.
Those under sichteen do not vote, do not have the resources to maintain
lobbies, and as yet have not organized as a pressure group. Boys and

girls participate in demonstrations and protest marches but decisions
on educational, labor, and welfare policies, in which they have a

vital stake, are reached without their consent or counsel,
Within individual families, through countless stratagems, child-

ren can exercise dictatorial control. In society, huwever, children
are officially vowerless. They enjoy such rights as the adult community

is willing to sanction and suffer the disabilities their elders deem

appropriate to their condition. Advance and implementation of children's
rights is the task of adult advocates, The history of children's rights
is therefore an account of the changing circumstances, cavabilities,
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and conscience of the adult world.

From the adult viewpoint, linitations imposed on the young, galling

as they mney seem to the sufferers, steu not from tyranny but fron

affection and consideration. Blackstone described the disabilities of

children as privileges granted "to secure then fron hurting themselves

by their own izprovident acts. it Common end statute law have crected

elaborate defenses to safeguard chijdren from unscrupulous adults vho

would take advantage of their weakness and imnaturity. "The benefit of

the infant" -- a person under legal age is the great point to

be regarded," declared Justice Samuel S. tilde of the Suprene Judicial

Court of Massachusetts in 1816, "the object of the law being to protect

his imbecility and indiscretion frou injury, through his orm imprudence,

or by the creft of others."
Justice Wilde's was rendered in one of a long linc of cases

in which Exglish and courts safeguarded the estates and property

rights of minors and, tccause of their "inbecility," exempted then fro:a

nany of the obligations end penalties to which adults were subject.

2

tt

Willian vetmore Story hed these precedents in mind shen, in his Treatice

on ( 1864), he warned; "Every person deals vith ean infant at

arm's length, at his own risk, ond with a party for whom the law has a

4
jealous vatchfulness.""

In eddition to protecting the property rights of minors (and their

guardies) the comion law recognized the duty of parents to protect,

educate, end maintain children, "These duties ere all enjoined by

positive law," notea Janes Schouler, historian end legal scholar, in

1870; "yet the law of natural effection is stronger in upholding such

fundamental obligations ot the parental state." Relying on the5
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strength of parental affection, the common law allowed fathers wide

latitude in deternining how the responsibility of protecting, educating,

end maintaining offspring was to be @ischarged. The law deeued the

natural instinct for protecting one's children so potent as to need

(in Blackstone's words) "rather a check then a spur." The obligation

of maintenance was assuned to be so well accepted as seldom to require

enforcenent by "human lews."° Similarly, "the pronotings of parental

affection and wholesose public opinion" were deemed sufficient to

prevent abuse of parental authority in edninistering correction,

Despite the assured efficacy of parental affection Anerican legis~

latures and public officials did not hesitate to adopt and apply "human

las" to enforce the duties of protection, aaintenance, and education.

A typical statute, the Nassachusetts law of 1781, authorized overseers

of the poor to bind cut as apprentices children whose parents were thought

to be unable or unfit to naintain then "Nale children until they errive

at the age of twenty one years, and Fenales to the age of eighteen,

unless such are sooner married..." Social self-protection

was the justification offered for such legislation. The community put

a high value on order and it was disinclined to bear the burden of

supporting and controlling children whose parents allowed thea to grow

upwithout training or discipline.

Considerations of this sort loozed large in the thought of nineteenth

century Aserican reformers who advocated strenuous exercise of parens

patriae (tie duty of the State to protect children from all who would

harm them) to gspplent the authority of parents who neglected their

7

+

obligations to offspring. In a democracy, So the argunent ran, children,

as future citizens, were the state's most valuable possessions. The
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State, for its own security, hac to enforce the child's right to the

nurture which would equip him for responsible citizenship. Moreover

children were not chattels of their parents but persons whose welfare

deserved orime consideration in all cases where their interests were

at stake. The perens patriae doctrine provided legal justification

for an expansion of governaental authority in education, public health,

child labor, and treatment of juveniles with behavior problems, n a

1944 opinion of the United States Supreme Court which capped a century

of state end federal court decisions Justice Wiley B. Rutledge declared:

"The fanily is not beyond regulation in the public interest...

Acting to guard the general interest in the youth's well being, the

state as parens petrine may restrict the parents control by requiring

school ettendance, regulating or prohibiting the child's labor and in

Many other ways .. . The state has a wide ronge of power for liniting

perental freedom and authority in things affecting the child's we 1

9

fare. .
10

During the latter part of the nineteenth century the expanding

activity of the state produccd significant chanzes in the legal status

of children. Florence Kelley, writing in 1682, cited advances in the

law of custody and guardienshnp, improvements in provision for pauper,

delinquent and illegitimate children, and enactment of compulsory

education and rudimentary child labor lavs es evidence of "growing

care for the child's welfare, end growing recognition of his individuality

with its need of individuel care." She hailed "the totel energence of

the child from his former legal oblivion" and concluded that in the late

nineteenth century tne child's position under the lav was unique in the

extent to which his well being was considered.
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Miss Kelley belonged to the generation of reformers, active fron

the 1890's to the 1930's, vho expanded the idea of the welfare of the

individual child into the broader concept of the rights of childhood.

Using the data of sedicine, physiology, psycholosy, and pedagogy,

progressive reformers viewed childhood as a critically important

period of life, during waich the child required protection, care, and

special treatment, not just in the interests of future citizenship,

but in order to develop and realize his potential as a huzen deing.

Nore effective regulation of child labor by the states, creation of

juvenile courts, establishment of the federal Children's Rureau, the

manifold ectivities of that Pureau, and improvezents in the administra

tion of public child welfare services at all levels of government

represent the achievements of the "rights of childhood" movement.

The nost eloquent summary of the objectives of the sovenent is the

12

Children's Charter adopted by the epproximately 3000 delegates attending

the 1930 White House Conference on Child Health and Protection,

Because of its importance as a historical document the Charter is

reprinted here in its entirety:

THE CHILDREN'S CHARTER

PRESIDENT HOOVER'S WHITE HOUSE CONFER-

ENCE ON CHILD HEALTH AND PROTECTION,

RECOGNIZING THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD AS THE

FIRST RIGHTS OF CITIZENSHIP, PLEDGES ITSELF

TO THESE AIMS FOR THE CHILDREN OF AMERICA

I For every child spiritual and moral training

to help him to stand firm under the pressure of

life

I For every child understanding and the guard-

ing of his personality as his most precious right
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IM! For every child a home and that love and

_ security which a home provides; and for that

child who must receive foster care, the nearest

substitute for his owa home

1V For every child full preparation for his birth,

his mother receiving prenatal, natal, and post-
natal care; and the establishment of such pro-
-tective measures as will make child-bearing

safer

V For every child health protection from

birth through adolescence, including: periodical
health examinations and, where needed, care of

specialists and hospital treatment, resular den-

tal examinations and care of the teeth: protec-

tive and preventive measures against communi-

cable diseases; the insuring of pure food, pure

milk, and pure water

VI For every child from birth through adoles-

cence, promotion of health, including health in-

striction and a health program, wholesome

hysical and mental recreation, with teachers

and leaders adequately tained

VII For every child a dwelling-place safe, sani-

tary, and wholesome, with reasonable provisions
for privacy; free from conditions which tend to

thwart his development; and a home environ-

ment harmonious and enriching

VIII For every child a school which is safe

from hazards, sanitary, properly equipped,

lighted, and ventilaed. For younger children

nursery schools and kindergartens to supple-

ment home care

1X For every child a community which recog-

nizes and plans for his needs, protects him

against physical dangers, moral hazards, and

disease; provides him with safe and wholesome

places for play and recreation; and makes pro-
vision for his cultural and social needs

X For every child an education which. through

the discovery and development of his individual

abilitics, prepares him for life; and through

training and vocational guidance prepares him

for a living which will yield him the maximum

of satisfaction

XI For every child such teaching and training

as will prepare him for successful parenthood,

home-making, and the rights of citizenship; and,

for parents, supplementary training to fit them

to deal wisely with the problems of parenthood
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XII For every child education for safety and

protection against accidents to which modern

conditions subject him - those to which he is

directly exposed and those which, through loss

or maiming of his parents, affect him indirectly

XII For every child who is blind, deaf, crip-

pled, or otherwise physically handicapped, and

for the child who is mentally handicapped. such

measures as will early discover and diagnose his

handicap, provide care and treatment, and so

train him that he may become an asset to society

rather than a liability. Expenses of these services

should be borne publicly where they cannot be

privately met

XIV For every child who is in conflict with so-

ciety the right to be dealt with intelligently as

-society's charge, not society's outcast; with the

home, the school, the church, the court and the

institution when needed, shaped to return him

whenever possible to the normal stream of life

XV For every child the right to grow up ina
family with an adequate standard of living and

the security of a stable income as the surest

safeguard against social handicaps

XVI For every child protection against labor

that stunts growth, either physical or mental,

that limits education, that deprives children of

the right of comradeship. of play, and of joy

XVII For every rural child as satisfactory

schooling and health services as for the city

child, and an extension to rural families of so-

cial, recreational, and cultural facilities

XVIII To supplement the home and the school

in the training of youth, and to return to them

those interests of which modern life tends to

cheat children, every stimulation and encour-

agement should be given to the extension and

development of the voluntary youth organiza-
tions

XIX To make everywhere available these min-

imum protections of the health and welfare of

children, there should be a district, county, OF

community organization for health, education,

and welfare, with full-time officials, coOrdinat-

ing with a state-wide program which will be

responsive to a nationwide service of general in-

formation, statistics, and scientific research.

This should include:
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(a) Trained, full-time public health officials,
with public health nurses, sanitary in-
Spection, and laboratory workers

(5) Available hospital beds
() Full-time public welfare service for the

relicf, aid, and guidance of children in

special need due to poverty, misfortune,
or behavior difficulties, and for the pro-
tection of children from abuse, neglect,
exploitation, or moral hazard

FOR EVERY CHILD THESE RIGHTS, REGARDLESS
OF RACE, OR COLOR, OR SITUATION, WHEREVER
HE MAY LIVE UNDER THE PROTECTION OF THE

AMERICAN FLAG

By 1933 smcricen statute books contained a variety of laws which

attenoted to safeguard children against prematurc, excessive, and

a@angerous labor, to protect then egainst neglect, immorality, disease

and insanitery gurroundings, and to require then to attend school for

so nany months a year until they reached a given age. The laws were

intended to secure better treatment and wider opportunity for ell

children. They dininisned the autonomy of parents and guardiens but

by no means supplented tne parent's primary responsibility for super-

vising his children. The principle was well established that except

in unusual circumstances the best place for children was in their own

homes; as a corollary it wes widely recognized that the well being of

most children could best be promoted by strengthening the economic

security of the family.

Imolenentation of these principles was the objective of the cajor

In certein areas,
social reforms inaugurated in the New Deal.
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the New Deal edopted legislation and initiated prograzs whic hed

{and continue to have) an important iapact on the rights of children

and young people.. Two of these, regulation of child labor and

promotion of youth employzent, have particular relevance to contemoorary

issues..

Remuetion of

According to the cencus of 1970, 2 million children ana youth under

18 years of age were gainfully employed; 1/3 of then were under 16,

As the depression deepened and millions of adults suffered unenploynent,

more stringent regulation of child labor seened a possible way of open-

ing jobs for adult worxers. A spokeszen for the National Child Labor

Commttee declared in 193%: "Tt ig now generally eccepted that the

exploitation of children, indefensible on hunanitarian grounds, has

become a genuine economic menace; . « children should be in school

end adults should have whatever worthwhile jobs there arc."

The right of the federal governncnt to regulate child labor had

been hotly debated for at least 20 years before 1933. A constitutional

anendment granting Congress the power "to linit, regulate, and pronibit

the labor of persons under eighteen years of age" had been submitted

to the states in 1924 but by the end of 1932 only 6 states hed ratified

and 24 hed rejected it. In the first 5 nonths of 1933 6 more states

ratified the amendment and in June 1933 it was under consideration in

5 states. Throughout the New Deal President Roosevelt, Secretary of

Labor Perkins, and the American Federation of Labor continued to

efivocate ratification.
While the aaendment was still before the states the attack on
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(the cotton textile code set the pattern by prohibiting the employ-

ment of children under 16) and production control contracts of the

Agricultural Adjustment Administration (e.g. benefit payments in

the sugar beet industry were conditioned on agreements not to em-

ploy children under 14 and not to work children under 16 more than

8 hours a day),
The major New Deal achievenent in child labor regulation cme

with the Teir Labor Stendards sct of 1938. Sone historians regard it

as a very nodest achievement indeed, The act defined child labor as

the employment of children under lb or under 18 in hazardous occupations.

It prohibited the saipment in interstate commerce of goods produced

whereever child labor had been enployed within thirty deys prior to

shipment.

Notice that what vas prohibited vas not child labor, but ""shipnent

in interstate commerce." This languege was occasioned by the uncertainty

of whether the Supreme Court would uphold the constitutionality of any

federal legislation directly regulating child labor. Consequently

businesses, such as telegraph companies, which nendled but did not pro-

duce goods were not affected by the law. oreover the act ezempted

children who worked in agriculture ""wnile not legelly required to attend

school." It is estinated that of the approximately 850,000 children

under 16 gainfully employed in 1938, only about 50,000 were subject to

the act. Children in industrial agriculture, intrastate industries,

the street trades, messenger and delivery service, stores, hotels,

restaurants, beauty perlors, bowling alleys, filling stations, gareges,

etc., were outside the law.

+

Nevertheless the act is a landmark in the regulation of child
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labor because it was declared constitutional. In February 1941, in

United States v. Darby (312 U.S. 100) the Supreme Court uneninously

and specifically overruled the 1918 decision in Wenner v.

and upheld the right of Congress to regulate child labor in industries

engaged in interstate comnerce. The Darby case made ratification of

the child labor amendzent unnecessary. Subsequently, although not

until 1949, the child labor provisions of the Fair Labor Stenderds

Act were substantially broadened. Coverage was extended to ell non-

agricultural establishients engaged in interstate commerce, including

public utilities, connunication, end transportation as well as manu-

facturing and minings oppressive child labor, itself, rather than

shipment of goods produced by child lator was prohibited; and the

enployzent of children under 16 during school hours was prohibited in

commercial agriculture. (This was stronger than "while not legally

required to attenc school.")

This leaves us today with a lerge number of children under 16

years of age who (as far as federal laws are concerned) may legally

be employed in agriculture outside of school hours and neny more

children, including those 14 years of age end younger, who ney be

employed during school vacation. Dale B. Kloek, chief of the child

labor branch, wage and hour division, of the Department of Labor has

summarized the current coverage and exexptions of the federal law:

A 16-year-old youth may be

employed for any number of hours

in any occupation, including haz-

-ardous occupations in agricul-
ture-other than those nonagri-
cultural occupations declared
hazardous by the Secretary of



varicty of nonmanufacturing and
nonhazardous jobs. Hours of work
are limited to 3 a day and 1$a
week when school is in session, and

8 a day and 40 a week during

12

Labor to which an cighteen-year
minimum age applies. After a

minor becomes 18, there are no
Federal child labor standards

governing his employment. Minors
14 and 15 years old may be em-

ployed outside school hours in a

vacation periods.foaue
The child labor provisions do not

'
apply to: Children under 16 years

of age employed by their parents in

Vagriculture or in nonagricultural

turing or mining occupations, or

occupations declared hazardous for

minors under 18:
Children under 16 years of age

employed by other than their

parents in agriculture, if the oc-

cupation has not tbeen declared
hazardous and the employment is
outside the hours schools are in
session in the district where the
minor lives while working;

Children employed as actors or

performers...
Children engaged in the delivery

of newspapers to the consumer,

occupations other than manufac-

aha

Homeworkers engaged in the

making of wreaths . . . (including
the harvesting of the evergreens).
For the purposes of the Act il-

legal employment of children in

agriculture exists only during school
sessions. The Wage and Hour
Division cannot enforce any child
labor standards in nonhazardous

agricultural employment during the

summer when many children work

long hours for low pay harvesting
the crops. It is true that the 16-year
minimum in the Hazardous Agri-
cultural Occupations Order applies
at any time, but thishas little

bearing on hand harvesting activ-
ities.
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In order not to curtail job op-
portunities for young 16- and

17-year-old student-learners en-
rolled in bona fide cooperative
vocational training programs, ex-
emptions are provided in 7 of the
17 nonagricultural hazardous
occupations orders which will
permit them to work, under
Specified criteria, in occupations
otherwise prohibited for anvone
under 18. The same exemption
applies to bona fide apprentices.
Special exemptions are provided in

the Hazardous Agricultural Oc-
cupations Order permitting 14- and
15-year-old minors to operate
tractors and certain farm ma-
chinery, even though these are
hazardous occupations, provided
they have taken the 4H Club or
Vocational Agricultural traiming
programs on these machines,

Enforcezent of the child lebor end ayrisd other provisions of the Fair

Labor Standards Act rests with epproxinately 1000 coxpliance officers

who ennually investigate 3 to 4 percent of the establishnents covered

by the Act. During fiscal 1971 these agents found approximately 20,000

minors under efe 18 illegally employed.

Promotion of Youth ploy"tent

Both during and since the 1930's the plight of idle, jobless youth

has seemed a more difficult end challenging problem than the protection

of children against prenature work. For the past forty years (with the

possible exception of the era of World War II) concern has been expressed

regarding young people over 16 years of age vho remain in school more or

less against their will because jobs are not available or vho are both
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out of school and out of work,

As early as 1930 an estimated one million youth between 15 and

24 years of age were recorded as unemployed: that amounted to 27% of

the total unemployment; in 1933 1/3 of the estimated 15 million unen-

ployed were in the 15 to 24 year age group. In 1937 when total unem-

ployment had dropped to 11 million, approximately 4 million youth

aged 15-24 were unemployed (36%); and in 1940, even after the start of

the defense boom, more than 24 million young people remained involun-

tarily idle, 3/4 of a million of them had never had a full-time job

lasting for as long as a month.

It is obvious that the Hew Deal did not solve the problem of

youth unemployment, Nevertheless, the Roosevelt Administration re-

cognized the problem and it took action which served as precedents for

such Kennedy-Johnson programs as the Job Corps and Neighborhood Youth

Corps. The two most importent of these were the Civilian Conservation

Corps (CCC) and National Youth Administration (NYA).

CCC was the earliest and most popular of the New Deal relief

agencies, CCC placed boys over 16 and young men under 28 who were out

of school, unmarried, and unemployed in resident camps under a semi-

military regime, Enrollees performed "socially useful work," usually

in conservation and reclamation, and received a small wage ($30 per

month), most of which was allotted to their families, By 1941 more

than 24 million youths had been enrolled in CCC; as late as 1940 more

boys entered the CCC each year than enrolled as fresnmen in colieges

and universities,
Like the army, CCC sesregated white and black enrollees. On

several occasions Roy Wilkins of NAACP complained that instructors in
+

camps not only held serarate classes for white and black enrollees,
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also restricted certain certain courses to whites. Instruction in

gardening and tyoing, for exauple, was offered in segregated classes

to both races; but blacks were excluded from classes in forestry,

architectural drawing, end surveying.

CCC offered no help to girls and young women or to youth of

either sex who wished to remain in school or college. Befinning in

December 1933 F.E.R.A. allocated relief funds to colleges and uiveri ties

for the employment of students up to 10% (Later 12%) of college

on part-tine jobs at the average wage of $15.00 ver month. In 1934

100,C000 college students took edvantave of the program.

National Youth Adainistration, established by executive order in

1935, expended the student eid program at both ends to include students

attending secondary schools and graduate schocls. The work prograns

were developed and superviscd by the schools and colleges subject only

to the requirezents that recipients be selected prinarily on the basis

of need, that they carry 3/4 of a normal course of study, and that the

work perforned be genuinely useful, not displace any of the school's

regular employees, and promote an allegiance to society.

NYA also supported (out of school) work projects for

young people. These were similar to WPA but the average monthly earn~

ings of NYA workers was only 1/3 of that of WPA workers. By the end of

the 1930's NYA was operating 500 resident projects at hich young people

received vocational education end work experience. Eventually these

resident projects were converted into defense and war production trainings

centers.

What the New Deal did not do is often as interesting as wnat it

One measure the Administration declined to support was the
attempted.
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proposed Anerican Youth Act, sponsored by the American Youth Congress,

and submitted to each session of Congress from 1936 to 1940. This

meesure provided a nuch more comprehensive progren of federal aid to

education, vocational training, end youth employment than was available

under NYA. aubrey Yillians, administrator of NYA, expressed synnathy

for the princivles of the Youth Bill but stated that, as drafted, the

bill would be impossible to adzinister and questioned the edvisability

of expending NYA eas rapidly as the bill prososed. The position of FDR

ang Irs. Roosevelt on the youth bill was stated in 1941 in a letter to

the secretary of the Anerican Youth Congress--a letter signed by

Roosevelt but drafted ty his wife:

I think the fmerican Youth Congress vill recognize that

the attenpts to propose to Congress legislation

which will neect, as far possible, the objections which

different groups are ept to raise and which will heave the best

possible chance of passing, in order to attain the cbjectives

which are desired.

The Youth Act has the opposition of the greater

part of the Congress. It is probable that to achieve equality

of opportunity for youth end others, a gradual epproach must

be meade, taking into account every step of achievement in

private industry in the country and aoving toward this ob-

jective little by little, by increasing public yorxs when

needed, by greater appropriation for UTA and CCC as they

appeer necessery.

There is never only one wey 4o achieve specific objectives.

It is natural for youth to be less plietle, and with their
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enthusiasm they sometimes cerry through their objectives, but

as a rule the meturer approach, while it may be slower, achieves

the objectives in the long run with a better foundation for

pernencnt solution.?6

In the three decades since F.D.R.'s letter the tigredual" and

Mmaturer" epproach to securing equality of employzent opportunity for

youth hes not solved the problem. Under the Econoric Cpportunity Act

end other progres considerable efforts have been made to equip disad-

vanteged youth with the training end habits to enter the world of work.

As of yet, however, youth's right to work is uuch farther fron realizaticn

then the child's right to protection ecainst certain kinds of ork at too

early en age. AS early as 1957 Kenneth Clark accurately predicted the
a)

consequences for youth and for society of denial of the right to works

With increased technological industriali-

gation of our society and with promises of ac-

eelerated industrialization in the form. of

automation. the major problem which con-

fronts contemporuy youth is not that they will

be prematurely exploited by an industrial ccan-

omy that is insatiable in its demand for man-

power, but that they will be excluded from that

participation in the economy which is essential

for the assumption of independent economic

and adult status. The vestibule stage of adoles-

cence may be prolonged to a point where social

society a mast severed psychological stresses
OF people may

present for them wd

roblem, ve

4 secondAssuming that he : prolonyal ion

1 : peaple y
of the period of vestibule adoteseener,

abstract Unreal af a sense of exclusion in that

period of their dives that could be a mast crea-

tive period, Th is questionable whether this

yeriod af restless waiting: can be adequately

filled for large enough numbers of these yours

people by merely increasing, the period of com-

and related t cal to vou be the
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pulsory education. A sense of ciptiness, rest-

fessness, and: prolonged dk pendenee for youth
may be seen as a most powerlul, even though
abstract, contemporary threat lo the develop-
ment of the creative aspects of their personality,

The development and dominance of mass

media of communication and their role in com-

municating cern types of values, ideas, and

desires which may or may not be appropriate
and available to the masses of American youth
must be seen as another of the bnportant con-

temporary threats to their welfare and future

development. Significant discrepancies between

the realities of the fives of the majority of young

people and the values and aspirations com-

municated to them by these mass media may
well reflect itself in an imensilication of personal

probicms and in the extension of social insta-

bility.

8 8 MRM

Curiously enough, in the decade and a half since 1957, while many

young people have fretted through "vestibule adolescence" and have

passively or aggressively rejected adult values, tze legal status of

children and youth has been greetly elevated. Recent movements to

extend and broaden the rights of youth are closely related to the

revolution for equality being waged by minorities, wonen, the poor,

prisoners, honosexuels, and other previously deprived segments of

society. Because children end/or young people are to be found in all

which pertain exclusively to the young. Horeover many people deeply

involved in and committed to the struggle are neither young nor black,

the groups seeking "Yiberation" it is not easy to single out issues

poor nor revoluionary, but members of dominant elements of Aderican

society.
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One way to open up the subject is to examine various official

pronouncements on the rights of young people. Granted that such

declarations may be little more than statements of good intentions,

they may also serve as indicators of the state of vublic conscience

and the intensity of social concern, It is interesting to contrast the

1930 Children's Charter--earnest, maternal, comprehensive--with the

defiant, assertive Bill of Rights proclaimed at the 1971 White House

Conference on Youth:

The Right to adequate food, clothing, and a accent home.

The Right of the individual to do her/his thing, so long

as it coes not interfere with the rights of another.

The Right to preserve end cultivate ethnic ond cultural

heritages.

The Right to do whatever is necessary to preserve these

Rights,8

Recent changes in suffrage and majority have literally enancipaied

many young people from the disabilitics and privileges of legal infancy.

In 1944 Goorgia reduced the voting age to 18 in recognition of services

being rendered in the war by youthful draftees. (The draft age had

been lowered from 21 to 18 in 1942), Ten years later President Zisenhower,

in a messose urging statchood for Hawaii oné extension of the suffrage to

residents of the District of Coluzbia, askcd Congress to propose to the

States a constitutional eaendment establishing 18 as the voting age.

"For years [the President declared our citizens between the ages of 18



and 21 have, in time of peril, been suanoned to fight for Auerica.

They should participate in the political process that produces this

fateful sasnons.

The question of voting by 18-year-olds continued to be discussed

throughout the 1960's. 'The 1960 white Fouse Conference on Children

end Youth advocated wider and freer participation in political affairs-~

particularly by clergymen end teachers<~but split on the issue of 18-

year-old voting. One Conference foru endorsed the proposal; enother

opposed it. President Kennedy's Comnission on Registration ond Voting

Participation, concerned with low-voter participation in the ege group

from 21 to 20, concluced that by the tive young people had turned 2

many were SO renoved fron the stimulation of the educational process

that their interest in public affairs ned waned. In 1969 President

19

e to 18 on the simple grounds that
: A ji

ase were saiart enough to vote. They Knows , "they ere
Hixon edvocated lowering the voting &g A »a A

persons of that

interested and more involved than were the 2l-yeer-olds of only twenty

20
yeers azo." In non-judgcental borrowed fro the 15th and

19th Atendnents, the 26th suendment, ratified by the states in 1971,

Geclares?

The right of citizens of the United States, who are

eighteen years of age or older, to vote shall not be denied

or abridged by the United States or by any State on account

of age.

The 26th Anuendment coes not affect the right of states to determine

capable of controlling his person end »roperty without supervision bythe age of najority, i-e- ine at a person is deemed aon adult,
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parent or euardian, free to make a will, marry, and enter into en-

forceable contracts. In vractite, however, voting age and age of

majority have so long been identical that the reduction of voting

age to 18 has already vrompted a number of states to lower the age

of majority to 18,

Even before adoption of the 26th Amendment end the movement toward

lowering the age of najority student pressure forced college and school

officials to abdicate sone of the dictatoriel powers exercised over

student conduct in parentis. 4dult organizations such as the

Aperican Association of University Professors anc the American Civil

Liberties Union offered assistance to youth groups in speeifing the

Fights end freedoas of students in the classroon, conduct of etudent

affairs, and off cezpus activities as well as in such matters as

confidentiality of student records, disciplinary procedures and codes.

of dress end personal eppearmce.

Supreme Court decisions rendered in the 1960's enhanced the legal

status of children in notable respects. In a case involving the right

of students to wear armbanas protesting the Viet Nam war in school the

Court rmled that students were "persons" under the Constitution; as

such, they possessed rights which the state must respect and were en-

titled to free expression of opinion, except when such expression

materially disrupted or involved substantiel disorder or

invasion of the rights of others. In the Gault case"? and others

dealing with juvenile court proceedings the Suproze Court has ruled

22

thet the state, as parcns must observe the saue scruples of

due process and equal protection in dealing with minors as with adults.
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If the Gault end Tinker cases are followed the state m )

will have to observe hisher stmmcerds in its treatnent of all children
in the public care. 24

In view of increasing sensitivity to the rights of children itis
not surprising thet state ond federal legislation regulating, limiting
or prohibiting children's right to work should come undcr critical
scrutiny. Delegates to the 1970 ' aite House Conference on Children,

without specifically referring to child lator laws, asserted "earlier

lass and conventions designed to "protect" the week (women and children)

are inercasingly being viewed as constraints that rust be cast aside?

Opponents of child labor legislation have argusued that rican children

today are no longer "weak" but "brighter, stronger, healthier, bigger

then ever before," and hence protection fron responsibility (in the

guise of exclusion froa the world of work end too-long exposure to the

artificial etnosphere of the classroom) constitutes a deprivetion of

their right to participate in activity.
Defenders of child lebor laws reply: (1) that the laws are not

intended to exclude children from work but to safeguard thea from labor

at too early en age, for too meny hours a day, and in occupations waere

the chances of accident and injury are high; (2) that millions of

children are presently at work cither within or outside the law (neither

stete nor federal governments gives high priority to enforcenent of

child lebor laws, especially in commercial agriculture); (3) that the

principal barriers to youth employacnt are not child labor laws but

lack of sxills ond experience, employer attitudes, and a supply of

mature applicants with better qualifications; and (4) that the superior

physical strength and nental ability of today's children is due in some
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measure to the protection accorded them ( in the words of the

Children's Charter) "against labor thet stunts srowth, either
physical or mental, that limits education, that deprives
children of the rieht of comradeship, of play, and of joy."

Reconciliation of these divergent points of vies is not

impossible, Eli Cohen, Executive Secretary of the National
Committee on the Employment of Youth, advocating both ereater

participation in work for the voung and maintenance of protection
against exnloitation, offers the following suggestions:

Docs this mean that we should: re. pations need to be reviewed and mod-

work who want to do go" That course ment and safety meaSures should he re-

peal all child labor and sehoo} attend ernizel: jobs dangerous in U.e past but
ance laws and fet virtually all childeen no longer so because of improved equip-

would he unwise. Premature : moved fren that category, The process
ment can be as harmful 1 ie 1. amd for obtaining work permits needs to be

i n many places. Moreover.a
1

1 4

sibility. to enforce the existing laws
more vigorously through an expansion
of ingpections and tougher prosecution

to self development. What is iigeded is the Secretary { Labor has a reSpon
a selective approach that) strenethens
the laws to provide protection where it
is needed. and that then
where they actually serve as deterrents of violaturs.
to employment opportunity, The protec
tion afforded to vouth in non-agricul-
tural jobs must be eatended to ayricul-
tural employment so that) the same
fourteen-year minimuns age for employ
ment should apply. n addition. the

parental exemption from: the prehibi-
tion against vouny childien operating
dangerous farm equipment should be
removed. At the same time. schoolwork
progrants should be opened u to four.
teen. and fi ft Veur rhe ona broader
basis, carefully supervised to see that
the work experiences are authenticalls
developmental and dad worthwhile
career opportunities, Hazardous oeeu.
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-24.
The panel's proposals for striking a realistic balance between

the rights of children and youth to protection and opportunity
will be considered in Part 4,
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Totals

76.

D. Costs

A four-year effort is envisioned:

Ist Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year

$2.0M $3.0M $4.0M

E. Management Plan

This effort is largely a research effort and

conducted through the usual project awards.

VII. SUMMARY OF COSTS

Secondary School $ 9.0M $13.0M $11.5" $ 3.0M $36.5M

Higher Education 3.0M 7.0M 7.0M 3.0M 20.0M

Elementary School 2.0M 3.0M 4.0M 3.0M 12.0M

$14.0M $23.0M $22.5M $9.0M $68.5M

4

$3.0M

'i111 be

Ist Year 2nd Year 3rd Year Total4th Year




